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Image segmentation of organs in medical images using model-based approaches requires a
priori information which is often given by manually tagging landmarks on a training set of
shapes. This is a tedious, time-consuming, and error prone task. To overcome some of these
drawbacks, several automatic methods were devised. Identiﬁcation of the same homologous
set of points in a training set of object shapes is the most crucial step in Active Shape
Modelling, which has encountered several challenges. The most crucial among these are:
(C1) deﬁning and characterizing landmarks; (C2) obtaining landmarks at the desired level
of detail; (C3) ensuring homology; (C4) generalizing to n > 2 dimensions; (C5) achieving
practical computations. This thesis proposes several novel modelling techniques attempt-
ing to meet C1-C5. In this process, this thesis makes the following key contributions: the
concept of local scale for shapes; the idea of allowing level of detail for selecting landmarks;
the concept of equalization of shape variance for selecting landmarks; the idea of recursively
subdividing shapes and letting the sub-shapes guide landmark selection, which is a very gen-
eral n-dimensional strategy; the idea of virtual landmarks, which may be situated anywhere
relative to, not necessarily on, the shape boundary; a new compactness measure that consid-
ers both the number of landmarks and the number of modes selected as independent variables.
The ﬁrst of three methods uses the c-scale shape descriptor, based on the new concept of
curvature-scale, to automatically locate mathematical landmarks on the mean of the training
shapes. The landmarks are propagated to the training shapes to establish correspondence
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among shapes. Since all shapes of the same family do not necessarily present exactly the
same shape features, another novel method was devised that takes into account the real shape
variability existing in the training set and that is guided by the strategy of equalization of
the variance observed in the training set for selecting landmarks. By incorporating the above
basic concepts into modelling, a third family of methods with numerous possibilities was
developed, taking into account shape features, and the variability among shapes, while being
easily generalized to the 3D space. Its output is multi-resolutional allowing landmark selec-
tion at any lower resolution trivially as a subset of those found at a higher resolution. The
best strategy to use within the family will have to be determined according to the clinical
application at hand.
All methods were evaluated in terms of compactness on two data sets - 40 CT images of
the liver and 40 MR images of the talus bone of the foot. Further, numerous artiﬁcial shapes
with known salient points were also used for testing the accuracy of the proposed methods.
The results show that, for the same number of landmarks, the proposed methods are more
compact than manual and equally spaced annotations. Besides, the accuracy (in terms of
false positives and negatives and the location of landmarks) of the proposed shape descriptor
on artiﬁcial shapes is considerably superior to a state-of-the-art scale space approach to
ﬁnding salient points on shapes.
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1Introduction
When you are describing
A shape, or sound, or tint;
Don’t state the matter plainly,
But put it in a hint;
And learn to look at all things
With a sort of mental squint.
– Lewis Carroll
1.1 Motivation and Rationale
Clinical radiology has witnessed a substantial evolution during the past decades, with the
introduction of digital images into the medical environment. As a consequence, there has
been a considerable increase in the volume of data that needs to be processed accompanied
by an extensive image quality improvement. The need for automated computerized systems
is now a reality for the analysis and visualization of medical images. One of the critical
operations needed in most image processing systems is segmentation. Segmentation is a two
step process, commonly and extensively used in the medical ﬁeld, that consists of identifying
the whereabouts (recognition) and deﬁning the spatial occupation (delineation) of objects in
images.
Segmentation of organs in medical images is a difficult task intrinsically related to the
shape of the object of interest. Several approaches are available at present for modelling a
priori object shape information. Among these, landmark based statistical modelling tech-
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niques, such as Active Shape Modelling (ASM) [Cootes et al., 1995], are the most extant and
have proven useful in a variety of medical image processing and analysis operations. Shape
models facilitate automatic object recognition, delineation, registration, and shape analysis.
To build the model, we need a training set of shape examples annotated with corresponding
landmarks. Manual positioning of landmarks on training shapes/images is a tedious, sub-
jective, time-consuming, and error prone task, and almost impossible in the 3D space. To
overcome the drawbacks of manually creating a training set, the development of automatic
methods has been actively pursued. Automatic annotation should capture the real variability
existing among shapes with landmark correspondences expressed among shapes of the train-
ing set. Identiﬁcation of the same homologous set of points in a training set of object shapes
is the most crucial step in ASM, which has encountered challenges, the most crucial among
these being (C1) mathematically deﬁning and characterizing anatomical landmarks; (C2) ob-
taining landmarks at the desired level of detail; (C3) ensuring homology among landmarks;
(C4) generalizing methods to n > 2 dimensions; (C5) achieving practical computations.
This thesis focuses on the creation of 2D and 3D models and the study of shape. There
are major gaps and drawbacks in the current shape modelling techniques. This thesis pro-
poses several novel modelling techniques that try to ﬁll in some of these gaps by developing
robust, automatic landmark tagging methods for model-based segmentation approaches while
attempting to meet C1-C5.
The initial focus is on 2D shapes, using their shape characteristics as deﬁned by prominent
points with high and/or low curvature as potential landmarks. However, the methods of
estimation of curvature, existing in the literature, were found not accurate and robust enough
when applied to digital boundaries. Therefore, new methods needed to be investigated to
express the curvature of digital contours by using the concept of local scale. By using this
curvature calculation, a comprehensive shape descriptor was developed, which was able to




By using the shape descriptor thus created, an automatic landmark tagging approach was
devised based on the extraction of dominant points on the mean shape of a training set of
shapes. These points were propagated to all the shapes of the training set to establish cor-
respondence among shapes. Since all the shapes of a same family do not necessarily present
exactly the same shape features among shapes, which may often weaken methods based on
dominant points, we argued that, to adequately represent shape variability, landmark selec-
tion should be tied to the variability existing among training shapes. Therefore, we devised a
novel method that takes into account the real variability existing in the training set of shapes
and that places more landmarks where there is more variability, to create a shape model that
really characterizes the variability of that family of shapes.
By incorporating the above basic concepts into modelling, we devised a family of auto-
matic landmark tagging methods with numerous possibilities, that takes into account shape
features, and the variability among shapes, while being easily generalized to the 3D space.
Its output is multi-resolutional allowing landmark selection at any lower resolution trivially
as a subset of those found at a higher resolution. The results obtained by the different
methods presented will vary depending on the application. Therefore, the best automatic
landmark tagging method to use will have to be selected depending on the particular clinical
application under consideration.
1.2 Speciﬁc Aims
The speciﬁc aims of this thesis are as follows:
• To develop an accurate and robust local curvature measure to use for the detection of
dominant points on digital contours, giving a comprehensive description of shape at
different levels of detail (multi-scale).
• To devise algorithms to automatically identify shape-salient points in digital bound-
aries. Salient points can be identiﬁed by using different techniques such as via high
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and/or low curvature points, Principal Component Analysis (PCA), geometrical shape
properties, etc.
• To devise techniques to automatically distribute landmarks on each contour to best
capture shape variation existing in the whole training set.
• To study how effective these points selected via different strategies may be for use as
landmarks in shape models.
• To develop algorithms for automatically constructing shape models by using these
points.
• To develop efficient algorithms that can be generalized to the 3D space.
• To develop methods that are scalable by level of detail.
• To develop algorithms for assessing the model compactness.
1.3 Structure of the Thesis
The remainder of this thesis is divided into four main parts. The ﬁrst part describes a novel
shape descriptor based on curvature-scale and how it performs on medical and non-medical
shapes. The second part introduces novel methods for 2D automatic landmark tagging by
applying different techniques. The third part attempts to extend one of these novel methods
into the 3D space. The fourth and last part contains the conclusions and discussion of the
main work developed in this thesis. The summary of the content of each chapter is presented
below.
Chapter 2 gives the general background of the thesis by reviewing some of the relevant




Chapter 3 describes the mathematical theory of a novel 2D digital multi-scale shape de-
scriptor based on local curvature. First, we introduce a method for local curvature extraction,
based on a new local scale concept called c-scale. This method returns several factors related
to curvature that are important for the interpretation of shapes. We also explain how to use
the c-scale value to create a shape descriptor based on local curvature, which will give us a
complete description of shape.
Chapter 4 presents a quantitative and qualitative evaluation of the shape descriptor pro-
posed in Chapter 3. The method is applied to medical and non-medical objects, and compared
to several shape description strategies that are considered state-of-the-art in this ﬁeld.
Chapter 5 delineates a framework containing several strategies for 2D automatic landmark
tagging based on the c-scale shape descriptor introduced in Chapter 3. Several techniques
for landmark selection and landmark propagation are presented.
Chapter 6 introduces a novel 2D automatic landmark tagging method based on the idea
of variance equalization. This method creates a model by taking into account the variability
existing in the training set of shapes, by placing more landmarks where the variance among
shapes is high, and less where it is low. The distribution of landmarks is achieved by variance
equalization.
Chapter 7 proposes a family of novel global-to-local strategies based on the concept of re-
cursive boundary subdivision of shapes simultaneously on all training shapes, maintaining
synchrony of the level of recursion, while keeping correspondence among generated land-
marks automatically by the correspondence of the homologous shape segments in the training
shapes. Several methods are devised to place landmarks on corresponding segments by using
different strategies.
Chapter 8 presents a qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the automatic landmark
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tagging methods described in Chapters 5-7. The quantitative assessment is performed by
newly devised compactness factors. The results are displayed on two medical objects - the
talus bone of the foot (extracted from MR images) and the liver (extracted from CT images).
Chapter 9 extends the concepts in Chapter 7 to the 3D space. A preliminary demonstration
of the results is presented for a 3D object - the talus bone of the foot.
Chapter 10 discusses the methods and results of this thesis and points to some open prob-
lems identiﬁed during the course of this thesis work.
6
2Background
This chapter presents a literature review of two central topics of the thesis: shape description
approaches and automatic landmark tagging methods, both necessary to create shape models
for model-based image analysis approaches.
2.1 Shape Description
Shape description plays a fundamental role in computer vision and pattern recognition, espe-
cially in the ﬁelds of automatically deﬁning landmarks, shape analysis, image segmentation,
and registration. Many medical applications require a good description of the boundary shape
of the structure of interest. A shape descriptor aims at characterizing a shape uniquely while
being invariant to rotation, scale, and translation [Dryden and Mardia, 1998]. Shape rep-
resentations must be unique, complete, and should be able to reﬂect the differences among
similar objects while abstracting from detail and keeping the basic features. From the chosen
representation, we should be able to characterize the object and express numerically the as-
sociated shape descriptor vector. During the past decades, several shape description methods
have been described. Many of them are complex, application dependent, and cannot deal
well with digital boundary effects and noise.
In dealing with the computational aspects of shape, it is important to distinguish between
two distinct concepts - shape representation and shape description. We will brieﬂy review
the most common techniques for shape representation and focus more on shape descriptors,
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our goal being the extraction of dominant points from a contour.
2.1.1 Shape Representation
Prior to shape description, we need to have a proper representation of shape that preserves
the important features of the boundary contour. Numerous methods for shape representation
exist. According to [Costa and Cesar Jr., 2001], the existing shape representation methods
can be classiﬁed into contour-based, region-based, and transform-based approaches (Fig. 2.1).
All contour-based methods need to extract the boundary contour of the shape from the given
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Figure 2.1: A classiﬁcation of shape representation methods.
The contour-based approaches are divided into three classes: parametric contours, set
of contour points without any given order, and curve approximation. A parametric rep-
resentation of a shape can be obtained after applying some contour following algorithms,
such as the ones presented in [Costa and Cesar Jr., 2001]. Once the parametric contour has
been extracted, it can be represented by different data structures (e.g. vectors and complex
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signals) or by chain codes [Freeman, 1961] [Freeman and Saghri, 1980] [Freeman, 1978]. An-
other option to represent a boundary is to approximate or interpolate it piecewise by certain
primitives. In order to achieve this, the contour has to be segmented and each segment
approximated. The primitive that is usually used is a straight line, giving as a result a polyg-
onal approximation of the contour (e.g. Ramer Polygonal Approximation [Ramer, 1972];
Split-and-merge algorithm [Costa and Cesar Jr., 2001]).
In region-based approaches, the shape is represented by the region inside the object.
We can distinguish among three different classes: methods based on region decomposition,
bounding regions, and internal features. In the ﬁrst class, a set of primitives is used to rep-
resent the shape region. In the bounding regions approach, we approximate the shape by a
pre-deﬁned geometric primitive. We can also use certain features of the internal region of
the shape to represent it.
The main transform-based approaches, divided into linear and non linear transforms, are
used for both shape representation and description. In this family of methods, a shape is
represented by its transformation in a monoscale or multiscale manner. From these rep-
resentations, we can extract domain descriptors such as transform coefficients, transform
measures, and transform statistics.
In our case, we do not want to approximate the contour by any method. We would like to
work with the exact digital contour obtained after extracting the boundary of a segmented
object. Consequently, in this study, we have extracted the boundary of the object, and
represented it by using the vector coordinates (x(t), y(t)) for each pixel t forming the contour.
We consider the contour to be of one-pixel width. Therefore, we are using a contour-based
approach, obtaining a parametric contour described by vectors. We will use this real contour
to characterize the shape of the object through shape descriptors that attempt to deﬁne
the dominant points of the shape. Any other method will approximate the digital contour,





Shape characterization refers to the processes that yield in a numeric description of the
shape. The goal of shape characterization is to obtain a simpliﬁed representation of the
original shape while retaining its most important features. What we consider an important
feature will differ depending on the application. In general, a shape description method
generates a feature vector from a given shape and aims at characterizing a shape uniquely
while being invariant to rotation, scale, and translation [Dryden and Mardia, 1998]. The
shape must not be altered by these transformations. It is worth stressing that, normally, a
shape descriptor works as a pair in the sense that features need to be extracted, and then,
similarities between shapes need to be computed. These similarity metrics do not need to
be invariant to rotation, translation, and scale. However, the scope of this thesis is to tackle
the feature extraction part only and will not compare shapes with similarity metrics, as our
purpose is not to do image retrieval but to extract dominant points to characterize shapes.
Shape description methods can be mainly classiﬁed into contour-based and region-based
approaches [Zhang and Lu, 2004] [Loncaric, 1998]. The contour-based class uses the shape
boundary whereas region-based methods consider the inside of the shape to extract the fea-
tures of interest. Although many methods for shape description exist, there is none that
could be labelled as a general method, in the sense that they are usually application depen-
dent.
During the past decades, several shape description methods have been put forth for
the extraction of dominant points. Most common techniques consist of shape signatures
[Davies, 1997] , boundary moments [Sonka et al., 1999], polygonal and curve decomposition
[Ramer, 1972][Grosky and Mehrotra, 1990][Berreti et al., 2000], syntactic analysis [Fu, 1982],
scale space analysis [Witkin, 1983] [Asada and Brady, 1986] [Ray, B.K and Ray, K.S, 1995]
[Mokhtarian et al., 2003] [Rattarangsi and Chin, 1992] [Lindeberg, 1994], spectral transform
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(eg. Fourier descriptors [Zahn and Roskies, 1972][Chellapa and Bagdazian, 1984] and wavelet
descriptors [Tieng and Boles, 1997]), and deﬁning shape invariants using boundary primitives
[Squire and Caelli, 2000]. Most recently, more innovative approaches using graph-based the-
ory for multiscale shape analysis such as the one described by [Torres et al., 2004], which is
based on the image foresting transform [Falca˜o et al., 2004], and a tensor scale method to
detect shape saliences [Miranda et al., 2005] [Andalo´ et al., 2007] have also been developed.
Most of the shape descriptors are complex, application dependent, and cannot deal well
with digital boundary effects and noise. A measure of curvature forms the basis of most
methods of shape characterization. Some methods deal with it directly, others indirectly.
Curvature has been widely used in the past for location of landmarks, as it appears to be
the natural and intuitive approach to characterize a family of shapes [Attneave, 1954]. Cur-
vature is one of the most important features used in characterizing shapes, and it allows the
extraction of dominant points such as corners and inﬂection points. It plays an important
role in identifying different primitives. The curvature of a smooth curve is deﬁned as the
inverse of the radius of its osculating circle at each point (Fig. 2.2).
P
r
Figure 2.2: The curvature at P is 1/r, where r is the radius of the osculating circle at P .
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Although curvature estimation from a digital contour would seem rather simple, not many
methods exist that are easy to implement, fast, and robust to noise and digitization effects.
A local absolute maximum in the curvature corresponds to a generic corner in the shape.
If this maximum is positive, then, the corner is convex, and if it is negative, the corner is
concave. Straight line segments are represented by constant zero curvature. Circular seg-
ments correspond to constant non-zero curvature. Zero crossings of the curvature function
represent inﬂection points in the shape. Therefore, just with the feature of curvature, we can
potentially fully describe the shape and extract its dominant points as well as its associated
characteristics.
Let the shape of a 2D object be represented by its boundary B in the usual digital space.
The elements bi of B will be called bels (an abbreviation for “boundary elements”) or points
from now on. A bel may be a pixel on the boundary or a pixel edge. In either case, the cen-
tral points (x, y) coordinates constitute the bel’s representation. To estimate the curvature
of a digital boundary, ﬁve main approaches have been used [Worring and Smeulders, 1992]:
orientation-based, derivative-based, osculating circle-based, angle-based, and curvature scale
space (CSS) based.
In orientation-based methods, the curvature is estimated by the change of slope of the
tangent at each point of the boundary in a certain direction by using chain codes to ap-
proximate the boundary and different tangent estimations. The derivative-based approach
involves calculating the curvature based on derivatives. To achieve this, the boundary is
approximated by second order curves such as splines to obtain a parametric deﬁnition of the







In this case, the curvature is calculated on sampled points of the approximated boundary,
and the results should be mapped again to the digital boundary using interpolation or aver-
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aging [Hermann, 2007] . For the osculating circle approach, after smoothing, the boundary is
ﬁtted by a circular disc of a certain radius. Then, the curvature is computed using the inverse
of these radii at each bel. To avoid digital effects, in all these curvature estimators, some
continuous approximation is attempted when estimating the tangents at the boundary, or
when the boundary is approximated to obtain a parametric deﬁnition, or when a circle is ﬁt-
ted to a smoothed boundary. This may introduce errors in the boundary or even in the shape.
The angle-based approach [Rosenfeld and Johnston, 1973] is widely used in the liter-
ature [Ray, B.K. and Ray, K., 1992] [Neumann and Teisseron, 2002] [Carmona et al., 2005]
[Davis, 1977] for extracting signiﬁcant curvature maxima and minima directly on digital
curves. The curvature at each bel bi is estimated by considering the k-cosine cik of the angle
formed by the vectors Aik =
−−−→
bibi−k and Bik =
−−−→
bibi+k, where −1 ≤ cik ≤ 1. cik is close to
1 when the curve is turning rapidly, and close to −1 when the curve is relatively straight.
The curvature estimation depends on the value of k. Therefore, an appropriate value of k
at each point in the curve needs to be found. Certain rules are deﬁned to select the opti-
mal values to detect the local curvature maxima and minima. The main drawback of this
method is that it cannot extract all curvature maxima/minima. Also, it does not allow a
“level-of-detail”control.
Global approaches, such as CSS [Rattarangsi and Chin, 1992] [Mokhtarian et al., 2003]
[Ray, B.K and Ray, K.S, 1995][Ray and Pandyan, 2003][Lindeberg, 1994], convolve the para-
metric boundary functions in both x and y with a varying scale Gaussian smoothing function.
For each scale, the maxima of absolute curvature of the boundary are obtained and the scale
space representation is established. The scale space map is transformed into a set of trees
[Rattarangsi and Chin, 1992] to simplify the representation and to detect relevant dominant
points. To build the trees, it is necessary to know the persistence, sign, and movement for
each maximum of curvature detected on the boundary [Rattarangsi and Chin, 1992]. Per-
sistence and movement can be established by tracking the patterns on the scale space map.
Once the trees are built, corners are identiﬁed at multiple scales in a coarse-to-ﬁne manner.
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The selection of corners is based on a set of rules that attempts to assure a stability criterion.
The stability is determined by measuring the length of corresponding roots, branches, and
leaves of the trees, excluding the absolute maxima caused by digital effects and noise. The
main idea of these type of methods is to detect dominant points at different scales and to
use the information in all the scales as a whole, to decide whether a point is a corner or not.
This method is the state-of-the-art shape descriptor used in the MPEG-7 standard. However,
its implementation is subjected to many rules and the results are highly dependent on the
selection of the scale at which dominant points are detected.
Global and Local Scale
It is desirable to be able to detect dominant points at different scales so that it becomes
possible to vary the level of detail depending on the application. In image processing, the
concept of scale evolved from the need to handle variable object size in different parts of
the scene. Global scale methods process the scene at each of various ﬁxed scales and com-
bine the results, as in scale space approaches [Mokhtarian et al., 2003] [Lindeberg, 1994]
[Rattarangsi and Chin, 1992][Ray, B.K and Ray, K.S, 1995]. Local and locally adaptive scale
approaches [Saha et al., 2000][Madabhushi et al., 2006], such as ball-, tensor-, and general-
ized scale [Madabhushi et al., 2006], deﬁne the largest homogeneous region at each point, and
treat these as fundamental units in the scene. A dichotomy similar to the above, encountered
in analysing images, must exist for describing shapes also. In this thesis, we generalize the
concept of local ball scale used in images to shape boundaries and call it local curvature
scale. A comparison between global and local scale shape descriptors will be presented in
Chapter 4.
2.2 Automatic Landmark Tagging
Segmentation of organs in medical images is a difficult task requiring very often the use of
model-based approaches. These methods are based on the construction of a statistical model
that will contain all the features and variability of the object of interest among all its pos-
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sible manifestations. Subsequently, the model is used to perform a search on a new image
not belonging to the training set. The difference between methods lies in how the model
is represented and built, if and how scene intensity texture information is incorporated sta-
tistically into the model, how an initial position of the model is speciﬁed in the scene, and
how the particular shape is found in the scene. Prominent in this group are Active Shape
Models (ASMs) [Cootes et al., 1995] [Cootes et al., 1994], Active Appearance Models (AAM)
[Cootes et al., 2001], m-Reps [Pizer et al., 2003a] [Pizer et al., 2003b], and atlas-based meth-
ods [Christensen et al., 1997] [Gee et al., 1993]. ASM and AAM use landmarks to represent
the shape and principal component analysis to capture the major modes of variation in shape
observed in the training data sets. ASM considers only the shape variation whereas AAM
takes into account also the variation in texture inside the object. m-Reps uses the shape
information obtained after applying a medial axis representation on the shape. Atlas-based
methods rely on a previously created atlas that captures in it information about the object
label, geometry, shape, scene intensity properties, and object assembly architecture deﬁning
the relationship among objects. In this thesis, we will focus on landmark-based strategies (a
la ASM/AAM) to build shape models.
Shape models facilitate automatic object recognition, delineation, registration, and shape
analysis. To build the model, we need a training set of shape examples annotated with corre-
sponding landmarks indicated among shapes. Manual positioning of landmarks is a tedious,
subjective, time-consuming, and error prone task, and almost impossible in the 3D space.
To overcome the drawbacks of manually creating a training set, it is necessary to perform
automatic landmark tagging. Automatic annotation should capture the real variability exist-
ing among shapes with landmark correspondences expressed among shapes of the training set.
Automatic landmark tagging for model building consists of two main tasks: accurate
landmark positioning in one reference shape or in all shapes of the training set (depending on
the method used), and establishing landmark correspondences among shapes of the training
set. These two steps are independent, with many possible approaches for each of them. Some
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methods handle both aspects in a tightly coupled manner, however, most of the methods focus
on one of the two tasks. Many papers just treat the correspondence part, taking one reference
image on which landmarks are positioned manually or by some other means. The order in
which these two tasks are accomplished leads to a classiﬁcation of the existing methods into
two groups: local-to-global and global-to-local. In local-to-global approaches, local operations
ﬁrst deﬁne landmarks, among which correspondence is subsequently established by global
operations. In global-to-local methods, global operations, ﬁrst carried out, lead to localization
of landmarks which simultaneously establish correspondence. Most of the methods found in
the literature are local-to-global in nature.
2.2.1 Local to Global
We ﬁrst review some of the local-to-global methods existing in the literature. We present the
methods distinguishing between those focusing on the landmark positioning task and those
centred on the landmark correspondence task.
Landmark positioning
The selection of landmarks is usually achieved manually or automatically using methods
to ﬁnd characteristic features on shapes, such as anatomical or mathematical landmarks
[Dryden and Mardia, 1998]. The goal is to represent each shape of the training set with
a set of landmarks or key points, to generate a compact Point Distribution Model (PDM)
[Cootes et al., 1994] that will best capture the shape variation among the training shapes
considered. Therefore, each landmark must be located in the same manner in all the exam-
ples of the training set. However, manual selection of landmarks in certain anatomical or
biological structures is not always trivial, and the same is true in ﬁnding correspondences
among landmarks in a non-homogeneous class of shapes as in the case of disease states. Pre-
vious methods focused on the task of selecting landmarks on shapes or images, usually to
create PDMs for model-based approaches. Baumberg and Hogg [Baumberg and Hogg, 1994]
proposed a method to select landmarks automatically on contours of human ﬁgures in walk-
ing pedestrian images. For each contour of the training set, a reference point is deﬁned at
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the lowest position of the point of intersection of the principal axis with the contour. This
point is then used as the starting point of a cubic length-wise uniformly spaced B-spline,
where the control points are the selected landmarks. Walker et al. [Walker et al., 2002]
aimed at automatically training appearance models of human face sequences. They use ﬁrst
and second order normalized Gaussian partial derivatives to locate feature vectors on the
ﬁrst image of a sequence and construct saliency images for different scales at coarse and ﬁne
levels. The correspondence is tracked across frames distributing the features evenly across
each object under certain constraints of scale and distance. This work demonstrates that
coarse scale features are more reliable than ﬁne scale features to obtain landmarks. One of
the problems of this method comes to fore when features move or the shape of the object in
different frames is not the same; then the correspondence fails. Also, features that are salient
in one frame are not necessarily salient in another frame. Another approach was introduced
by Rohr [Rohr, 1997, Rohr, 1999] for landmark-based registration. He described differential
operators for detecting landmarks using ﬁrst order partial derivatives on images to avoid
instabilities of higher order partial derivatives. Souza and Udupa [Souza and Udupa, 2005]
use polygonal approximation of contours to ﬁnd landmarks in the mean shape of the train-
ing set. The landmarks are propagated to all the examples of the training set using closest
point propagation to establish correspondence. This last method obtains better results than
manual and equally spaced annotations, but the location of the landmarks do not precisely
correspond to the dominant points on the shape, since the location of the points is dependant
on the location of the initial points.
Landmark correspondence
Other methods of automatic landmark tagging focus more on the correspondence task, and
in most of these cases, the selection of landmarks is achieved manually. The correspon-
dence can be established using closest point propagation [Souza and Udupa, 2005], optimiza-
tion approaches [Davies et al., 2003] such as Minimum Description Length (MDL) strategies
[Thodberg, 2003a] [Davies et al., 2002] [Thodberg, 2003b], parameterization, or registration
[Frangi et al., 2001]. Bookstein [Bookstein, 1997] studied extensively the use of landmarks
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for the statistical study of biological shapes. In his work, initial anatomical landmarks are
located manually on the shapes. Thin-plate splines and Procrustes analysis are used to
establish correspondence between curves among shapes of the training set. Landmarks are
allowed to move along the contours in order to minimize the corresponding bending energy of
the splines. Other approaches, such as the one studied by Frangi et al. [Frangi et al., 2001],
use registration as a way of establishing correspondence among shapes. In this work, a 3D
atlas is built automatically using non-rigid registration in a training set of segmented images.
A mean binary volume is computed from the training set of binary images to create a 3D
binary atlas representative of the class of shapes considered. The landmarks are found on the
shape represented by this binary volume by using the marching cubes algorithm to obtain
dense triangulation of the boundary surface. Decimation is applied to retain only the min-
imum number of nodes (landmarks) necessary to represent the surface. Then, by using 3D
elastic registration, based on maximizing the mutual information, the landmarks are propa-
gated to all the shapes of the training set. Hill et al. [Hill et al., 1997] and Brett and Taylor
[Brett and Taylor, 2000] describe a pairwise non-rigid correspondence method for 2D and 3D
respectively, using a binary tree of merged shapes. They achieve correspondence by match-
ing sparse polygonal representations without using curvature estimations. Landmarks are
placed on the mean shape at the root of the tree and propagated to the original training set,
corresponding to the leaves of the tree. The charge for registration is the use of the reference
shape to establish correspondences. Another popular method is the MDL approach described
by [Davies et al., 2002] and [Thodberg, 2003a] among others. This method treats landmark
correspondence as an optimization problem. In this type of work, the initial landmarks have
to be deﬁned on a shape (in an equally spaced manner or with a priori knowledge of where
they should be), and then, the correspondence is optimized by minimizing a certain objective
function. This method performs better than the manual method and ﬁnds correspondences
by reparameterizing each shape of the training set. However, the method is complex, com-
putationally slow, and the results obtained depend on the different steps used to implement
it. Furthermore, the algorithm does not make explicit use of known properties of the shapes
and sometimes places landmarks in locations that do not seem appropriate for the human
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notion of landmark correspondence. It has been shown by Thodberg [Thodberg, 2003b] that
incorporating curvature information into an MDL description gives better results than using
MDL alone. However, this paper also observed that this will be true only for shapes with
low noise, due to the curvature calculations that were used.
2.2.2 Global to Local
In contrast, the global-to-local methods [Rueckert et al., 2001] [Marsland and Twining, 2003]
[Vaillant et al., 2004] [Cootes et al., 2008] [Twining et al., 2002] side step the problem of de-
tecting landmarks and use all points on the shape boundary to establish correspondence
among points on the training shapes via dense point registration. In this case, models can be
built by using unlabelled images. Non-rigid registration is used to deform a reference image
into each sample of the training set in order to construct the warp ﬁelds. The main drawback
of this approach is that shapes cannot be represented by a few landmarks and that it relies
completely on registration.
2.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented the background of the two main topics studied in this
thesis, which are shape description strategies and automatic landmark tagging methods,
both useful to construct shape models for model-based segmentation approaches. We aim
at characterizing shapes uniquely with a good descriptor of the object of interest that can
extract dominant points with different level of detail to be used in shape description. Our
focus is on contour-based strategies based on curvature that can deal with digital boundaries
while being multi-scale. Automatic landmark tagging methods consist of two main steps:
landmark positioning and landmark correspondence. Both steps need to be accomplished to
create a shape model able to characterize a family of shapes. Automatic landmark tagging
methods can be classiﬁed into global-to-local, and local-to-global, most of them belonging
to the latter class. In the following, we present novel methods for shape description and
automatic landmark tagging towards the goal of shape modelling.
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Local Curvature Scale
This chapter describes a novel contour-based shape descriptor (cf. Section 2.1.2) based on cur-
vature. The proposed method estimates curvature without modifying the boundary, taking
into account the digital effects and noise, and considering local scale in curvature calculation,
to obtain a complete description of shape with different levels of detail. Further, a byproduct
of the method is that a shape can be represented by dominant points, such as high curvature
points, or inﬂections points. Besides, the method can associate with each dominant point a
description of its characteristics (convex, concave, ﬂat), which can be very useful in a number
of applications, such as automatic landmark tagging or shape retrieval.
In this chapter, we ﬁrst present the theoretical aspects of the novel 2D shape descriptor
in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2, we present the algorithms. In Section 3.3, we describe a state-
of-the-art method of shape description that extracts dominant points at multiple scales.
This method will be used as a reference for comparatively evaluating the new approach in
Chapter 4.
3.1 Theory of Local Curvature Scale (c-scale)
Let the shape of a 2D object be represented by its boundary B in the usual digital space.
For any point b on a boundary B, we deﬁne local curvature scale segment or c-scale segment
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as follows.
Definition 3.1.1 (c-scale segment). The c-scale segment at any point b on a boundary B
is the largest set of points of B connected to b such that no point in the set is farther than t
from a line connecting the two end points of the set.
The “homogeneity of boundary region” is expressed in terms of the boundary “straight-
ness” at every point and subsequently by how the c-scale segments change along the boundary.
In other words, the c-scale segment at any point b consists of the set of points with low cur-
vature for that region, the curvature being measured by how much the points deviate from
the line connecting the two end points of the set.
Let b1, ..., bq be the points (or boundary elements - bels) deﬁning a boundary B, and t











Figure 3.1: c-scale estimation.
c-scale segment C(b). This set, as explained below, is an indirect indicator of the curvature
at b. To determine C(bi), we progressively and symmetrically examine the neighbours, ﬁrst
the set of points bi−2, bi, bi+2, then the set bi−3, bi−2, bi, bi+2, bi+3, and so on (Fig. 3.1). At
each examination, we calculate the distance of the points in the set from the straight line
connecting the two end points of the set. If the maximum distance of these points from the
line is greater than a threshold t, we deﬁne the c-scale segment C(b) of b as the last set
of connected points found for which the distance was still within the threshold. There is
a c-scale value associated with each c-scale segment and deﬁned as follows, which makes it
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possible to derive the notion of boundary homogeneity.
Definition 3.1.2 (c-scale value). The c-scale value assigned to bi, denoted Ch(bi), is the
chord length corresponding to C(bi), which is the length of the straight-line segment between
the end points bb and bf of C(bi).
For a certain scale t, if Ch(b) is large, it indicates small curvature at b (Fig. 3.2(b)), and










(b) Small curvature at b.
Figure 3.2: Ch(b) is an indirect measure of curvature. For the same scale t: (a) Ch(b) is small
when there is high curvature at b; (b) Ch(b) is large when there is small curvature at b.
c-scale values are helpful in estimating actual boundary segments and their curvature,
independent of digital effects. In the following, we will arrive at the direct relationship
existing between the c-scale value Ch(b) and the curvature κ(b). We will also derive the
relation between Ch(b) and the radius r(b) of the osculating circle at b to the boundary B,
and the relation between Ch(b) and the arc length A(b). These relationships associate the
curvature, arc length, and radius information of the approximating circle with every element
b in the boundary B. c-scale values are represented in terms of arc length.
3.1.1 Relation Between c-scale Value Ch(b) and Radius r(b)
From a knowledge of Ch(b) and by assuming that C(b) locally represents a circular arc, we
will now arrive at the actual arc length A(b) at b corresponding to the c-scale segment C(b).
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Let b be a point on a circular arc A. Any segment joining the two ends of the circular arc
is a chord P2P3 of a circle C with radius r and centre o (Fig.3.3). The radius and the centre
of the circle can be obtained by using the principle of the perpendicular bisector of a chord,


















Figure 3.3: Geometric properties of the chord in a circle.
If we trace the perpendicular bisector of the chord, we divide the chord into two equal
segments. Let h be the length of one of these segments and s the distance between b and the




s2 + h2. (3.1)
Further, the triangle P1P2b is inscribed in the circle C, and its hypotenuse P1b is a diame-
ter of the circle. According to Thales theorem, if P1, P2, and b are points on a circle C, with
diameter P1b, then the angle P̂1P2b is a right angle. Therefore, P1P2b is a right triangle.
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If we trace the right triangle P1P2b, and the right triangle formed by sides denoted by e,


















In our case, we have h =
Ch(b)
2
. If we substitute h in (3.4), we obtain the expression relating






3.1.2 Relation Between c-scale Value Ch(b) and Arc Length A(b)
The perimeter of a circle is given by P = 2pir. Therefore, the length of a circular arc A(b)




· (2α) = piαr(b)
90
. (3.6)
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3.1.3 Relation Between c-scale Value Ch(b) and Curvature κ(b)
The curvature κ of a circular segment of radius r is κ =
1
r
. Therefore, the relationship





where Ch(b) represents the length of the chord of the osculating circle matching the c-scale
segment C(b) at b and s is the shortest distance from the mid-point of the arc to the chord.
3.1.4 Orientation
The c-scale concept can also capture the notion of orientation of the shape boundary at
any point b on the boundary. In this section, we introduce the concept of orientation and
its calculation. Orientation is an additional feature that is useful in shape description and
characterization:
Definition 3.1.3 (Orientation). Let b1 be the starting point on a shape boundary B, let b2
be any other point on B. Let t1 and t2 be the tangents at b1 and b2, respectively, to B. Then,
the orientation O(b) of B at b2 is deﬁned as the net total angle, in degrees, t1 will have to
be rotated as one traverses along B from b1 to reach b2, while matching t1 with the tangent t
of each point b along the traversed path.
This deﬁnition is illustrated in Fig. 3.4. In some shapes, O(b) may go beyond 360◦
for some points as illustrated in Figs. 3.7 and 3.8. In the rest of the section, we will derive
an expression for O(b) and a method to easily compute O(b) from the c-scale description of B.
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Figure 3.4: Orientation O(b) at any point b of a boundary. The orientation at bP (and bQ)
is measured with respect to the tangent at the reference starting point b1.
In the digital setting, we assume the tangent at b to be a line at b parallel to the chord
connecting the end points bb and bf (Fig. 3.1) of the c-scale segment C(b) at b. The boundary
is followed anticlockwise, the inside of the object kept always on the left of the boundary at
every bel b (Fig. 3.4). By using the chords found for each bel b, we calculate the unit vector
u of the chords in the direction of the boundary at b.








bbbf is a vector going from the backward bel to the forward bel in C(b), the backward
and forward directions being deﬁned with respect to the assumed counter clockwise orienta-
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tion of the boundary. We can express bb and bf with respect to their coordinates in the x-
and y-axis as bb = (xbb , ybb) and bf = (xbf , ybf ), and
‖−−→bbbf‖ =
√
(xbf − xbb)2 + (ybf − ybb)2 = Ch(b). (3.12)















Each unit vector u has two components: the direction cosines ux, uy, as represented in










Figure 3.5: Components of a unit vector u. u is at an angle σa with respect to the x-axis,
and at an angle σb with respect to the y-axis. ux and uy are the components of u along the
x- and y-axis, respectively.
with the positive x- and y-axis, respectively. In Fig. 3.5, the angle between the unit vector
u and the x-axis is σa, whereas, the angle between u and the y-axis is σb. Therefore, since
the magnitude of u is equal to 1, the direction cosines ux and uy are deﬁned as
ux = cosσa, (3.14)
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1− u2x = cosσb, (3.15)
with
cos2 σa + cos
2 σb = 1. (3.16)
To characterize the whole range between 0 and 360 degrees via direction cosines, we need to
use both components ux and uy, as ux can distinguish angles only in the range 0
◦ − 180◦.
Therefore, we use the sign of uy to cover the whole 360
◦ range, making it possible to distin-
































Figure 3.6: Orientation using direction cosines.




360− arccos(ux(b)), if uy < 0
arccos(ux(b)), if uy ! 0.
(3.17)
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We can relate tangent orientation Ψ(b) at b to the c-scale value Ch(b) by substituting the










































, if ybf ! ybb .
(3.19)
Note that Ψ(b) varies between 0◦ and 360◦. For a variety of reasons, it is better to mea-
sure the orientation O(b) of the shape at any bel b with respect to the orientation at the
starting point b1. Our goal is to derive O(b) from Ψ(b) by using a cumulative procedure as
described below.
By deﬁnition, we set O(b1) = 0
◦. To have orientation of smooth boundaries change
continuously along the boundary and without creating artiﬁcial discontinuities that will be
introduced if orientation were to be expressed in a modulo 360 format, we express orientation
to be any number (−ve or +ve) on the real line. Thus, in a shape, like the one in Fig. 3.7,
depending on the number of anti-clockwise or clockwise windings (spirals) the shape makes,
the orientation O(b) may be greater than 360◦ or less than −360◦ depending on how many
turns the chord at b1 has undergone in reaching b starting from b1. These ideas are captured
in the following recursive deﬁnition of O(b).
O(b1) = 0
◦, (3.20)
and for i > 1,
O(bi) = O(bi−1) + diff (bi), (3.21)
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!(bi)− 360, if !(bi) > 180◦








Figure 3.7: Oriented boundary of a spiral shape, with the reference point b1 and the assumed
orientation denoted by the blue arrow.
We note that, in the above description, O(b) may be any number on the real line. This
way we can describe shapes, such as spirals (Fig. 3.7), that have several turns, and represent
the real angle at each point of the boundary, which may go beyond 360◦ and below −360◦,
as shown in Fig. 3.8 for the boundary of Fig. 3.7. Note that this strategy also considers the
direction in which the turns are made in the boundary with respect to its assumed orientation.
Thus, for the spiral on the left, O(b) increases up to the point close to b500 accounting for
continual anti-clockwise rotation of the tangent vector. Subsequently, clockwise rotation of
the boundary ensues up till the point close to b1500 causing O(b) to decrease. O(b) then
increases, signalling anti-clockwise rotations of the tangent until b1 is reached.
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Figure 3.8: Orientation O(b) for the boundary in Fig. 3.7, with the reference point b1 as
indicated.
3.1.5 Relation Between Orientation O(b) and Curvature
Curvature is usually deﬁned as the rate of change of the slope of the tangent at each point
on the boundary. Therefore, the ﬁrst derivative O′(b) of orientation O(b) yields curvature
information. By using O′(b), we note that information about the orientation of the boundary
is also captured in the obtained curvature, and therefore, we have more information than
using only the magnitude of the curvature. By using this approach we can locate special
points of interest on B. Local positive maxima of O′(b) will correspond to convex corners,
local negative minima to concave corners, constant zero curvature to straight lines, constant
non-zero curvature to circular segments, and zero crossings to inﬂection points, etc. In this
manner, we have a complete and comprehensive description of the boundary by using O′(b).
3.1.6 Example
The above theory is illustrated by using an example shape in Fig. 3.9. This shape is con-
structed from theoretical functions. It includes different parts such as a rotated rectangle,
circular arcs of different radii (convex and concave), and a sine wave. The boundary is
oriented and follows the direction of the arrow, starting from the reference point b1, leaving
always the inside of the object to the left. The order of the bels is deﬁned using this direction,
and the coordinates of the bels are computed by using the functions that deﬁne the different
sections.
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b
1
Figure 3.9: A general shape formed by straight lines, circular arcs, and a sine wave.
To this shape, we apply the c-scale calculation method with t = 0.02. This parameter
controls the level of detail. For digital boundaries, we usually set t ≈ 3, which works well for
all shapes we tested. This value of t is able to preserve appropriate boundary details and at
the same time ward against digitization noise. The values of the chord lengths (i.e., c-scale)
at each bel are represented in Fig.3.10.
Figure 3.10: The c-scale value Ch(b) for the shape in Fig. 3.9 starting with b1 at origin.
We observe that large Ch(b) represents small curvature at b, whereas small Ch(b) indicates
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high curvature at b. Due to the symmetry of the c-scale method, each straight segment on the
boundary corresponds to a peak in the Ch(b) plot, and the location of the peak corresponds
to the midpoint of the segment. Chords of same length are obtained when we have a circular
shape with constant curvature. And valleys in the Ch(b) plot represent curved regions of
the boundary. By using Equation (3.9), a representation of the arc length A(b) (as shown
in Fig. 3.11) can be made. In this case, A(b) and Ch(b) are very similar, but this may not
Figure 3.11: Arc length A(b) and its derivative A′(b) for the shape in Fig. 3.9 starting with
b1 at origin.
be the case for digital boundaries. The peaks in A(b) correspond to middle points of ﬂat
segments or inﬂection points. The valleys in A(b) represent high curvature points or corners.
By detecting these peaks and valleys we will be able to detect the characteristic points of the
shape. We can use peaks, or valleys, or both for describing shape.
The orientation O(b), as well as its derivative O′(b), for each bel for the shape in Fig. 3.9
are shown in Fig. 3.12. O′(b) will be very useful for shape description as it constitutes a good
estimation of curvature, allowing additionally to distinguish between convex and concave
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Figure 3.12: Orientation O(b) and its derivative O′(b) for the shape in Fig. 3.9 starting with
b1 at origin.
regions in the boundary.
According to Equation (3.10), we represent the curvature of the shape under consideration
in Fig.3.13. Straight lines on the boundary have a curvature equal to zero, circular regions
Figure 3.13: Curvature κ(b) for the shape in Fig. 3.9 starting with b1 at origin.
have constant curvature and sine waves and corners have high curvature values.
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3.2 Algorithms
The c-scale algorithm is summarized below.
Algorithm 3.1: c-scale
Input: Boundary B = {bi : i = 1, ..., q} and scale parameter t.
Output: c-scale value Ch(bi) and c-scale segment C(bi), i = 1, ..., q.
for each bi, i = 1 : q do
1. Set bf = bi+1 and bb = bi−1;
2. Set C(bi) = [bb : bf ] and d = 0;
while d < t do
3. Find the maximum distance d for the bels in C(bi) to the line bbbf ;
4. Set bf = bf+1 and bb = bb−1;
5. Update C(bi) = [bb : bf ];
end
6. bf = bf−1 and bb = bb+1;
7. Update C(bi) = [bb : bf ];
8. Calculate Ch(bi) as the length of the segment bbbf ;
end
10. Output Ch(bi) and C(bi) for all i.
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By using the c-scale algorithm, the orientation at each bel b in a boundary B is obtained
as per the following algorithm.
Algorithm 3.2: Orientation
Input: Boundary B = {bi : i = 1, ..., q}, c-scale values {Ch(bi) : i = 1, ..., q}, and
c-scale segments {C(bi) : i = 1, ..., q}.
Output: c-scale orientation O(bi), i = 1, ..., q.
Auxiliary Data: Tangent orientations Ψ(bi), i = 1, ..., q.
1. Set O(b1) = 0;
for each bi, i = 1 : q do
2. Using C(bi), ﬁnd bf and bb associated with that segment;







4. if uy(bi) < 0, then Ψ(bi) = 360− arccosux(bi);
else Ψ(bi) = arccosux(bi);
end
for each bi, i = 2 : q do
5. Set !(bi) = Ψ(bi)−Ψ(bi−1);
6. if !(bi) > 180, then set diff (bi) = !(bi)− 360;
7. if !(bi) < −180, then set diff (bi) = !(bi) + 360;
8. else set diff (bi) = !(bi);
9. Set O(bi) = O(bi−1) + diff (bi);
end
10. Output O(bi) for all i;
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3.3 A Method for Shape Description Using c-scale
In this section, we present the method of boundary shape description that uses c-scale con-
cepts. Given a (digital) boundary B and a scale parameter t, our goal is to obtain a partition
PB of B into segments, a set sL of landmarks (or characteristic dominant points), and a shape




























Figure 3.14: The method of boundary shape description.
First, we determine at each point b of B the c-scale value Ch(b) via Algorithm 3.1 from
which we estimate arc length A(b) via Equation 3.9 and orientation O(b) via via Algo-
rithm 3.2. Second, we smooth A(b) and O(b) by using a median ﬁlter. After obtaining the
smoothed versions Af (b) and Of (b), we detect peaks and valleys in Af (b) by using mathe-
matical morphology operators. The peaks correspond to the middle points of straight line
segments in the boundary and the valleys to the middle points of curved segments. Then,
by using O
′
f (b), we can assign a deﬁnition to each dominant point, such as convex, concave,
or ﬂat. This way, we obtain a complete description of shape in terms of dominant points
or landmarks. Landmarks can be selected at peaks, valleys, or both. In the following, we
explain each step of the process in detail.
3.3.1 Median Filter
The median ﬁlter is a non-linear digital ﬁlter used to smooth the signal, retaining its general
shape, while reducing the noise. For each element b, and for a particular window size used,
it assigns the median value of the elements in the window to b. In our case, we smooth A(b)
and O(b) by using a median ﬁlter of width 2w + 1 centred at every element b, where w is
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the half width of the window used for ﬁltering, speciﬁed in terms of the number of points
considered on either side of b. We repeat this process m times on the entire boundary to
get a smoothed version of A(b) and O(b), called Af (b) and Of (b), respectively. This way,
we reduce the noise of the digital signals and avoid detecting spurious peaks or valleys. The
median ﬁltering process on A(b) is illustrated on a rabbit shape in Fig. 3.15. We used a
window size of w = 2, and repeated the process m = 2 times to smooth A(b) (Fig. 3.16(a)).
The result, Af (b), is presented in Fig. 3.16(b).
1
b
Figure 3.15: A digital boundary of a rabbit shape. b1 is the starting point and the boundary
is followed in the direction of the arrow.
(a)
(b)
Figure 3.16: Median ﬁltering with w = 2 and m = 2 for the rabbit shape. (a)A(b). (b)Af (b).
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3.3.2 Peak and Valley Detection Using Mathematical Morphology
The peaks in Af (b) correspond to straight line segments or inﬂection points in the boundary,
whereas the valleys in Af (b) concur with curved segments in B. We automatically detect
peaks and valleys at different levels of detail by using mathematical morphology operators.
Mathematical morphology [Serra, 1982][Sonka et al., 1999] is based on set theory and
provides powerful tools for image analysis. Fundamental operations are erosion, dilation,
opening and closing. A structuring element deﬁnes the size and shape of the transformation to
be done, as shown in Fig. 3.17. An erosion of an object by a structuring element (Fig. 3.17(a))
shrinks the original object with respect to the shape and size of the structuring element used,





Figure 3.17: An object (in green) and its morphological (a) erosion and (b) dilation by a
circular structuring element of size se. Resulting objects are shown in pale blue.
These operations can be deﬁned for binary and grey scale images, as well as for 1D signals.
In our case, we use a structuring element of size se applied to the signal Af (b). To perform
an erosion on Af (b), we need to replace each element’s value by the minimum value within
a window of size 2se+1. Similarly, to dilate Af (b), we assign to each element the maximum
value within the window centred at that element. Note that these assignments are made not
in a sequential manner as the window is moved but in a parallel manner at the end after all
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positions are examined.
Using the concepts of erosion and dilation, we can now deﬁne the operations of closing
and opening. A closing is deﬁned as a dilation followed by an erosion. This transformation
preserves the extrusions removing the intrusions. When operated on a 1D signal, it ﬁlls the
valleys while leaving the peaks unchanged (Fig. 3.18.a). An opening consists of an erosion
followed by a dilation. It removes small extrusions on the object, while leaving the intrusions
unaltered (Fig. 3.18.b). When applied to a 1D signal, this operation removes the peaks and
preserves the valleys. Opening and closing are the transformations we need to detect the
peaks and the valleys of Af (b), as shown in Fig. 3.18 for the shape in Fig. 3.9.
(a) Closing.
(b) Opening.
Figure 3.18: Closing and opening applied on Af (b) for the shape in Fig. 3.9. (a) Valley
detection. (b) Peak detection.
In particular, to ﬁnd the valleys, we apply to Af (b) a bottom-hat ﬁltering operation,
called BH, which ﬁnds the difference between Af (b) and its closing, deﬁned as
BH(Af (b)) = Af (b)− Closing(Af (b)). (3.23)
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This ﬁlter extracts only the valleys of Af (b) (Fig. 3.19). Once we have detected all the valleys
Figure 3.19: Valley extraction using bottom-hat ﬁltering on Af (b) for the shape in Fig. 3.9.
in Af (b) we ﬁnd the minimum value for each valley detected. These local minima correspond
to the valley locations in Af (b) and represent points with high curvature in B. Similarly, to
ﬁnd the peaks, we need a top-hat ﬁltering operation, called TH, which ﬁnds the difference
between Af (b) and its opening, deﬁned as
TH(Af (b)) = Af (b)−Opening(Af (b)). (3.24)
This ﬁlter extracts only the peaks of Af (b) (Fig. 3.20).
Figure 3.20: Peak extraction using top-hat ﬁltering on Af (b) for the shape in Fig. 3.9.
Once we have detected all the peaks in Af (b) we ﬁnd the maximum value for each peak
detected. These local maxima correspond to the peak locations in Af (b), which are the mid-
dle points of straight segments or inﬂection points in B.
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By selecting a different size (sev and sep) for the structuring elements, we can vary the
number of valleys and peaks detected. Let θp be the parameter controlling the size of the
detected peaks, and θv the parameter controlling the size of the detected valleys. We can
avoid spurious valleys and peaks, or select most prominent ones, by keeping only those peaks
and valleys that are greater than a certain value. This allows us to fully control the number
of dominant points we want for a given application.
For the example in Fig. 3.9, we used a structuring element of size 5 for both valley and
peak detection. No element selection was necessary in this case by specifying θv and θp.
After the bottom-hat and the top-hat ﬁltering operations, we detect the peaks and valleys
perfectly as shown in Fig. 3.21.
(a) Valley detection.
(b) Peak detection.
Figure 3.21: Detection of valleys and peaks on Af (b) for the shape in Fig. 3.9.
Once we have detected the peaks P and the valleys V in Af (b), we can locate the land-
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marks sL on the boundary as shown in Fig. 3.22 by simply identifying the points where local
minima/maxima occurred.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.22: Dominant points detected on the shape in Fig. 3.9. (a) High curvature points.
(b) Middle points of straight line segments or inﬂection points.
Another way of selecting the level of detail we want to consider is by using two threshold
values nP and nV . nP will be the smallest value in Af (b) from which we want to consider
peaks. nV will be the highest value in Af (b) from which we want to consider valleys. This
is used in the case when we want to consider only more prominent valleys ( corresponding
to higher curvature regions) and more prominent peaks (corresponding to lower curvature
regions).
3.3.3 Complete Shape Description
By using O
′
f (b) (Fig. 3.12), we can attain a complete shape description of B and at each
bel in B. Recall that local positive maxima correspond to convex corners, local negative
minima to concave corners, constant zero curvature to straight line segments, constant non-
zero curvature to circular segments, and zero crossings to inﬂection points. In this manner,
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we can assign a shape description to every element of PB and sL by using O
′
f (b). This can be
achieved by decomposing the shape into pieces such as: corners, straight lines, and circular
segments. Then, we associate with each piece the corresponding description by using O
′
f (b).
Clearly, it is also possible to assign a description to each bel b of B by noting the segment to
which b belongs.
Corner Characterization











Figure 3.23: Numbered high curvature points on the shape in Fig. 3.9.
we ﬁnd their corresponding positions in O
′
f (b), as shown in Fig. 3.24. (Although for the math-
ematical shape of Fig. 3.9, no ﬁltering is needed and we can use O′(b) directly, for digital
representations of natural shapes, we should use O
′
f (b) - the derivative of Of (b).) As we
can see, corners correspond to local maxima and local minima in O
′
f (b). Once identiﬁed,
we assign a description to each such point by using the sign of O
′
f (b) at these points. If
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Figure 3.24: Corresponding high curvature points in O
′
f (b) for the shape in Fig. 3.9.



















f (b) > 0, then the corner is convex; if O
′
f (b) < 0, it is concave. Table 3.1 gives the associ-
ated description for each corner detected in Fig. 3.9 with respect to its sign in O
′
f (b). This
information is potentially useful for certain applications in the shape analysis ﬁeld as it adds
a feature to the corners apart from just their location.
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Straight Line Segment Extraction and Characterization
Middle points of straight segments, or inﬂection points, are detected in B as described in
3.3.2 (Fig. 3.25). Subsequently, we ﬁnd their corresponding locations in O
′










Figure 3.25: Numbered inﬂection points on the shape in Fig. 3.9.
Fig. 3.26. We observe that these points are located in regions where O
′
f (b) = 0. By identifying
all those connected regions whereO
′
f (b) = 0, and those that are associated with each inﬂection
point, we can automatically determine the straight segments in B. The connected regions
identiﬁed in O
′
f (b), and that correspond to the straight segments in B, are represented in
Fig. 3.27 for the shape in Fig. 3.9.
In Fig. 3.28, we display the detected straight segments for the shape in Fig. 3.9 and that
correspond to the connected regions in O
′
f (b) with O
′
f (b) = 0 (Fig. 3.27). Each straight
segment is represented in a different color to show the correspondence between segments in
Fig. 3.27 and Fig. 3.28.
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Figure 3.26: Corresponding middle points of straight segments in O
′
f (b) for the shape in
Fig. 3.9.
Figure 3.27: Components of connected regions in O
′
f (b) with O
′
f (b) = 0, corresponding to
straight segments in B for the shape in Fig. 3.9 are displayed as different color segments.
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Figure 3.28: Straight segments detected for the shape in Fig. 3.9.
Circular Segment Extraction and Characterization
The last step consists of identifying and describing any circular segments appearing in B.
These segments correspond to connected regions in O
′
f (b) where O
′
f (b) = constant &= 0.
After ﬁnding these regions, we perform labelling and extract all the connected pieces in O
′
f (b)
corresponding to the circular segments automatically (Figs. 3.29(a) and 3.30(a)). Depending
on the sign of O
′
f (b), the circular segments can be identiﬁed to be concave or convex. A
positive and constant segment in O
′
f (b) deﬁnes a convex circular segment (Fig. 3.29(b)),
whereas a negative and constant segment in O
′
f (b) represents a concave circular segment
(Fig. 3.30(b)).
The amplitude of |O′f (b)| at these regions, represents the degree of curvature of these
circular segments. The higher the amplitude, the greater is the curvature of the segment. In
digital boundaries of real shapes, perfect circular segments may not occur. However, shape
segmentations similar to those presented above can be obtained via approximations of the
above exact procedures.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.29: Detection of a convex circular segment at O
′
f (b) and B for the shape in Fig. 3.9.
(a) O
′
f (b) = constant > 0. (b) Convex arc.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.30: Detection of a concave circular segment on O
′
f (b) and B for the shape in Fig. 3.9.
(a) O
′
f (b) = constant < 0. (b) Concave arc.
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In this section, our goal was to explore the full potential of the c-scale shape descrip-
tion principles as they can be used in many different ways depending on the application.
Other shape descriptors published in the literature do not provide such a comprehensive
characterization of shape.
3.4 Conclusion
We have presented a new theory and method for shape description based on the novel concept
of c-scale. The method is simple and produces a comprehensive description of shape with
numerous potential applications. For each boundary element b, the arc length of the largest
homogeneous curvature region is estimated as well as the orientation of the tangent at b.
The method is different from previous methods of curvature estimation and can be directly
applied to digital boundaries without requiring prior approximations of the boundary. The
shape descriptor performs at different levels of detail by considering the local morphometric
scale of the object. In this chapter, we have shown that this method is useful for shape
description as well as for the extraction of dominant points.
In the following chapter, we will focus on describing shapes by using only a set of dominant
points or landmarks and not the full descriptive means, since we intend to compare the c-
scale methods with the state-of-the-art techniques for similar shape characterization tasks.
These landmarks may be high curvature points, middle points of straight segments, or both,
as deﬁned in this chapter.
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Scale is a fundamental concept in computer vision and pattern recognition, employed es-
pecially in the ﬁelds of shape analysis, image segmentation, and registration. It represents
the level of detail of object information in scenes. Global scale methods in image processing
process the scene at each of various ﬁxed scales and combine the results, as in scale space
approaches [Mokhtarian et al., 2003] [Lindeberg, 1994]. Local scale approaches in image pro-
cessing deﬁne the largest homogeneous region at each point, and treat these as fundamental
units of the image. A similar global versus local dichotomy exists for describing shapes. To
vary the level of detail depending on application, it is desirable to be able to detect dominant
points on shape boundaries at different scales. In this chapter, we compare global, local,
and locally adaptive scale approaches to shape analysis. For global scale, the Curvature
Scale Space (CSS) [Mokhtarian et al., 2003] [Lindeberg, 1994] [Rattarangsi and Chin, 1992]
and the adaptive corner detector based on CSS [Ray and Pandyan, 2003] methods are se-
lected. CSS is a state-of-the-art shape descriptor, and is used in the MPEG-7 standard. The
local scale method chosen is an angle-based approach [Rosenfeld and Johnston, 1973], which
has been widely used in the literature. The locally adaptive scale approach is based on the
notion of curvature-scale (c-scale), which is a new, locally adaptive scale concept, introduced
in Chapter 3, that brings the idea of local morphometric scale (such as ball-, tensor-, and
generalized scale) [Saha et al., 2000] [Madabhushi et al., 2006] developed for images to the
realm of shape boundaries.
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In this chapter, we present a thorough evaluation of these global and local scale methods
of shape description. We use medical and non-medical data sets to perform qualitative and
quantitative comparisons. We will demonstrate that locally adaptive scale has advantages
over global scale in shape description, just as it has also been demonstrated in image ﬁltering,
segmentation, and registration. We ﬁrst describe the image data sets in Section 4.1. The
global and local scale methods used for comparison are brieﬂy described in Section 4.2. In
Section 4.3, we present a quantitative comparison of these methods. The qualitative results
are shown in Section 4.4. Our conclusions are stated in Section 4.5.
4.1 Description of Image Data Sets
In this section, we present the data sets used to conduct comparisons at qualitative and
quantitative levels. We have illustrated in the previous chapter the curve description process
on a mathematical object (Fig.3.9). From now on, we will focus on the extraction of dominant
points only. The data sets studied are divided into three main groups: mathematical and
geometrical objects, natural objects, and medical objects. For the medical objects, we assume
that the shapes are extracted after segmentation of appropriate images.
4.1.1 Mathematical and Geometrical Objects
We will use several mathematically constructed shapes and some geometrical digital shapes,
where we can easily and accurately identify dominant points on the boundary. This will help
us in comparing among the methods as to how good they are in detecting the correct points
and in locating them precisely.
The mathematical shapes, presented in Fig. 4.1, are constructed from theoretical func-
tions: a rectangle (Fig.4.1(a)), a rotated rectangle (Fig.4.1(b)), and a puzzle piece (Fig.4.1(c)).
The rectangle and the rotated rectangle are formed by straight lines. The puzzle piece was
introduced in Chapter 3 and it includes straight lines, circular arcs of different radii, one
concave and one convex, and a sine wave. For these three shapes, we can mathematically
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determine which points are dominant and ﬁnd their exact position on the boundary to con-
duct a quantitative evaluation of the methods.
(a) Rectangle (b) Rotated rectangle (c) Puzzle piece
Figure 4.1: Mathematically constructed shapes.
We also used geometrical digital shapes (Fig. 4.2), which consist of a hexagon (Fig. 4.2(d)),
two different star like shapes (Figs.4.2(a),4.2(b)), a sun (Fig.4.2(c)), an aeroplane (Fig.4.2(e)),
and a snow ﬂake pattern (Fig. 4.2(f)). All these shapes have different number of dominant
points and varying characteristics. Dominant points can be easily located manually on these
objects for the purpose of quantitative evaluation.
4.1.2 Natural Objects
We selected non-medical objects that are natural and intuitive [Attneave, 1954] enough to
visually identify dominant points and qualitatively assess the results obtained by different
methods. We used a total of 6 objects with different characteristics and levels of detail, as
shown in Fig. 4.3. The objects used are: a rabbit (Fig. 4.3(a)), a butterﬂy (Fig. 4.3(b)), a
deer (Fig. 4.3(c)), a leaf (Fig. 4.3(d)), a ﬁsh (Fig. 4.3(e)), and a hand (Fig. 4.3(f)). We will
perform a qualitative comparison of methods on the digital boundaries extracted from these
binary objects.
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(a) Star 1 (b) Star 2 (c) Sun
(d) Hexagon (e) Aeroplane (f) Snow ﬂake
Figure 4.2: Digital objects.
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(a) Rabbit (b) Butterﬂy (c) Deer
(d) Leaf (e) Fish (f) Hand
Figure 4.3: Natural objects.
4.1.3 Medical Objects
We studied a total of six medical objects derived from both medical CT and MR images: the
liver (Fig. 4.4), segmented from an abdominal CT image; a vertebra (Fig. 4.5), segmented
from a spine CT image; talus and calcaneus bones, extracted from MR foot images (Fig. 4.6);
brain cortex and brain ventricles (Fig. 4.7) segmented from brain MR images. The original
images and the segmented objects are presented below. All the objects of interest were seg-
mented by using an operator-steered Live Wire [Falca˜o et al., 2000] technique.
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LIVER
(a) Liver in a CT image (b) Segmented liver
Figure 4.4: Abdominal CT image.
(a) Cervical vertebra in a CT image (b) Segmented cervical vertebra
Figure 4.5: Spine CT image.
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TALUS
(a) Talus in a foot MR image (b) Segmented talus
CALCANEUS
(c) Calcaneus in a foot MR image (d) Segmented calcaneus
Figure 4.6: Foot MR image. (a-b) Talus. (c-d) Calcaneus.
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(a) Brain MR image depicting the cortex (b) Segmented brain cortex
(c) Brain MR image depicting the ventricles (d) Segmented brain ventricles
Figure 4.7: Brain MR image.
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4.2 Comparison with Other Methods
In this section, we describe three methods, one using a local approach and two using global
scale concepts, to compare with our locally adaptive scale approach presented in Chapter 3.
The local scale approach is an angle-based shape descriptor [Rosenfeld and Johnston, 1973]
[Rosenfeld and Weszka, 1975], commonly used to detect corners by the estimation of cur-
vature in digital boundaries. The ﬁrst global scale based approach utilized here is a state-
of-the-art shape descriptor called CSS [Mokhtarian et al., 2003] [Rattarangsi and Chin, 1992]
[Ray, B.K and Ray, K.S, 1995][Ray and Pandyan, 2003][Lindeberg, 1994] that has been used
as a shape descriptor in the MPEG-7 standard [Mokhtarian et al., 2003]. Derived from this
is the second global method, which is an adaptive corner detector (ACORD) based on CSS
[Ray and Pandyan, 2003]. ACORD goes a step further in determining the scale that is most
appropriate for each point on the boundary. This strategy was also selected for comparison
purposes because its implementation is simpler than the CSS approach, avoiding the use of
many rules that can create errors in the detection of dominant points. This analysis will
allow us to evaluate and compare global and local scale approaches to shape description, but
will also allow us to determine where our proposed approach stands in relation to what is
considered as the state-of-the-art approaches.
4.2.1 Angle-Based Shape Descriptor
The angle-based approach [Rosenfeld and Johnston, 1973] [Rosenfeld and Weszka, 1975] is
widely used in the literature [Neumann and Teisseron, 2002] [Ray, B.K. and Ray, K., 1992]
[Davis, 1977] [Carmona et al., 2005] for extracting signiﬁcant curvature maxima and minima
directly on digital curves. The curvature at each bel bi is estimated by considering the cosine
of the angle formed by the vectors Aik =
−−−→
bibi−k and Bik =
−−−→
bibi+k (Fig. 4.8). The k-vectors at
bi are deﬁned as Aik = (xi − xi−k, yi − yi−k) and Bik = (xi − xi+k, yi − yi+k). Consequently,
the k-cosine cik at bi is
cik = cosΩ =
Aik ·Bik
‖ Aik ‖‖ Bik ‖ , (4.1)
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Figure 4.8: Angle-based approach for curvature estimation.
where −1 ≤ cik ≤ 1. cik is close to 1 when the curve is turning rapidly, and close to −1
when the curve is relatively straight. The estimated curvature depends on the value of k.
Therefore, an appropriate value of k at each point in the curve needs to be found. Let q be




set to compute ci1, ci2, ..., ciµ for each bi. The optimal ciη is selected such that
ciµ < ci,µ−1 < · · · < ciη ≮ ci,η−1. (4.2)
Each bi has an associated ciη, denoted ci. The local curvature maxima are selected at bi if
ci " cj for all j such that | i − j |# η
2
. A similar operation is applied to detect curvature
minima on the curve. To ﬁnd dominant points, the only parameter we need to vary is v.
Influence of the parameter v
To assess how the choice of v inﬂuences the detection of dominant points, we use the math-
ematical shape in Fig. 3.9. In Figs. 4.9(a) - 4.9(c), we show the estimated curvature plots
obtained for v = 9, v = 20, and v = 50, respectively, for the example of Fig. 3.9. The esti-
mated curvature plots are highly dependent on the parameter v used, having a more detailed
representation for a higher value of v (smaller µ) in the example shown. The peaks appearing
in the curve correspond to corners in the boundary, and the valleys correspond to inﬂection
points. If we select these minima and maxima of curvature according to the rule deﬁned
previously, we obtain Figs. 4.10(a)-4.10(c). We observe that the number of dominant points
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(a) v = 9







(b) v = 20







(c) v = 50
Figure 4.9: Angle-based curvature c for the shape in Fig.3.9 as a function of the parameter
v.
detected increases as v increases. However, the number of spurious points becomes higher as
well, especially in straight and circular regions. The number of real dominant points detected
also increases for larger values of v. Therefore, this method is very sensitive to the parameter
v, and a small variation of it can return very different results. A compromise is necessary
to select a value for v that detects as many dominant points as possible with the minimal
number of spurious corners and inﬂection points.
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(a) v = 9
(b) v = 20 (c) v = 50
Figure 4.10: Detection of minima (blue dots) and maxima (red crosses) for the shape in
Fig. 3.9.
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4.2.2 Shape Description Via Curvature Scale Space
Global approaches, such as CSS [Rattarangsi and Chin, 1992] [Ray, B.K and Ray, K.S, 1995]
[Mokhtarian et al., 2003] [Lindeberg, 1994], convolve the parametric boundary functions in
both x and y with a varying scale Gaussian smoothing function. For each scale, the maxima
of absolute curvature of the boundary are obtained and the scale space representation is
established. The main idea of this type of methods is to detect dominant points at different
scales and to use the information in all the scales as a whole, to decide whether a point is a
corner or not.
Curvature Scale Space Representation
Let γ(s) = (x(s), y(s)) be the parametric representation of a planar curve, where s is the
arc length parameter. The parameterized curvature κ(s) can be deﬁned, in terms of the







where x˙(s) and x¨(s) denote the ﬁrst and second derivatives of x(s), respectively. Similarly,
y˙(s) and y¨(s) represent the ﬁrst and second derivatives of y(s).
To obtain the curvature at different scales, the concept of curve evolution is used, which










where σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian and the scale parameter. The convolution
of x and y with the Gaussian kernel of width σ is given by
X(s, σ) = x(s) ∗ g(s, σ) =
∫ u=s+S/2
u=s−S/2
x(u)g(s− u, σ)du (4.5)
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and
Y (s, σ) = y(s) ∗ g(s, σ) =
∫ u=s+S/2
u=s−S/2
y(u)g(s− u, σ)du, (4.6)
where S is the total length of the curve. X(s, σ) and Y (s, σ) are the new components of the
evolved curve, denoted γσ. An example of curve evolution for the boundary in Fig. 4.11(a)
is shown in Figs. 4.11(b)-4.11(f).
(a) Original boundary (b) γ0.5 (c) γ1
(d) γ3 (e) γ5 (f) γ10
Figure 4.11: Curve evolution illustrated on the ﬁsh boundary of (a) for (b) σ = 0.5, (c)
σ = 1, (d) σ = 3, (e) σ = 5, and (f) σ = 10.
The convolution with the Gaussian kernel smoothes the curve, also reducing the effects
of noise. It is assumed that the curve is closed and that σ is small with respect to the length
of the curve to avoid aliasing effects.
According to the properties of convolution, the derivatives X˙(s, σ) and X¨(s, σ) are given
by
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X˙(s, σ) = x(s) ∗ g˙(s, σ) (4.7)
and
X¨(s, σ) = x(s) ∗ g¨(s, σ), (4.8)
where g˙(s, σ) and g¨(s, σ) denote the ﬁrst and second derivatives of g(s, σ), respectively.
Similar formulas exist for Y˙ (s, σ) and Y¨ (s, σ). Therefore, the curvature of the evolved curve
can be expressed as
κ(s, σ) =
X˙(s, σ)Y¨ (s, σ)− Y˙ (s, σ)X¨(s, σ)




Curvature Scale Space Map
For each scale σ, the goal is to determine the dominant points on the curve γσ. The corners
or high curvature points correspond to the maxima of absolute curvature, | κ(s, σ) |, on the
boundary, which are the positive maxima and negative minima of curvature. Therefore, we














The detected absolute maxima of curvature at each scale σ are plotted as a scale space
map. The x-axis of the map corresponds to the parameter s, and the y-axis corresponds to
the number of iterations of σ. The line patterns of the scale space map indicate the locations
of the maxima through varying scales. The sign of κ(s,σ), associated with each line pattern,
indicates the concavity of the curve. Only certain line patterns can appear in the scale space
map depending on the type of corners existing in the shape considered. An example of scale
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space map is shown in Fig. 4.12 for the shape in Fig. 3.9. To control the number of iterations
of σ to consider, we need to deﬁne σmin, σmax, and !σ to build the scale space map. !σ
is the discrepancy between two consecutive σ values and it needs to be set small enough to





Figure 4.12: Scale space map for the shape in Fig. 3.9. σmin = 0.01, σmax = 2, and
!σ = 0.01. The triangular shapes of noise pattern correspond to the circular segments in
Fig. 3.9.
There are basically three types of models used to analyse the scape space patterns: Γ
model, STAIR model, and END model [Rattarangsi and Chin, 1992]. Each model has a
characteristic pattern that facilitates its identiﬁcation. Each line pattern must persist, repel,
terminate, attract, or merge with a neighbouring line following certain rules that allow the
characterization of a corner.
Detection of Dominant Points
The scale space map is transformed into a set of trees [Rattarangsi and Chin, 1992] to sim-
plify the representation and to detect relevant dominant points. To build the trees, it is
necessary to know the persistency, sign, and movement for each maximum of curvature de-
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tected on the boundary [Rattarangsi and Chin, 1992] . Persistence and movement can be
established by tracking the patterns on the scale space map. If a line pattern survives more
than 50% of the iteration scale, then a vertical line is drawn from the ﬁnest scale to the largest
iteration scale for which it survives. If it does not survive 50% of the iteration scale, the sign
and movement of the pattern are checked to see if the pattern can be linked to the nearest
persistent line with a horizontal line. The sign of the extreme curvature generating the dot
pattern is also necessary and it indicates the concavity of the curve. If a persistent line and
a non-surviving dot pattern have the same sign and attract each other, it is indicative of an
END model and can be represented that way in the tree. If the non-surviving dot pattern
and the persistent line have opposite signs and repel each other, then it is an indication of






Figure 4.13: Trees extracted from the scale space map in Fig. 4.12 for the shape in Fig. 3.9.
σmin = 0.01, σmax = 2, and !σ = 0.01.
Once the trees are built, corners are identiﬁed at multiple scales in a coarse-to-ﬁne manner.
The selection of corners is based on a set of rules that attempts to assure a stability criterion.
The stability is determined by measuring the length of corresponding roots, branches, and
leaves of the trees, excluding the absolute maxima caused by digital effects and noise. The
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corners detected for the shape in Fig. 3.9 and corresponding to the scale space map in Fig. 4.12
and the trees in Fig. 4.13 are shown in Fig. 4.14.
Figure 4.14: Dominant points detected from the trees in Fig. 4.13 for the shape in Fig. 3.9.
σmin = 0.01, σmax = 2, and !σ = 0.01.
To vary the number of corners detected, we can tune the parameters σmin and σmax.
Generally, to increase the number of corners detected, we can decrease σmax. Similarly, to
decrease the number of corners detected, we increase σmax. Normally, σmin is set as low
as possible to eliminate the noise in the boundary during the extraction of corners without
affecting the accuracy in the detection of corners, as the location of the corners is always
identiﬁed at the bottom of the tree. In most of the examples shown in this chapter, we set
σmin to 0.1. !σ is set to 0.01 in all the examples used in order to have continuous line
patterns in the scale space map to achieve a correct tracking of the lines.
4.2.3 Adaptive Corner Detector Based on Curvature Scale Space
One of the main problems of the CSS strategy is the selection of the appropriate scale
to detect all the corners existing in a shape. Furthermore, the construction of the scale
space map and conversion into trees are ad-hoc processes subjected to many rules. To
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overcome these drawbacks, the adaptive corner detector (ACORD) strategy was developed
[Ray and Pandyan, 2003]. This approach consists of a global scale strategy based on CSS
that adaptively selects the scale to use at each bel bi of a discrete curve, while avoiding the
creation of a scale space map or construction of trees. Then, by using the calculated scale at
each bel, the curvature is estimated at each bi and the corners of the shape are extracted by
identifying the absolute local maxima on the curvature plot.
For a bel bi in B, with coordinates (xi, yi), we can deﬁne the ﬁrst order discrete derivatives
as
!xi = xi+1 − xi−1√
(xi+1 − xi−1)2 + (yi+1 − yi−1)2
, (4.12)
!yi = yi+1 − yi−1√
(xi+1 − xi−1)2 + (yi+1 − yi−1)2
, (4.13)



















(xi+1 − xi−1)2 + (yi+1 − yi−1)2
. (4.15)
With these formulas, we can represent the curvature κi at each point bi as
κi = !xi !2 yi −!yi !2 xi. (4.16)
In the original CSS method [Mokhtarian et al., 2003] [Rattarangsi and Chin, 1992], the
whole curve was smoothed at all levels of detail, whereas in this approach, the level of smooth-
ing is adaptively determined for each bel bi by measuring the roughness of the curve at a
neighbourhood of bi. The roughness of the curve is represented by the variance in curvature
in the neighbourhood of each bi. The higher the variance measured in a neighbourhood of
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bi, the higher is the roughness associated with it.
The curvature at any level of smoothing is calculated by convolving the curve by the
coefficients of a discrete Gaussian kernel of window size W . The coefficients for W = 3 are
deﬁned as
g−1 = 0.2236, g0 = 0.5477, and g1 = 0.2236. (4.17)
To obtain the coefficients for higher sizes of W , we convolve the coefficients of a window of
size W − 2, W being an odd number, with the coefficients of W = 3.














where Xi and Yi are the smoothed components of the curve at bi. By replacing xi and yi by
Xi and Yi in (4.12-4.16), we can calculate the curvature κi,W at bi for a particular size W of
the Gaussian kernel. The variance of curvature (σi,W )
2 at each bel for a particular level of





















For a particular bel bi, the necessary smoothing in the neighbourhood of bi is attained at
a size W if (σi,W )
2 ≤ (σi,W−2)2 is achieved for the ﬁrst time. Then, κi,W is the associated
curvature value at that bel bi. If (σi,W )
2 > (σi,W−2)
2, the window size is increased by 2
and the smoothing continues until the stopping criterion is met. To avoid aliasing effects, W
should always be smaller than the length of the curve. The curvature obtained for the shape
in Fig. 3.9 is represented in Fig. 4.15.
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Figure 4.15: Curvature obtained with the ACORD method for the shape in Fig. 3.9.
The corners on the shape are selected by detecting the absolute local maxima of the
curvature above a threshold T such as
|κi,W | ≥ T. (4.21)
The threshold T should be above the level of noise in the curvature plot to detect as many
corners as possible and not spurious corners. The detected absolute local maxima for the
shape in Fig. 3.9 with T = 0.1 are shown in Fig. 4.16.













Figure 4.16: Detection of the absolute maxima of curvature with the ACORD method on
the curvature plot for the shape in Fig. 3.9.
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The last step of the method consists of merging all close corners to avoid representing the
same corner more than once. From a cluster of close corners, we select the one having the
highest curvature of all in a small neighbourhood. In Fig. 4.16, there are two close corners at
each side of the ﬁrst circular arc ( the ﬁrst constant region in Fig. 4.16 different from zero)
that need to be merged.
To extract corners from the curvature plot, we have to carefully select the threshold T .
A value of T = 0.1 seems to work well for most of the cases studied. We have merged all
close corners that were at a distance smaller than 5 bels to avoid identifying the same corner
more than once. The detected corners for the shape in Fig. 3.9 are shown in Fig. 4.17 after
merging close corners.
Figure 4.17: Corners detected with the ACORD method for the shape in Fig. 3.9.
It should be pointed out that this method is no longer multi-scale, as CSS was, since the
optimal value of scale has been selected at each bel and all the scales are combined to obtain
the curvature plot that best suits a particular curve, depending on its local curve roughness.
4.3 Quantitative Comparison
Quantitative evaluation is done in terms of three factors: the number of false positives (FPs),
the number of false negatives (FNs), and accuracy measure. The FP factor indicates the
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number of falsely identiﬁed dominant points on the boundary. The FN factor corresponds to
the number of true dominant points that were missed on the boundary. Accuracy is measured





2 + · · ·+ d2n
n
, (4.22)
where d1, d2, . . . , dn are the distances between the true and detected dominant points for
a certain method, n being the maximum number of dominant points detected with that





where ls denotes the length of the shape, measured as the maximum distance between any
two points in the shape.
For quantitative analysis, we used a total of 9 objects, the three mathematically con-
structed, shown in Fig. 4.1 and the six digital geometrical objects, shown in Fig. 4.2, where
dominant points can be unequivocally identiﬁed. Furthermore, the c-scale approach and the
angle-based method can directly identify high curvature and inﬂection points on the contours,
whereas the CSS and the ACORD methods detect only high curvature points. If we wish
to detect the inﬂection points by using CSS, another algorithm should be implemented only
for that particular task, whereas in the c-scale approach and the angle-based approach, both
are obtained simultaneously. In this section, high curvature points are represented by a red
cross and inﬂection points by a blue dot. In the following, we will quantitatively assess how
these four methods perform for different objects with varying complexity.
4.3.1 Quantitative Comparison of High Curvature Points
The quantitative evaluation of the four methods performed on the set of 9 objects is summa-
rized in Table 4.1 in terms of FPs, FNs, the total number of points detected by each method,
the real number of corners existing in the shape considered, and the % RMS error.
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Table 4.1: Quantitative comparison of the methods for the detection of high curvature points
by using nine known shapes.
Points Total RMS
Shape Method FPs FNs
Detected Points error (%)
Rectangle
c-scale 0 0 4 4 0
Angle-based 0 0 4 4 0
CSS 0 0 4 4 1.9999
ACORD 0 0 4 4 0
c-scale 0 0 4 4 0
Rotated Angle-based 0 0 4 4 0
rectangle CSS 0 0 4 4 3.1623
ACORD 0 0 4 4 0
Puzzle piece
c-scale 0 0 11 11 0.4339
Angle-based 2 6 7 11 3.8663









ACORD 0 0 11 11 0.2311
Hexagon
c-scale 0 0 6 6 0.2239
Angle-based 0 0 6 6 0
CSS 4 0 10 6 0.5251
ACORD 0 0 6 6 0.2742
Star 1
c-scale 0 0 10 10 0.2804
Angle-based 0 0 10 10 1.6910
CSS 0 0 10 10 0.4631
ACORD 0 3 7 10 0.3196
Star 2
c-scale 0 0 20 20 0.2056
Angle-based 0 0 20 20 0.1062
CSS 0 0 20 20 0.4111
ACORD 0 0 20 20 0.1839
Sun
c-scale 0 0 64 64 0.2209
Angle-based 2 32 34 64 4.6269
CSS 0 0 64 64 0.4866
ACORD 10 0 74 64 0.2087
Aeroplane
c-scale 0 0 18 18 0.2337
Angle-based 0 9 7 18 1.7534
CSS 0 4 14 18 0.2952
ACORD 2 3 17 18 0.2603
Snow ﬂake
c-scale 0 0 84 84 0.1926
Angle-based 0 36 48 84 9.0026






ACORD 0 0 84 84 0.2301
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The dominant points detected by the four methods for the rectangle shape are displayed
in Figs.4.18(a)-4.18(d). For this shape, according to Table 4.1, the c-scale, the angle-based,
(a) c-scale (b) Angle-based
(c) CSS (d) ACORD
Figure 4.18: The dominant points detected for the rectangle shape (Fig. 4.1(a)) by (a) the
c-scale method with t = 0.02, no smoothing of A(b), and sev = sep = 5, (b) the angle-based
method with v = 5, (c) the CSS method with σmin = 0.1 and σmax = 3, and (d) the ACORD
method with T = 0.1.
and the ACORD methods perform similarly and ﬁnd all four dominant points without any
error, FPs, or FNs. However, the CSS method had an RMS error of around 2%, which can
also be noticed in the accuracy of the localization of the points in Fig. 4.18(c), where the
corners detected fall out of the real corners for three of them.
Similar to the rectangle shape, the corners detected on the rotated rectangle by c-scale
(Fig. 4.19(a)), angle-based (Fig. 4.19(b)), and ACORD (Fig. 4.19(d)) methods perform per-
fectly whereas the CSS method presents an RMS error above 3%. The error in localization
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(a) c-scale (b) Angle-based
(c) CSS (d) ACORD
Figure 4.19: The dominant points detected for the rotated rectangle shape by (a) the c-scale
method with t = 0.02, no smoothing of A(b), and sev = sep = 5, (b) the angle-based method
with v = 5, (c) the CSS method with σmin = 0.1 and σmax = 3, and (d) the ACORD method
with T = 0.1.
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for the CSS method can also be seen in Fig. 4.19(c), where the located corners are displaced
from the real corners.
The results for the puzzle piece shape, displayed in Figs. 4.20(a)-4.20(d), show that, for
the best parameter setting, the angle-based method is unable to detect all corners and falsely
identiﬁes some corners, as indicated by the FN and FP factors in Table 4.1. Furthermore,
some unreasonable results appear, such as the detection of two minima in the corners of
one of the circular arcs, and the detection of points in the circular arcs where the curvature
is constant and no dominant points exist. Moreover, the inaccuracies in the locations of
the corners, as displayed in Fig. 4.20(b) and also shown by the RMS errors in Table 4.1,
indicate that the angle-based method has the highest localization error followed by the CSS
approach. The inaccuracies for the CSS method can also be observed in the close-up view in
Fig.4.20(c). The c-scale and ACORD approaches perform similarly in terms of localization
error, the ACORD method being more accurate in this case. Overall for this shape, the
detection of corners by using c-scale and ACORD methods is more robust and accurate than
with the CSS and angle-based approaches.
Now we come to the digital shapes. For the hexagon shape, the results are shown in
Figs. 4.21(a)-4.21(d) and in Table 4.1. The angle-based method performs better than any
method tested for this shape, achieving an RMS error of 0% for the detection of corners,
identifying only the true corners of the shape. However, this method is not very robust since
a small variation of v can completely alter the results. Instead of v = 9 in Fig. 4.21(b), if we
use v = 10, already two falsely identiﬁed corners appear close to the true corners on each side
of the shape. c-scale has a very small error and is closely followed by the ACORD method
in terms of localization accuracy. CSS performs worse than any of the methods tested with
a higher RMS error and 4 falsely identiﬁed corners.
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(a) c-scale (b) Angle-based
(c) CSS (d) ACORD
Figure 4.20: The dominant points detected for the shape in Fig.3.9 by (a) the c-scale method
with t = 0.02, no smoothing of A(b), and sev = sep = 5, (b) the angle-based method with
v = 9, (c) the CSS method (a close-up view is also shown) with σmin = 0.01 and σmax = 1,
and (d) the ACORD method with T = 0.1.
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(a) c-scale (b) Angle-based
(c) CSS (d) ACORD
Figure 4.21: The dominant points detected on the hexagon shape. (a) c-scale method with
t = 1, w = 1, m = 1, sev = sep = 5. (b) Angle-based method with v = 9. The green circle
indicates that there are two points detected very close at that location. (c) CSS method with
σmin = 0.1 and σmax = 3. (d) ACORD T = 1.
For the star shape, the results presented in Figs. 4.22(a)-4.22(d) and in Table 4.1 indicate
that the c-scale, angle-based, and CSS methods ﬁnd only the true corners existing in the
shape whereas the ACORD approach misses 3 corners. For localization accuracy, the best
approach is the c-scale method. It is closely followed by the ACORD and the CSS approaches.
The worst method in terms of RMS error is the angle-based.
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(a) c-scale (b) Angle-based
(c) CSS (d) ACORD
Figure 4.22: The dominant points detected on the star 1 shape. (a) c-scale method with
t = 1, w = 1, m = 1, sev = sep = 5. (b) Angle-based method with v = 9. (c) CSS method
with σmin = 0.1 and σmax = 3. (d) ACORD T = 1.
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(a) c-scale (b) Angle-based
(c) CSS (d) ACORD
Figure 4.23: The dominant points detected on the star 2 shape. (a) c-scale method with
t = 1, w = 1, m = 1, sev = sep = 5. (b) Angle-based method with v = 20. (c) CSS method
with σmin = 0.1 and σmax = 6. (d) ACORD T = 0.1.
The results for the star shape can be seen in Figs. 4.23(a)-4.23(d) and in Table 4.1. All
methods ﬁnd all and only the true corners existing in this shape. The localization error
(0.1%) is best for the angle-based approach. c-scale and ACORD have similar errors of
around 0.2%, whereas CSS performs worst with an RMS error of 0.4%.
The results for the sun shape are presented in Figs. 4.24(a)-4.24(f).
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(a) c-scale valleys (b) c-scale peaks
(c) Angle-based maxima (d) Angle-based minima
(e) CSS (f) ACORD
Figure 4.24: The dominant points detected on the sun shape. (a) c-scale method with t = 1,
w = 1,m = 1, sev = sep = 5. (b) Angle-based method with v = 20. The green circle indicates
that there are two points detected at that location. (c) CSS method with σmin = 0.1 and
σmax = 3. (d) ACORD T = 0.1.
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Overall, c-scale performs better than any other method for this shape by capturing all and
only the true corners while having one of the smallest RMS errors among all compared meth-
ods. The ACORD approach has a slightly smaller RMS error than c-scale, however, it falsely
identiﬁes 10 corners that do not exist in the real shape, as can be noticed in Fig. 4.24(f). CSS
also ﬁnds all and only the true corners, but has twice as much RMS error as c-scale. The
angle-based approach is the worst for this shape as it falsely identiﬁes 2 corners and misses
other 32, while having a high RMS error of 4.63%. The falsely identiﬁed corners can be seen
in Fig. 4.24(c) encircled in green.
The detected corners for the aeroplane shape are shown in Figs. 4.25(a)-4.25(d). All meth-
ods studied, except c-scale, have falsely identiﬁed corners or missed corners in the shape. The
best method in terms of RMS error (0.23%) is also the c-scale method. The CSS and ACORD
approaches have slightly higher RMS errors and the worst localization error happens for the
angle-based approach, with a value of 1.75%. Overall, c-scale performs the best on the aero-
plane shape and detects all true corners accurately.
In the snow ﬂake shape, the c-scale and the ACORD approaches identify all and only
the true corners as shown in Figs.4.26(a) and 4.26(f), as well as in Table 4.1, whereas the
CSS and the angle-based approaches miss some of the corners (Figs. 4.26(c) and4.26(e)), as
indicated by the FN factors. Additionally, c-scale presents a lower RMS error in the locations
themselves of the correctly identiﬁed points, whereas the angle-based approach reaches an
RMS value of 9% for the corners detected. Overall, c-scale performs better than any other
method for the snow ﬂake shape.
From the results in Table 4.1 and Figs. 4.18-4.26, we can conclude that c-scale is more
robust and accurate than any other method studied as it did not detect FPs or FNs in any
of the shapes studied while presenting small RMS errors for all shapes. All other methods
encountered false detections or missed certain corners for some of the shapes. Furthermore,
c-scale has, for almost all the digital shapes studied, an RMS error around 0.2% independent
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(a) c-scale (b) Angle-based
(c) CSS (d) ACORD
Figure 4.25: The dominant points detected on the plane shape. (a) c-scale method with
t = 2, w = 2, m = 2, sev = sep = 5. (b) Angle-based method with v = 13. The green
circle indicates that there are two points detected at that location. (c) CSS method with
σmin = 0.1 and σmax = 6. (d) ACORD T = 0.1.
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(a) c-scale valleys (b) c-scale peaks
(c) Angle-based maxima (d) Angle-based minima
(e) CSS (f) ACORD
Figure 4.26: The dominant points detected on the snow shape. (a-b) c-scale method with
t = 1.1, w = 1, m = 1, sev = sep = 5. (c-d) Angle-based method with v = 66. (e) CSS
method with σmin = 0.1 and σmax = 2. (f) ACORD T = 0.1.
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of the shape considered. This indicates that the detection of corners is consistent and does
not depend on the type of the shape. For the angle-based approach, the RMS error varied
signiﬁcantly from shape to shape, which makes the detection of corners highly dependent
on the type of shape considered with this approach. The CSS method has RMS values
around 0.4% − 0.5%, which is also consistent among shapes, but presents a higher variance
in the results than c-scale. The ACORD approach also exhibits a low RMS error around
0.2%− 0.3%, which also indicates that the method is quite independent of the type of shape
used. However, it demonstrates a good number of FPs and FNs.
4.3.2 Quantitative Comparison of Inﬂection Points
The results of the quantitative comparison for the detection of inﬂection points on the 9
shapes are presented in Table 4.2. Among the four methods studied, only the c-scale and
angle-based approaches can ﬁnd inﬂection points. The displays in Figs. 4.18-4.26 already
demonstrated the inﬂection points detected by the two methods.
For the rectangle and the rotated rectangle, both methods ﬁnd the inﬂection points
perfectly with 0% RMS error and without FPs or FNs. For all the other shapes, c-scale
performs signiﬁcantly better in terms of RMS error with values lower than 0.23% for the
digital shapes. The angle-based approach has in almost all the shapes studied, an RMS error
greater than 1%, reaching even 17% for the snow ﬂake shape (Fig. 4.26(d)). The smallest
RMS error presented for the angle-based method is 0.76% for the star 2 shape (Fig. 4.23(b)).
We can visually appreciate the error in most of the shapes, such as in star 1 (Fig. 4.22(b)),
where the inﬂection points do not fall in the middle of the straight segments as they do for
the c-scale approach (Fig. 4.22(a)). Furthermore, c-scale does not encounter any FPs or FNs
in any of the shapes studied, whereas the angle-based approach falsely identiﬁes inﬂection
points in the puzzle piece (Fig. 4.20(b)), the hexagon (Fig. 4.21(b), indicated by a green
circle), and the aeroplane (Fig. 4.25(b)). It also misses some inﬂection points in the puzzle
piece (Fig. 4.20(b)), the aeroplane (Fig. 4.25(b)), the sun (Fig. 4.24(d)), and the snow ﬂake
(Fig. 4.26(d)).
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Table 4.2: Quantitative evaluation of the methods for the detection of inﬂection points by
using the 9 known shapes.
Points Total RMS
Shape Method FPs FNs
Detected Points error(%)
Rectangle
c-scale 0 0 4 4 0
Angle-based 0 0 4 4 0
Rotated rectangle
c-scale 0 0 4 4 0
Angle-based 0 0 4 4 0
Puzzle piece









Angle-based 4 6 7 9 2.2173
Hexagon
c-scale 0 0 6 6 0.1583
Angle-based 2 0 8 6 1.8121
Star 1
c-scale 0 0 10 10 0.1891
Angle-based 0 0 10 10 6.3623
Star 2
c-scale 0 0 20 20 0.2123
Angle-based 0 0 20 20 0.7618
Aeroplane
c-scale 0 0 18 18 0.2275
Angle-based 1 10 9 18 2.3752
Sun
c-scale 0 0 64 64 0.2030
Angle-based 0 40 24 64 1.5627
Snow ﬂake






Angle-based 0 36 48 84 17.0723
Exactly as for corner detection, c-scale for digital shapes has almost a constant RMS
error of about 0.2% independent of shapes. Therefore, c-scale is consistent not only in the
detection of corners, but also in the detection of inﬂection points, with the same accuracy
rate and among shapes, independently of their complexity, which makes c-scale a robust and
accurate method to use for detecting dominant points of any kind.
4.4 Qualitative Comparison
We have illustrated in the previous section the quantitative comparison of shape description
accuracy on mathematical and geometrical shapes. In this section, we focus on the extraction
of dominant points on more general shapes, where dominant points can be visually identiﬁed
at a more intuitive level [Attneave, 1954]. We present the results for digital boundaries of
natural and medical objects, described in Section 4.1. Since the true dominant points and
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their true location cannot be ascertained for these shapes, we qualitatively compare the
results obtained for the four methods via image displays.
4.4.1 Non-medical objects
First, we study the inﬂuence of the scale or level of detail among methods by taking the
rabbit shape as an example. The results are in Figs. 4.27(a)-4.27(c) for the c-scale method,
where the c-scale parameter t was changed to see how many dominant points were detected.
Similarly, the results for the angle-based method are shown in Figs. 4.27(d)-4.27(f), for dif-
ferent values of v, selected to obtain a similar number of dominant points on the same rabbit
shape. The CSS method, by varying the parameter σmax, can identify dominant points at
different scales, as shown in Figs.4.27(g)-4.27(i). The ACORD method is not multiscale, as
it ﬁnds the most appropriate scale to use at each bel, therefore, we cannot show the inﬂuence
of the scale on that approach and cannot vary the level of detail (a strength and a drawback
at the same time).
For the c-scale method, we used sev = sep = 5 and t = 2, t = 5, and t = 9. As t
increases, the number of dominant points detected decreases and the level of detail captured
diminishes. At a higher scale (t value, although this is not the scale value σ considered in
scale space approaches), most representative corners and inﬂection points are captured. For
the angle-based method, we used v = 35, v = 20, and v = 10. As we decrease the param-
eter µ (or increase v), we decrease the number of dominant points obtained as well as the
accuracy of their placement (see nose and ears of the rabbit in Figs. 4.27(d)-4.27(f)). The
location of the landmarks in this method depends on the value selected for µ, whereas in
the c-scale method, the position found for the same deﬁnitive prominent corners at different
scales t is the same. The accuracy does not depend on the scale, therefore the method is
more robust to scale changes. We can also notice that, in the angle-based approach, some
important corners are not detected and some are misplaced. If we keep on diminishing µ,
clusters appear near some of the dominant points detected, leading to repetition of points,
and the result is not acceptable anymore for landmark selection. This phenomenon does not
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(a) c-scale with t = 2. (b) c-scale with t = 5. (c) c-scale with t = 9.
(d) Angle-based with µ =
q
35
. (e) Angle-based with µ =
q
20




(g) CSS with σmax = 1.2. (h) CSS with σmax = 2. (i) CSS with σmax = 3.5.
Figure 4.27: (a-c) Results of varying the c-scale level of detail parameter t for the rabbit
shape in the c-scale method (w = 3, m = 2, sev = sep = 5). (d-f) Results of varying the
parameter v for the rabbit shape in the angle-based method. (d-f) Results of varying the
parameter σmax for the rabbit shape in the CSS method (σmin = 0.1).
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occur in the c-scale method. A dominant point can be detected only once, and it is either a
corner or an inﬂection point. For the CSS approach, we selected σmax = 1.2, σmax = 2, and
σmax = 3.5 to obtain scales equivalent to the two previous methods studied. CSS performs
similarly to c-scale in the sense that it does not change the position of the same deﬁnitive
prominent corners detected at different scales. However, it does not seem to retain as well
all the prominent points with similar curvature at a higher scale as c-scale does. This can be
noticed in the ears on the rabbit in Fig. 4.27(i). Therefore, we may conclude that c-scale is
more robust and accurate to scale changes than the angle-based and the CSS methods.
For the butterﬂy shape (Fig. 4.3(b)), the results from the four methods are displayed
in Figs. 4.28-4.30. On this shape, c-scale seems to capture perfectly all high curvature
points with enough detail. The angle-based and the CSS approaches are able to distinguish
most dominant points on the shape, although they miss some details around the head, on
each side of each of the whiskers. The angle-based approach seems a bit more accurate in
the detection of the corners than the CSS strategy. The ACORD method captures all the
prominent points in the body of the butterﬂy shape, while it misses more subtle but obvious
high curvature points, as the ones deﬁning the shape of the wings. Overall, c-scale performs
better than the other three methods. It does not miss prominent corners and it is able to
capture the subtle curvature regions around the wings, with higher level of detail than any
of the methods studied, in addition to detecting all (some even very subtle) inﬂection points.
For the ﬁsh shape, the results for the four methods are shown in Fig. 4.31. c-scale and
CSS seem to perform with higher level of detail than the other two methods. The angle-
based approach misses one high curvature point in the boundary, at the base of the tail of
the ﬁsh (Fig. 4.31(c)). The ACORD method misses certain prominent points and presents
some clusters of points around some corners. c-scale seems to capture more subtle curvature
points than any of the methods, as can be observed in the tail and in the bottom ﬁn. It also
seems to capture more inﬂection points than the angle-based approach, giving a higher level
of detail.
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(a) c-scale valleys.
(b) c-scale peaks.
Figure 4.28: Results of applying the c-scale method on a butterﬂy shape with t = 2.5, w = 3,
m = 2, sev = sep = 5. (a) High curvature points. (b) Inﬂection points.
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(a) Angle-based maxima.
(b) Angle-based minima.
Figure 4.29: Results of applying the angle-based method on a butterﬂy shape with v = 50.
(a) High curvature points. (b) Inﬂection points.
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(a) CSS
(b) ACORD
Figure 4.30: Results of applying (a) the CSS method with σmin = 0.1 and σmax = 3, and (b)
the ACORD method on a butterﬂy shape with T = 0.1.
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(a) c-scale valleys (b) c-scale peaks
(c) Angle-based maxima (d) Angle-based minima
(e) CSS (f) ACORD
Figure 4.31: The dominant points detected on the ﬁsh shape. (a) c-scale method with t = 3.8,
w = 3, m = 2, sev = sep = 10. (b) Angle-based method with v = 24. (c) CSS method with
σmin = 0.1 and σmax = 2. (d) ACORD with T = 1.
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For the leaf shape, c-scale and CSS perform similarly and with higher level of detail than
any other method, although c-scale ﬁnds a corner at the bottom of the stem that the CSS
approach misses. The angle-based approach is unable to capture the details at the bottom
of the stem, and misses two prominent corners on the leaf. It also misses some inﬂection
points in some parts of the leaf and misplaces other inﬂection points locating them at corner
positions. The ACORD method detects most of the prominent points, but is unable to detect
corners at more subtle curvature regions, such as the bottom of the leaf and the curvature
present in the stem. It also ﬁnds a FP next to one of the detected corners on the top portion.
c-scale detects all and only the intuitive dominant points existing in the leaf shape.
For the hand shape, the angle-based and the CSS approaches obtain very similar results.
The ACORD method ﬁnds many corners on the tips of the ﬁngers, while it is also unable
to capture softer curvature points at the bottom of the hand or middle part of the ﬁngers.
c-scale describes the shape with a high level of detail, as we can notice in the ﬁngers and
palm, ﬁnding all corners from the most prominent to the most subtle changes of curvature.
It also captures the corresponding inﬂection points with more detail than the angle-based
approach.
For the deer shape, the angle-based approach ﬁnds most of the corners except for some
prominent corners existing at the bottom of the paws. It also presents some inaccuracies
in the localization of certain corners such as the tip of the tail. CSS detects most of the
corners existing in the shape, except for some at the bottom of the paws. The ACORD
method ﬁnds only the most prominent corners in the shape, but misses all subtle changes
of curvature, like those present at the bottom (and upper) part of the deer’s body. It also
detects clusters of corners around certain regions, such as the frontal leg. c-scale captures all
corners with different degrees of curvature. It also ﬁnds correctly all inﬂection points that
may be intuitively located in the shape, whereas the angle-based method presents clusters of
points for some of the inﬂection points detected.
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(a) c-scale valleys (b) c-scale peaks
(c) Angle-based maxima (d) Angle-based minima
(e) CSS (f) ACORD
Figure 4.32: The dominant points detected on the leaf shape. (a) c-scale method with t = 5,
w = 3, m = 2, sev = sep = 5. (b) Angle-based method with v = 23. (c) CSS method with
σmin = 0.1 and σmax = 3. (d) ACORD with T = 0.1.
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(a) c-scale valleys (b) c-scale peaks
(c) Angle-based maxima (d) Angle-based minima
(e) CSS (f) ACORD
Figure 4.33: The dominant points detected on the hand shape. (a) c-scale method with
t = 1.5, w = 3, m = 2, sev = sep = 5. (b) Angle-based method with v = 20. (c) CSS method
with σmin = 0.1 and σmax = 2.5. (d) ACORD method with T = 0.1.
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(a) c-scale valleys (b) c-scale peaks
(c) Angle-based maxima (d) Angle-based minima
Figure 4.34: The dominant points detected on the deer shape. (a) c-scale method with
t = 2.1, w = 3, m = 2, sev = sep = 5. (b) Angle-based method with v = 50.
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(a) CSS (b) ACORD
Figure 4.35: The dominant points detected on the deer shape. (a) CSS method with σmin =
0.1 and σmax = 2. (b) ACORD with T = 0.1.
Overall, from the above qualitative analysis, we conclude that c-scale performs better,
more accurately, and with a higher level of detail than the other three methods. It does not
miss prominent points or add clusters of points around certain corners as some of the other
methods do while being able to detect very subtle changes for both corners and inﬂection
points. The ACORD method seems to miss most of the subtle changes in curvature and
ﬁnds some FPs. The CSS method performs most of the time similarly to the c-scale method,
but misses certain corners or subtle changes of curvature in some cases. The angle-based
approach is less accurate than the other methods. It is also highly sensitive to the selection
of the parameter v, whereas the other methods are more robust to parameter changes.
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4.4.2 Medical objects
The ability of the methods to detect dominant points is qualitatively illustrated for the six
medical objects in Figs. 4.36-4.43. Since the true corners (and inﬂection points) and their
locations are not known for these shapes, only a display of the points reported is presented.
Consistent with the analysis up to this point, the c-scale approach seems to perform
better than other methods and is able to capture accurately the details of the shapes even
with a small number of landmarks, as illustrated in Figs. 4.36(a), 4.37(a), 4.38(a), 4.39(a),
4.40(a), and 4.41(a). The angle-based and the CSS methods seem to miss certain cor-
ners (Figs. 4.37(c), 4.37(e), 4.38(c)) and detect some points that are likely to be noise
(Figs. 4.40(c), 4.39(c)). Moreover, if we observe the cortical sulci closely, the dominant
points identiﬁed by the CSS method (Fig. 4.43(a)) are not exactly located in the maxima of
curvature in that region, but seem to be shifted from the centre of the sulci. This can also
be appreciated for the calcaneus shape in Fig. 4.38(e). The c-scale approach (Figs. 4.41 and
4.38(a)), however, seems to locate the points consistently accurately. The ACORD method
performs well on the cortex (Fig. 4.43(b)) and seems to ﬁnd corners accurately and with
enough detail for that shape. However, for all other shapes, it seems to detect false/noisy
corners, such as in the ventricle (Fig. 4.40(f)), and for most cases it does not ﬁnd corners
at subtle curvature regions (Fig. 4.37(f)), while producing clusters of points around certain
detected corners, as can be noticed in the ventricle and vertebra shapes.
The inﬂection points detected by the angle-based method have for certain shapes clusters
of points in certain regions, as can be observed in Figs. 4.38(d), 4.39(d), and 4.40(e). c-scale
performs better on the inﬂection points than the angle-based approach as it does not present
any cluster of points, as demonstrated in Figs. 4.36(b), 4.37(b), 4.38(b), 4.39(b), 4.40(b), and
4.41(b).
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(a) c-scale valleys (b) c-scale peaks
(c) Angle-based maxima (d) Angle-based minima
(e) CSS (f) ACORD
Figure 4.36: (a-b) c-scale valley and peak detection on liver with t = 3.2, w = 3, m = 3,
sev = sep = 15. (c-d) Angle-based method on liver with v = 27. (e) CSS method with
σmin = 0.1 and σmax = 3. (f) ACORD with T = 0.1.
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(a) c-scale valleys (b) c-scale peaks
(c) Angle-based maxima (d) Angle-based minima
(e) CSS (f) ACORD
Figure 4.37: (a-b) c-scale valley and peak detection on talus with t = 3.1, w = 2, m = 2,
sev = sep = 5. (c-d) Angle-based method on talus with v = 20. (e) CSS method with
σmin = 0.01 and σmax = 1. (f) ACORD with T = 0.2.
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(a) c-scale valleys (b) c-scale peaks
(c) Angle-based maxima (d) Angle-based minima
(e) CSS (f) ACORD
Figure 4.38: (a-b) c-scale valley and peak detection on calcaneus with t = 1.5, w = 2, m = 2,
sev = sep = 5. (c-d) Angle-based method on calcaneus with v = 20. (e) CSS method with
σmin = 0.01 and σmax = 1. (f) ACORD with T = 0.1.
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(a) c-scale valleys (b) c-scale peaks
(c) Angle-based maxima (d) Angle-based minima
(e) CSS (f) ACORD
Figure 4.39: (a-b) c-scale valley and peak detection on vertebra with t = 2.1, w = 2, m = 2,
sev = sep = 5. (c-d) Angle-based method on a vertebra with v = 25. (e) CSS method with
σmin = 0.1 and σmax = 1.3. (f) ACORD with T = 0.08.
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(a) c-scale valleys (b) c-scale peaks (c) CSS
(d) Angle-based maxima (e) Angle-based minima (f) ACORD
Figure 4.40: (a-b) c-scale valley and peak detection on the brain ventricles shape with t = 5,
w = 4, m = 3, sev = sep = 25. (c) CSS method with σmin = 0.1 and σmax = 3. (d-e)
Angle-based method on a vertebra with v = 36. (f) ACORD with T = 0.35.
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(a) c-scale valleys
(b) c-scale peaks
Figure 4.41: The dominant points detected on the brain cortex shape with the c-scale method
(t = 1, w = 1, m = 1, sev = sep = 3). (a) High curvature points. (b) Inﬂection points.
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(a) Angle-based maxima
(b) Angle-based minima
Figure 4.42: The dominant points detected on the brain cortex shape with the angle-based
method (v = 130).
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(a) CSS
(b) ACORD
Figure 4.43: The dominant points detected on the brain cortex shape. (a) CSS method with
σmin = 0.1 and σmax = 0.6. (b) ACORD with T = 0.1.
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4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we compared global and local scale approaches to shape analysis. For global
scale, the Curvature Scale Space (CSS) [Rattarangsi and Chin, 1992] method was selected,
which is a state-of-the-art shape descriptor, and is used in the MPEG-7 standard. We also
used the adaptive corner detector [Ray and Pandyan, 2003] based on CSS as another global
method to compare with our locally adaptive morphometric shape descriptor. The locally
adaptive scale approach is based on the notion of curvature-scale (c-scale), which is a new
local scale concept that brings the idea of local morphometric scales (such as ball-, tensor-,
and generalized scale) developed for images to the realm of boundaries.
Although the idea underlining ACORD has a spirit similar to c-scale, the two approaches
are fundamentally different in many respects. Inspired by the CSS idea, ACORD goes a step
further in determining the scale that is most appropriate for each point on the boundary.
In this sense, its approach is scale adaptive and local. Its main focus is on estimating the
curvature at each point on the shape boundary as reliably as possible. In contrast, the goal
and the approach of c-scale is broader - one of constructing a rich shape description. One
of the byproducts of this description happens to be the ability to detect “corners” or high
curvature points. The c-scale method describes any shape (digital or analog) in terms of fun-
damental units called c-scale segments, which are symmetric, homogeneous, oriented, curve
segments. (The motivation for c-scale came from ball-scale for 3D images wherein the image
is described in terms of the largest homogeneous ball situated at every voxel in the image
under an appropriate homogeneity criterion.) Once this fundamental and simple c-scale de-
scription is given, several simple operations can be carried out by using the representation
to derive useful shape properties in a robust and reliable manner.
We compared the c-scale method to another local scale approach, which is angle-based
[Rosenfeld and Johnston, 1973] and which ﬁnds also the inﬂection points on shapes. In this
chapter, we presented a thorough evaluation of these global and local scale methods based
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on 21 different kinds of natural and artiﬁcial shapes. Our analysis indicates the following:
1. Overall, the c-scale method performed the best among all methods based on accuracy in
detection (FPs and FNs) and localization accuracy (% RMS distance). It was the only
method with perfect detection accuracy. Its localization accuracy was consistent across
all shapes demonstrating non dependence on shape in performance. The second best
ACORDmethod demonstrated similar consistency in quantitative evaluation. However,
its performance on some of the natural shapes (medical objects) was quite poor.
2. A useful feature of the c-scale, angle-based, and CSS methods is the ability to control
level of detail. ACORD does not offer this feature. c-scale’s robustness to scale changes
- meaning the consistency and accuracy with which the same dominant points are
selected - is quite remarkable and is better than the angle-based and CSS methods.
3. The c-scale and the angle-based methods are capable of detecting inﬂection points
unlike CSS and ACCORD methods. The accuracy of detection and localization of such
points by c-scale is considerably superior to that of the angle-based algorithm.
4. c-scale is an adaptation of the ball-scale idea [Saha et al., 2000] for nD images to the
1D boundaries of 2D shapes. It produces a richer description of shape than the other
methods compared.
5. The c-scale method’s accuracy seems to be consistent across all aspects of shape features
such as small or large in size and sharp or subtle in deﬁnition. To clarify this point, the
angle-based method seems to perform well on sharp angles in large size features. How-
ever, its performance deteriorates when sharp angles are encountered in small boundary
segments. Similarly, ACORD seems to prefer large segments and sharper deﬁnitions
and its performance on subtle and small features seems to be poorer.
6. c-scale is a simpler method with no special purpose mechanisms, its implementation is
simple, it is deﬁned clearly, and has a lower computational cost than any of the other




In this chapter, we present a framework containing several strategies for automatic landmark
tagging based on the c-scale shape descriptor introduced in Chapter 3. The main idea con-
sists of automatically characterizing a training set of shapes by shape-salient points selected
on their digital boundaries, and studying how effective these points are for use as landmarks
in shape models.
The goal of automatic annotation of shapes in terms of landmarks is to capture the real
variability that exists among shapes of the same family in a training set via a model created
from the landmarks. Most previous strategies for landmark selection, presented in Section
2.2, lack a robust method that preserves the curvature features of the shapes while achieving
the correspondence of landmarks. The c-scale shape descriptor allows the selection of high
curvature (valleys in Af (b)) points and/or inﬂection points (peaks in Af (b)) as mathematical
landmarks with different levels of detail and in digital boundaries. Landmarks are detected
at different scales to vary the level of detail depending on the application.
Curvature has been commonly used in the past for the location of landmarks, as it appears
to be the natural and intuitive approach to characterize a family of shapes [Attneave, 1954].
However, in practice, dominant points do not necessarily lie in the same homologous regions
for different shapes of the training set, and it has been demonstrated that global character-
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istics of the shapes are more reliable for shape representation [Walker et al., 2002]. Training
shapes often present unique features even when representing the same family of shapes.
Therefore, we cannot assure that all shapes of the training set will always have the same
number of dominant points according to curvature (or other criteria), and be located in
corresponding positions among shapes. We believe that the mean shape of a training set
contains very important shape information resulting from averaging all shapes. A direct
relationship must exist between the mean shape and the shapes in the training set in the
sense that most prominent regions of the mean shape appear as a conjunction of all the
other shapes. Therefore, ﬁnding landmarks on the mean shape will retain the global shape
information contained in the training set, instead of searching for speciﬁc local characteristics
that may appear in only some of the examples of the training set. Then, these landmarks can
be propagated to all the instances of the training set to establish landmark correspondence
among shapes. In this chapter, we propose several techniques for landmark selection and
landmark propagation for establishing landmark correspondence between the mean shape
and the shapes in the training set. By combining these techniques of landmark selection
and landmark propagation, we can establish the required correspondence to create the shape
model.
In this chapter, we ﬁrst introduce the method for model building in Section 5.1. In Section
5.2, we explain how to align the training shapes by using affine registration. In Section 5.3,
we describe how to generate the mean shape of the training set without requiring landmarks.
The strategies for the selection of landmarks on the mean shape are presented in Section 5.4.
Several strategies for landmark propagation from the mean shape to all the shapes of the
training set are presented in Section 5.5. The overall algorithm of the method is given in
Section 5.6. Finally, in Section 5.7, we explore the method further by giving some variants
of the previous concepts to create the point distribution model (PDM).
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5.1 Method of Model Building





















Figure 5.1: The method of model building based on c-scale.
Given a training set of M segmented images, {Ij : j = 1, ...,M}, we ﬁrst align the
images by using affine registration. We denote the aligned images in the training set by
{Ij : j = 1, ...,M} and extract the boundaries {Bj : j = 1, ...,M} of the aligned segmented
structures.
Because we want to capture shape dominant points characterizing the training set and
not particular dominant points corresponding to a particular shape in the training set, we
locate the landmarks directly on the mean shape boundary, called B. The mean shape im-
age I is calculated by using a Euclidean Signed Distance Transform (ESDT) operation on
the training set [Souza and Udupa, 2005]. The ESDT is based on the Euclidean Distance
Transform (EDT) by [Breu et al., 1995]. Subsequently, we extract the boundary of the mean
shape and ﬁnd the set sL of landmarks on B by using the c-scale shape descriptor presented
in Chapter 3. Then, to generate a PDM, we need to propagate these landmarks to all the
shapes of the training set. That way we assure that all the shapes have the same number n
of landmarks and in corresponding locations. The approach is summarized in Fig. 5.1.
In the following sections, we explain in more detail some of the essential steps of the
method, in particular, shape alignment, mean shape generation, different strategies for land-
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mark selection using c-scale, and several approaches for landmark propagation.
5.2 Shape Alignment
According to Kendall [Kendall, 1977], shape can be deﬁned as the geometrical information
that remains once we eliminate the location, scale, and rotation components. Therefore, in
order to retain only the geometrical shape information, we need to remove from each shape in
the training set, the differences due to location, scale, and rotation [Dryden and Mardia, 1998].
We have a set of binary images {Ij : j = 1, ...,M} containing objects of the same family
that we need to align in order to retain only the useful geometrical information necessary
to build a model. Image registration aims at ﬁnding the transformation T that aligns one
image IS , called source, to another image IT , called target, to establish a correspondence
between them:
IT = T (IS). (5.1)
Affine registration can eliminate the differences due to location, rotation, and scale while
preserving the straightness of lines and parallelism, and can be expressed as
iT = A · iS + t, (5.2)
where iT and iS are elements, respectively, from the target image IT and the source image
IS , A is a 2 × 2 matrix containing the transformations of rotation, scaling, and sheering,
and t is a 2× 1 vector representing the translations in x and y directions. If we expand this
equation further, we have
iT =

 s cos θ −s sin θ








where s includes both the sheering and scaling parameters, θ represents the rotation angle
of the transformation, and tx and ty are the translations in x and y directions.
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To obtain the registered image, the transformation T needs to be iteratively optimized
under a certain similarity metric, which is calculated from all pixels for that particular trans-
formation. There are two classes of similarity metrics available, one based on some functional
intensity relationship between images (identity, linear, non-linear), and another assuming a
certain statistical relationship between source and target (joint entropy, mutual information,
normalized mutual information). The choice of similarity metric may depend on the appli-
cation, being minimized or maximized, depending on the strategy used, to determine the
correct transformation between target and source images. Once the optimal transformation
is obtained, some interpolation needs to be done on the source image, after transformation,
to get the ﬁnal registered image.
In our case, we select a target image from the training set. Then, we register to it
all the other images of the training set one by one, achieving a pairwise alignment of
all shapes with respect to the target. We used an affine registration approach as de-
scribed in [Periaswamy and Farid, 2003] [Periaswamy, 2003]. This consists of an intensity-
based approach, multi-scale (capturing global and local scale transformations), globally
smooth and locally affine, and that minimizes the similarity metric, which is the quadratic
error function of the intensity values. The Matlab source code used can be found at:
http://www.cs.dartmouth.edu/farid/research/registration.html.
5.3 Mean Shape Extraction
Our aim is to generate a mean shape from the training shapes without requiring the use
of landmarks as in [Souza and Udupa, 2005]. We applied an ESDT, based on the EDT
[Breu et al., 1995], to all the aligned binary images forming the training set. As per conven-
tion, we deﬁne the ESDT as to have negative distance values inside the boundary of each
training shape and positive distance values outside the shape boundary. Then, the mean
distance map is computed and the mean shape image extracted by thresholding the mean
distance map at 0. In the following, we describe the process of mean shape generation using
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distance transform.
5.3.1 Euclidean Distance Transform
The distance transform aims at ﬁnding, for each 0-valued pixel of a binary image, the distance
value between that pixel and the nearest 1-valued pixel in the image [Sonka et al., 1999]
[Klette and Rosenfeld, 2004]. The Euclidean distance DE between two pixels P1 and P2 of a
binary image, with respective coordinates (x1, y1) and (x2, y2), is deﬁned as
DE(P1, P2) =
√
(x1 − x2)2 + (y1 − y2)2. (5.4)
Using Equation 5.4, we can create a distance map of a binary image, by representing at
each pixel, the minimum value of distance between that pixel and the object boundary. That
representation generates an image where the object of interest has zero values, the pixels
close to the object boundary have small values, and these values increase as we move away
from the object boundary. An example of distance map and its associated values can be seen
in Fig. 5.2(b)-(c) for the binary image in Fig. 5.2(a).
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(c) Distance map values.
Figure 5.2: (a) A binary image with its associated (b) distance map and (c) distance values.
[Breu et al., 1995] proposed the Euclidean distance transform used in our study, which is
an exact Euclidean distance transform applied to 2D images.
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5.3.2 Euclidean Signed Distance Transform
We want to characterize all pixels in a binary image in such a way as to have negative distance
values within the object of interest, and positive outside. To achieve this, we used the EDT
described in Subsection 5.3.1. The way we create the ESDT, based on the EDT, is shown in
Fig. 5.3. First, for a binary image I, we obtain its complement IC , where the background
becomes the object of interest with pixel values of 1, and the remaining pixels having values
of 0. We then apply the EDT, deﬁned as a function EDT , to both images I and IC , and
subtract their values:
SDM(I) = EDT (I)− EDT (IC), (5.5)
where SDM is the signed distance map of I. The SDM has negative values inside the
object of interest and positive values outside. The values decrease within the object as we
move away from the boundary, and they increase outside the boundary in a similar way but
with positive values. This gives us a continuous representation of distances along the image
and allows us to distinguish interior and exterior of an object, which will be very useful in a
number of applications.
5.3.3 Mean Shape Generation and Algorithm
We compute the mean shape of a training set of aligned binary images by applying to each
image in the set {Ij : j = 1, ...,M} the ESDT described in Subsection 5.3.2. Once we have
the SDM for each of the images in the training set, we calculate the mean Euclidean signed
distance map SDM, for each pixel P , such as





where M is the number of binary images in the training set.
Subsequently, we threshold this image to retain all the values smaller than 0. That way
we obtain the mean shape binary image and extract the mean object boundary necessary for
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Image complement
Euclidean Signed Distance Map
Euclidean Distance Map Euclidean Distance Map




Figure 5.3: Methodology to obtain the ESDT of a binary image using the EDT. Distance
map colors vary progressively from black to white. Black represents the lowest distance value
and white the highest distance value appearing in the map.
the selection of landmarks. The mean shape boundary corresponds to 0 values in the SDM.
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The algorithm to obtain the mean shape boundary B from a training set of aligned binary
images is as follows:
Algorithm 5.1: MSE - Mean Shape Extraction
Input: Binary images Ij : j = 1, ...,M
Output: Mean shape boundary B
for j = 1, ...,M do
1. Obtain the image complement ICj .
2. Obtain EDT (Ij) and EDT (ICj ).
3. Obtain SDMj = EDT (Ij)− EDT (ICj ).
end
4. Calculate SDM by using Equation 5.6.
5. Threshold SDM at 0 to create the mean binary image I.
6. Extract the mean shape boundary B from I.
5.4 Hierarchical and Non-Hierarchical Landmark Selection
In this section, we describe several ways of selecting the set sL of landmarks on B. Landmarks
can be selected in a hierarchical or non-hierarchical way.
In hierarchical selection, the steps are as follows:
1. Fix the parameters t, w, m, sev, sep, θv and θp for a certain application to get the
maximum number of landmarks (peaks and/or valleys) needed to create a model.
2. Arrange peaks in descending order by using their corresponding Af (b) values.
3. Arrange valleys in ascending order by using their corresponding Af (b) values.
4. Select as many prominent valleys and/or peaks as the number of landmarks de-
sired.
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In this manner, we can select the peaks and valleys hierarchically from the most promi-
nent to the least. This allows us to select precisely the desired number n of landmarks for
an application by just considering only the n most prominent peaks and/or valleys. Higher
peaks in Af (b) correspond to longer straight regions, whereas lower valleys correspond to
regions of higher curvature. This strategy is especially useful if the process of ﬁnding land-
marks needs to be repeated many times, for example, if the number of landmarks needs to
be varied repeatedly for a particular application or evaluation study.
As opposed to the above hierarchical approach, we can also select n landmarks by adjust-
ing the parameters (particularly, t, sev, sep, θv, and θp) for a particular application, to obtain
the desired number of landmarks on the mean shape. We call this method non-hierarchical.
Once we have detected the peaks and valleys, we locate the landmarks on the boundary
of the shape by considering only valleys, only peaks, or both. This gives us overall six
possibilities for selecting landmarks.
5.5 Landmark Propagation
The last step of the method consists of propagating the landmarks identiﬁed on the mean
shape to all boundaries of the training set. In the following, we introduce two strategies for
landmark propagation: closest point propagation and parametric propagation.
5.5.1 Closest Point Propagation
In the closest point propagation approach, for each landmark P in the mean shape, the point
identiﬁed on a training shape is that point on its boundary, which is closest to P (Fig.5.4).
Thus, once we have the landmarks tagged on the mean shape (Fig.5.5(a),(b)), we can
propagate all the landmarks by ﬁnding, for each landmark in the mean shape, the closest
point on the training shape boundary as shown in Fig.5.5(c). This process automatically
establishes landmark correspondence among shapes in the training set.
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Figure 5.5: (a) Mean shape with landmarks tagged. (b) Contour of a training shape overlayed
on the mean shape. (c) Closest point propagation of landmarks.
Implementation Details and Algorithm
The identiﬁcation of landmarks in the training shapes, from a knowledge of the landmarks in
the mean shape, is accomplished via EDT [Breu et al., 1995]. For each landmark P selected
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(a) Binary image of P . (b) Distance map.
(c) Overlayed training shape. (d) Selection of closest point.
Figure 5.6: Closest Point propagation of a landmark P to a training shape by using EDT. The
training shape bels are outlined in red and the pixel P in yellow. The resulting propagated
landmark is represented in green in (d).
on B, we create a binary image, of the same size as the training set images, where the pixel
corresponding to P is assigned a value 1 and the rest of the pixels are assigned the value
0, as shown in Fig. 5.6(a). Then, by applying the EDT to the binary image, we obtain the
associated distance map as represented in Fig. 5.6(b).
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We ﬁnd the location of the bels, for each training shape, in the distance map as shown
in Fig. 5.6(c) by the red outlined pixels. We generate a vector V for each shape and for each
landmark, which contains the associated distance values at each bel taken from the distance
map. By ﬁnding the minimum value of the vector we can determine the closest point from
P to the shape and propagate the landmark. In the example in Fig. 5.6(d), the landmark P
is outlined in yellow and the pixel associated with the propagated landmark is represented
in green. We repeat the process for each landmark P1, ..., Pn on the mean shape and ob-
tain the propagated landmarks pj1, ..., p
j
n for each training shape j and repeat the process for
j = 1, ...,M .
The algorithm used in closest point propagation is given below.
Algorithm 5.2: CPP - Closest Point Propagation
Input: Mean shape landmarks Pi : i = 1, ..., n.
Shape boundaries Bj : j = 1, ...,M .
Output: Landmarks pji : i = 1, ..., n; j = 1, ...,M .
for i = 1, ..., n do
1. Generate a binary image from Pi.
2. Apply the EDT to that binary image and obtain the distance map.
for j = 1, ...,M do
3. Store the distance values for all the elements of Bj in V ij .






The parametric propagation strategy consists of the following steps:
1. Reparameterize the boundary shapes of the training set guided by the shape with
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the minimum number g of bels. Each training shape boundary and the mean shape
boundary are resampled so as to have exactly g equally spaced points. The initial
points on all shape boundaries need to be deﬁned manually at corresponding positions.
This stage is illustrated in Fig. 5.7.
(a) Mean shape. (b) Training shape.
Figure 5.7: Parameterized shapes: all shapes have the same number of bels equally spaced
along the contours. Blue and red points on the contours denote bels.
2. Find the appropriate landmarks on the mean shape by using the c-scale approach as
shown in Fig. 5.8(a).
(a) (b)
Figure 5.8: (a) Landmarks found on the mean shape (represented by green points). (b)
Landmarks propagated to the training shape from the mean shape by using the parametric
positions.
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3. Propagate the landmarks from the mean shape to the shape boundaries of the training
set by placing them at their corresponding parametric positions. This is illustrated in
Fig. 5.8(b) for the mean shape with landmarks in Fig. 5.8(a). Landmarks are repre-
sented by green points.
The algorithm used for parametric propagation is presented below.
Algorithm 5.3: PP - Parametric Propagation
Input: Shape boundaries Bj : j = 1, ...,M ; Mean Shape B.
Output: Landmarks pji : i = 1, ..., n; j = 1, ...,M .
1. Find the minimum number of bels g over all Bj : j = 1, ...,M , and B.
2. Deﬁne a starting and corresponding point on all Bj : j = 1, ...,M , and B.
3. Reparameterize all Bj : j = 1, ...,M and B, so each contour has g equally spaced
bels.
4. Find landmarks on the parameterized mean shape by using the c-scale method.
5. for j=1,...,M do
Propagate the landmarks from the parameterized mean shape to the parameterized
boundaries of the training set, at their corresponding parametric positions.
end
6. Output pji : i = 1, ..., n; j = 1, ...,M .
5.6 Overall Algorithm
To summarize the whole process described in this chapter, we present the overall algorithm
for the c-scale based landmark tagging process, using the algorithms presented in the previ-
ous sections.
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Algorithm 5.4: CSB - Curvature Scale-Based Landmark Tagging
Input: Binary images Ij : j = 1, ...,M ; c-scale parameters: t, w, m, sev, sep, θv, and θp.
Output: Landmarks pj
1
, ..., pjn, j = 1, ...,M .
1. For j = 1, ...,M , align all binary images Ij to the target binary image
IT ∈ {Ij : j = 1, ...,M} by using affine registration to yield {Ij : j = 1, ...,M}.
2. Calculate the mean shape boundary B by using Algorithm 5.1.
3. Extract the boundary of the training shapes {Bj : j = 1, ...,M} from {Ij : j = 1, ...,M}.
4. Find the landmarks Pi, i = 1, ..., n on B by using the boundary shape descriptor based on
c-scale.
5. Propagate the landmarks Pi, i = 1, ..., n from B to all training shapes {Bj : j = 1, ...,M} by
using Algorithm 5.2 or Algorithm 5.3.
6. Return pj
1
, ..., pjn, j = 1, ...,M .
5.7 Variants of the Method
We note that, from the three types of landmarks (peaks only, valleys only, peaks and valleys),
identiﬁed hierarchically or non-hierarchically, and from the two approaches of propagation,
we have described 12 possible methods of tagging landmarks altogether as represented in
Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Landmark Tagging Methods





NH: Non-Hierarchical; H: Hierarchical; CP: Closest Point; P: Parametric.
With all landmarks located in all shapes of the training set, in equal number n and in
corresponding positions, we can now create the PDM.
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The use of both peaks and valleys for landmark selection can also be speciﬁed in different
ways. For example, we could use all peaks and valleys as landmarks, half-half, or any other
combination considering complementary percentages. The selection of the type of landmark
to use, as well as the combinations, depend on the application.
5.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented a general framework to ﬁnd landmarks using salient
points. Any other landmark propagation method or shape descriptor could be used as well
instead of the ones presented here. In this work, we have focused on using the c-scale shape
descriptor because it has many beneﬁts, from being multi-scale, directly applicable to digital
boundaries, and presenting complementary information about the characteristics of each
landmark (concave, convex, ﬂat), which could be very useful in many applications. Different
variants of the method will be evaluated in Chapter 8.
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Shape Variance Equalization
Although the c-scale concept brought on several new ideas which led to considerable improve-
ments in salient point detection from the state-of-the-art, since the same dominant points
may not occur in all training shapes, it poses a hurdle for the c-scale based landmark tagging
strategies. In an effort to overcome this hurdle, in this chapter we propose a salient-point-free
landmark tagging approach which selects landmarks guided entirely by the shape variance
that exists in the training set.
It is well known that model-based segmentation approaches, such as those employing
ASMs [Cootes et al., 1995], require a complete training set of shapes characterizing as much
as possible the variability existing for a particular object in a population. If the natural
variability of the object is included in the model to use for segmentation, then, the model
will adapt better when segmenting objects of the same family. However, if the strategy used
to select landmarks on shapes does not take into account the real variability existing in the
training set, the resulting model will not incorporate all the information necessary to fully
characterize that object. For example, in Fig. 6.1, we have represented three different 2D
samples of the talus bone of the foot belonging to three different individuals. As we can
notice, the top part of the shape is very similar among all three shapes, whereas the bottom
part has a high degree of variance among shapes. Therefore, to adequately characterize this
training set, more landmarks will have to be selected in the bottom part of the shapes than
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Figure 6.1: Shapes of the talus bone of the foot from different individuals.
in the top part for the model to capture the full variability existing in the training set.
The main premise of our approach in this chapter is that regions with high variance
among shapes will need more landmarks to be described consistently, whereas regions with
low variance do not need to be described with many landmarks. Therefore, our attitude will
be to distribute landmarks around each shape in such a manner as to best capture the shape
variation existing in the training set. This is achieved by placing more landmarks in regions
where the variance is high and fewer landmarks where it is low. This strategy itself takes
care of the correspondence issue, and at the same time, deploys landmarks very frugally and
optimally considering shape variations. The desired landmarks are positioned around each
shape boundary so as to equally distribute the total variance existing in the training set in a
global-to-local manner. The landmarks may not correspond to dominant points on the shape
as in previous strategies, but they will give a good representation of the variability existing
in the training set. This is a consideration that has been missing in all landmark tagging
methods proposed up to now. The variance equalization method is simple to implement,
computationally fast, and does not need a reference shape to establish landmark correspon-
dence as needed in, for example, methods based on optimizing Minimum Description Length
[Davies et al., 2002] [Thodberg, 2003a].
In this chapter, we present a method for automatic landmark tagging that uses a strategy
of equalization of the total variance existing in the training set, automatically establishing
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correspondence among shapes at the same time. We give an overview of the method in
Section 6.1. In Section 6.2, we introduce the parameterization concept. In Section 6.3, we
explain the overall concept of variance equalization. The selection of landmarks via variance
equalization is explained in Section 6.4. The overall algorithm is presented in Section 6.5.
6.1 Overview of the Method









Figure 6.2: The method of Variance Equalization.
Given a training set of M segmented images, we align them by using affine registration
and extract the boundaries {Bj ; j = 1, ...,M} of the represented structures. Then, we param-
eterize the boundaries so as to have the same number of bels, equally spaced, for each shape.
Subsequently, we calculate the total variance among shapes for each new bel position in the
parameterized boundaries, and locate landmarks on the shapes by equalizing the variance
along the boundaries. More details about the parameterization and variance equalization
steps are given in the following sections.
6.2 Parameterization
After identifying the corresponding starting point in all registered shape boundaries of the
training set, we parameterize the boundaries so that they have the same number N of points
equally spaced along each boundary. We take N to be the minimum number of boundary
points among all boundaries. We do so because we wish to retain as much information in the
original boundaries as possible. We thus obtain a parametric description of the boundaries
{Bj(i); i = 1, ..., N ; j = 1, ...,M}. In Fig. 6.3 we show an example of parameterization of two
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Figure 6.3: Parameterization of two shapes. Both shapes have corresponding starting points,
and the same number of bels, equally spaced, on each boundary.
6.3 Variance Equalization
From the M parameterized boundaries {Bj(i); i = 1, ..., N ; j = 1, ...,M}, we can determine
the variance in the location of any ith point, i = 1, ..., N , and express it as a function
V ar(i) as shown in Fig. 6.4. The total variance at each ith point over all M shapes can be
estimated by Principal Component Analysis of the (xji , y
j
i ) coordinates of this point over all
M parameterized shapes. The sum of the 2M eigenvalues λki , k = 1, ..., 2M , of the covariance
matrix of the xji and y
j
i coordinates of the i




λki , i = 1, ..., N. (6.1)
Our goal is to place landmarks by making use of this information in V ar(i). We wish to
select more landmarks in regions where V ar(i) is higher, and less where it is small. That is,
we will use the total variance distribution to guide the selection of new points so that the
variance is more or less equally distributed with point density on the shape boundaries.
Once the number n of landmarks we want in the model is speciﬁed, we distribute the
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Figure 6.4: Variance curve.
landmarks around each boundary in such a way that the area under the variance curve
between each successive pair of landmarks is roughly the same. The selection of landmarks
will be done separately for each boundary and each will get its point arrangement depending
on its shape and the boundary’s relationship to the variance graph. The details of this process
are presented below.
6.4 Landmark Selection Via Variance Equalization
Let xi, i = 1, ..., N , denote the i
th point generically in any parameterized Bj , let V ar(xi) be
the total variance at xi, and let delj be the spacing between points in Bj as shown in Fig. 6.5.
Each Bj may have a different delj , which needs to be taken into account.
Given V ar(xi), n, and delj , we wish to ﬁnd the points p1, ..., pn on Bj such that
V ar(p1) · |p2 − p1|+ . . .+ V ar(pn) · |p1 − pn| =
V ar(x1)delj + V ar(x2)delj + . . .+ V ar(xN )delj ,
(6.2)
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Figure 6.5: Bj has a spacing delj between successive points in the contour.
where | · | denotes the distance along the boundary Bj between successive points. Observe
that, |p2 − p1| = (e+1) · delj , if there are e points in Bj between p1 and p2 excluding p1 and
p2. The right side of (6.2) corresponds to the total variance, denoted TAj , in Bj over all its
points, which is also the area under the V ar(xi) curve, deﬁned as
TAj = V ar(x1)delj + V ar(x2)delj + . . .+ V ar(xN )delj . (6.3)
Each boundary Bj will have an associated TAj .
After selecting n, we can compute the area per each point pk, k = 1, · · · , n, denoted Ajk,





where Ajk is also the partial area between successive landmarks. The ﬁrst landmark, p
j
1, will
be selected on each contour as the point on Bj at which V ar(xi) is maximum, and as shown
in Fig. 6.6.
From pj1, we go forward on Bj and skip the parameterized points until we reach pj2 such
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Figure 6.6: Selection of pj1 on V ar(xi) curve.
that
V ar(pj1) · |pj2 − pj1| ≈ Aj1. (6.5)























































Figure 6.7: Selection of pj2 on Bj .
repeat this process until we come back to pj1, ﬁnding all the landmarks p
j
1, · · · , pjn for all Bj .
In general, to ﬁnd a new landmark pjk on Bj , from a knowledge of pjk−1, and with pjk &= pj1,
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we need to satisfy
V ar(pjk−1) · |pjk − pjk−1| ≈ Ajk. (6.6)
The correspondence between landmarks among shapes is automatically taken care of by
distributing the landmarks on each boundary separately but following the graph indicated
by the V ar(xi) curve. The overall algorithm for this method is presented below.
6.5 Algorithm VE
The algorithm used to implement the variance equalization method is summarized below.
Algorithm 6.1: VE - Variance Equalization Landmark Tagging
Input: Bj(i) : j = 1, ...,M ; i = 1, ..., N ; n; delj .
Output: Landmarks pj
1
, ..., pjn, j = 1, ...,M .
1. Compute V ar(xi), for i = 1, ..., N .
for j = 1, ...,M , do
2. Compute the area Ajk per point pk, k = 1, ..., n, for Bj by using (6.4).






, go forward on Bj incrementally and skip points until we reach pj1 back






In this chapter, we have presented a new theory and method for automatic landmark tagging
guided by the strategy of equalization of the variance contained in a training set for selecting
landmarks. The main premise here is that this strategy itself takes care of the correspondence
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issue and at the same time deploys landmarks very frugally and optimally considering shape
variations. The desired landmarks are positioned around each contour in such a manner as
to equally distribute the total variance existing in the training set. This concept has been
missing in all previous attempts at automatic landmark tagging. The evaluation of this
method is presented in Chapter 8.
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Recursive Boundary Subdivision
The techniques discussed up to this point have been developed for 2D shapes only, and their
generalization to three- and higher-dimensional spaces is not straightforward. However, these
are very useful techniques since 2D modelling has numerous applications. In order to over-
come the generalizability hurdle, in this chapter, we propose a novel global-to-local strategy
that directly addresses the generalization of methods to n > 2 dimensions, while making
computations practical, and operating in -n. It attempts to mathematically deﬁne and
characterize landmarks and ensures the homology among landmarks via recursive boundary
subdivision (RBS ) of all training shapes simultaneously, maintaining correspondence among
shapes and their subdivided segments, as per a speciﬁed shape similarity criterion, at every
recursive step. For the actual selection of landmarks on the sub-segments any of numerous
techniques, including those from c-scale and variance equalization, can be used. The 2D
version starts from two initial corresponding points determined in all training shapes via a
method α, and subsequently by subdividing the shapes into connected boundary segments
by a line determined by these points. A shape analysis method β is applied on each segment
to determine a landmark on the segment. This point introduces more pairs of points, the
lines deﬁned by which are used to further subdivide the boundary segments. This RBS pro-
cess continues simultaneously on all training shapes, maintaining synchrony of the level of
recursion, and thereby keeping correspondence among generated points automatically. The
process terminates when no subdividing lines are left to be considered that indicate (as per
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method β) that a point can continue to be selected on the associated segment. The method is
computationally simple and does not require registration but uses the fundamental attributes
of the shapes in the training set. It undertakes the selection of landmarks in a coarse-to-ﬁne
manner, consulting all objects in the training set simultaneously in establishing homology
and in ﬁnding landmarks. In some manner, this approach incorporates the concepts intro-
duced in the c-scale (Chapter 5) and variance equalization (Chapter 6) approaches, in the
sense that it characterizes a training set of shapes with as many shape features as are present
among shapes of the training set. The whole method operates on discrete curves (or sur-
faces) to locate landmarks. Connectivity of the curves (surfaces) is required for the algorithm.
In Section 7.1, we describe the concepts of digital objects and boundaries that form the
basis of RBS. Section 7.2 describes the principles and algorithm of RBS. In Section 7.3, we
present some boundary landmark selection strategies. A novel concept of virtual landmarks
is introduced in Section 7.4. The hierarchical nature of the RBS method is discussed in
Section 7.5.
7.1 Digital Objects and Boundaries
The geometric and topological properties of digital oriented, connected Jordan surfaces form
an essential underpinning of the proposed RBS method. A Jordan surface S is such that:
1. It divides the space Y , in which it is deﬁned, into two sets E and F , which are such
that Y = E ∪ F ;
2. Any path from a point P in F to a point Q in E will meet S.
The same concept is applicable to curves. In this section, we ﬁrst present some information
about the concepts of connectedness, orientation, and topological properties of curves and
surfaces. See [Udupa, 1994] for more details.
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7.1.1 Spatial Elements: Spels
We call the elements of the digital space deﬁned by Zn, n ! 1, spatial elements or spels. Spels
are pixels for n = 2, voxels for n = 3, and hypervoxels for n = 4, as represented in Fig. 7.1.
All images we deal with are digital and are deﬁned in the digital space.
4D2D 3D
Figure 7.1: Elements of Zn: pixels (2D), voxels (3D), and hypervoxels (4D).
7.1.2 Object and Co-object
An object in a binary image is a connected component of spels. Many choices are available
for deﬁning object connectivity, the choice increasing with n. For example, for n = 2, we
can deﬁne 4- and 8-connectivity. For n = 3, we can have 6-, 14-, 18-, and 26-connectivity,
etc. Similarly, background (co-object) connectivity can also be independently deﬁned. In the
same binary image, object and co-object connectivities should be selected complementarily to
avoid conﬂicting situations. In the following, let Υ and Φ denote the object and background
connectivity relations, respectively. To illustrate the importance of the connectivity selec-
tion, consider the objects and co-objects for different conﬁgurations of Υ and Φ in Fig. 7.2.
If we deﬁne Υ = 4-connectivity for object and Φ = 8-connectivity for co-object, we obtain
the result shown in Fig. 7.3. With this conﬁguration, we ﬁnd two objects, represented in
green and in red in Fig. 7.3(a) and one co-object in cyan as shown in Fig. 7.3(b). Besides,
if we select Υ = 8-connectivity for object and Φ = 4-connectivity for co-object, we obtain
the result shown in Fig. 7.4. In this case, we identify only one object, shown in green in
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Figure 7.2: A binary image formed by 2D spels or pixels. White spels correspond to pixels
with value 1, and black spels are pixels with value 0. The number of objects and co-objects
in this ﬁgure depends on the connectivity deﬁnition.
(a) Objects (b) Co-object
Figure 7.3: Connected components of spels for Υ = 4-connectivity and Φ = 8-connectivity.
(a) Objects. (b) Co-object.
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(a) Object (b) Co-objects
Figure 7.4: Connected components of spels for Υ = 8-connectivity and Φ = 4-connectivity.
(a) Objects. (b) Co-object.
Fig. 7.4(a), and two co-objects, represented in yellow and cyan in Fig. 7.4(b).
For n = 3, for the set of voxels represented in Fig. 7.5, we obtain the whole set of spels






Figure 7.5: Connected components of spels for Υ = 18-connectivity.
If we deﬁne Υ = 6-connectivity, then we obtain 4 objects as shown in Fig. 7.6. Each
object is represented in a different color.
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Figure 7.6: Connected components of spels for Υ = 6-connectivity.
The tightest form of adjacency, namely 4-adjacency for n = 2, 6-adjacency for n = 3,
etc., plays a central role in our deﬁnition of oriented surfaces. We shall call this 1-adjacency,
because, in such a case, adjacent spels differ in exactly one of their coordinates by 1.
7.1.3 Boundary Elements: Bels
The next important concept we need is the concept of a boundary element or bel. A bel
of an object O is an ordered pair of spels (o, u) such that o ∈ O and u is a spel of the
background, and o and u are 1−adjacent. For n = 2, a bel is an oriented pixel edge, as shown
in Fig. 7.7(a). The orientation on each edge is represented by a normal vector to the edge
going from o out into u. In Fig. 7.7(a), the red edge has a normal vector indicated in red and
called b1, which points in the direction of the x1-axis. Similarly, the blue edge is represented
by the vector b−2, which points in the direction opposite to the x2-axis.
For n = 3, a bel represents an oriented face of a voxel (see Fig. 7.7(b)), the orientation
(like a normal vector to the face) going from o out into u. The name used to denote the
normal vector depends on its orientation with respect to the axis deﬁned for that object in
that direction.
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Figure 7.7: Bels are (a) oriented pixel edges in 2D and (b) oriented voxel faces in 3D.
7.1.4 Boundary of an Object
A set of bels separating an object and a co-object is deﬁned as a boundary of the object. In
Fig. 7.8, there are two objects (one in red and one in yellow) and two co-objects represented








Figure 7.8: A boundary as a set of boundary elements separating an object and a co-object.
of the background, called Co-object 1, there is a boundary called Boundary 1. Similarly,
between Object 1 and Co-object 2, there is a boundary denoted as Boundary 2. For Object
2, we have only one boundary with respect to Co-object 1, which is Boundary 3.
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More generally, with Υ and Φ denoting the object and background connectivity relations,
let O be an object, and U be a co-object that is adjacent to O, meaning that there is an
o ∈ O and a u ∈ U such that o and u are 1-adjacent. Then the boundary surface S(O,U)
separating O and U is the set of all bels (o, u) such that o ∈ O and u ∈ U .
7.1.5 Adjacency of Bels
In addition to Υ and Φ-connectivity for object and co-object (background), there is also
connectivity ϕ of the bels in a boundary curve (surface). Υ, Φ, and ϕ have to be chosen
properly so that S(O,U) satisﬁes certain desirable properties, such as:
1. S(O,U) is connected in the ϕ sense;
2. S(O,U) is “closed” (a Jordan boundary);
3. S(O,U) is oriented.
Further, it should be possible to ﬁnd S(O,U) very efficiently, for any n > 1. The underlying
theory and algorithms are described in [Udupa, 1994] in detail. Two possible triples (Υ, Φ,
ϕ) are illustrated in Fig. 7.9 for n = 2. This ﬁgure illustrates the ϕ adjacency relation for
different choices of Υ and Φ. Fig. 7.9(a) represents the adjacency for Υ = 4-connectivity and
Φ = 8-connectivity, and Fig. 7.9(b) for Υ = 8-connectivity and Φ = 4-connectivity.
Then, as per ϕ, two edges are adjacent if they satisfy any of the four conditions shown in
Fig. 7.9, with respect to the Υ and Φ used. We have represented the bel adjacent to the red
edge, with respect to the blue node, as a green oriented edge. If two spels are not connected,
then they will not have adjacent bels between them, as can be seen in the fourth condition
presented in Fig. 7.9, where for Fig. 7.9(a), the red edge has an edge belonging to the same
pixel adjacent to it at the blue vertex. In Fig. 7.9(b), the green edge adjacent to the red
edge at the blue vertex has the b−1 orientation. Similarly, the other two green edges (with
orientation b1 and b2) are adjacent to each other at the blue vertex.
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(a) Υ = 4-connectivity and Φ = 8-connectivity
(b) Υ = 8-connectivity and Φ = 4-connectivity
Figure 7.9: Adjacency of bels in 2D.
(a) Υ = 6-connectivity and Φ = 18-connectivity
(b) Υ = 18-connectivity and Φ = 6-connectivity
Figure 7.10: Adjacency of bels in 3D.
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For the 3D case, similar conﬁgurations are shown in Fig. 7.10. As per ϕ, the green face
is adjacent to the red face if they satisfy any of the four conditions shown in Fig. 7.10(a)
for Υ = 6-connectivity and Φ = 18-connectivity, and Fig. 7.10(b) for Υ = 18-connectivity
and Φ = 6-connectivity. Similarly to the 2D case, in Fig. 7.10(a), for the fourth condition,
the red face has a green face belonging to the same voxel adjacent to it at the blue edge. In
Fig. 7.10(b), the green face adjacent to the red face at the blue edge has the b−1 orientation.
Similarly, the blue and yellow faces (with orientation b1 and b3) are adjacent to each other
at the blue vertex.
Note that every face f in any 3D surface as deﬁned above is adjacent to exactly 4 faces,
one at each of the 4 edges of f . Any non empty surface S(O,U) is connected, meaning,
between any two faces f and f ′, there exists a sequence of faces f1, f2, . . . , fm, where f = f1
and fm = f
′, such that fi is adjacent to fi+1, 1 ≤ i < m, and all faces fi are in S.
7.1.6 Connectedness of Bels
Let e and l be two bels in a set H of bels. Then e is ϕ-connected to l in H if there exists a
sequence of bels e1, e2, · · · , ek, all in H, such that e1 = e and ek = l and ei is ϕ-adjacent to
ei + 1 for i = 1, ..., k − 1.
In Fig. 7.11, we have illustrated the connectedness of bels in the example given in Figs. 7.2-
7.4, for the same settings of Υ and Φ used in Figs. 7.3 and 7.4. We notice that in both
ﬁgures we have two oriented boundaries formed by connected bels, and in both cases the
boundaries obtained are different, as they correspond to the connectivity deﬁned by Υ and
Φ. In Fig. 7.11(a), we have two independent objects with their corresponding connected set
of bels represented in different colors for both objects. In Fig. 7.11(b), we have one object
only, and the two sets of bels form two oriented boundaries, one internal boundary of the
object and one external. The concept of connectivity will be extensively used in the RBS
method to ﬁnd connected fragments of the boundary (surface).
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(a) Υ = 4-connectivity and Φ = 8-connectivity (b) Υ = 8-connectivity and Φ = 4-connectivity
Figure 7.11: Boundary connectedness.
7.2 RBS Principles and Overall Algorithm
In this section, we present a description of the principles under the 2D recursive boundary
subdivision strategy and its overall algorithm.
7.2.1 Automatic Landmark Tagging Via 2D RBS
Let B = {B1, ...,BM} be the set of boundaries of the training shapes. We assume each Bj , j =
1, ...,M , to be an oriented connected and closed (Jordan) digital boundary [Udupa, 1994] as
deﬁned in the previous section. The method can be generalized easily from single Jordan
boundary per object to multiple Jordan boundaries and in each of multiple objects. The
method is based on recursive subdivision of each Bj , ﬁrst guided by the global shape and pro-
gressively by local shape. The hierarchical subdivision of each Bj generates a tree (Fig. 7.17),
where each node denotes a boundary segment and arcs indicate subdivision. There is a 1:1
correspondence among the trees for all Bjs, and corresponding nodes in the different trees
represent boundary segments of similar shape in the different Bjs.
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We assume that the boundaries in B have been aligned via translation, scaling, and
rotation as commonly done in most modelling methods. In the following, we will illustrate
the steps of this approach in a training set of two shapes, presented in Fig. 7.12.
B2B1
Figure 7.12: A training set of two shapes B1 and B2.
Suppose we have a method α to ﬁrst ﬁnd the two most prominent points p1, p2 on each
Bj . For example, p1 and p2 are the farthest points on Bj , as shown in Fig. 7.13 for the






















Figure 7.13: Selection of the initial landmarks through method α on the training set in
Fig. 7.12. In this case, method α ﬁnds the two farthest points p1 and p2 on each training
shape.
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points p1 and p2 deﬁne two connected segments on each Bj denoted B1j and B2j , representing
respectively the upper and lower connected pieces from p1 to p2.
Suppose also that we have another method β to ﬁnd unique points p3 on each B1j and p4
on each B2j . Different approaches for method β are described in the following section. Once
we ﬁnd p3 in all Bj as per method β, we have new lines p1p3 and p3p2, and the associated
points divide each B1j into segments B11j and B12j . This is illustrated in Fig. 7.14. Corre-

































Figure 7.14: Subdivision of B1j into two new segments for the shapes in Fig. 7.12.
will be divided into segments B21j and B22j .
If each of these four new segments is ﬂat enough, as determined by a parameter δ, sub-
division ceases, else, it continues by using method β to ﬁnd new points, eventually yielding
points p1, p2, ..., pn. In Fig. 7.15, we illustrate all the subdivisions produced for a certain δ
for the shapes in Fig. 7.12. In this ﬁgure, the red lines denote all the lines involved in the
recursive subdivision process for that example. Note that when pkpl is being considered on
Bj for subdivision, the corresponding pkpl is considered on all Bjs in B. Therefore, we can
notice the same pattern of lines appearing on both shapes in Fig. 7.15. The dotted lines
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Figure 7.15: Simultaneous recursive boundary subdivision of shapes to ﬁnd landmarks for
the shapes in Fig. 7.12.
indicate the last subdivision considered that satisﬁed δ. During subdivision, even if there is
one boundary Bh in B for which a segment X satisﬁes division criterion δ, the segment corre-
sponding to X is subdivided in all Bjs in B. Therefore, the ﬁnal polygonal representation of
all boundaries, with the same number of corresponding landmarks, is represented by dotted
lines in Fig. 7.16, and contains all the most prominent landmarks existing among shapes of




























































Figure 7.16: Landmarks and polygonal representations for the shapes in Fig. 7.12.
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The boundary subdivision tree corresponding to the shapes in Fig. 7.12 is portrayed in

















Figure 7.17: Boundary subdivision tree contains global-to-local shape information and shape
correspondence information among training object shapes. Bj is replaced by B in the tree
for simplicity.
is the same for all shapes in a training set. The tree has rich global-to-local information and
is useful in global to local shape analysis, change detection, etc. The most prominent land-
marks detected correspond to the segments at the top of the tree, whereas the less prominent,
selected locally at a ﬁner subdivision level, are at the bottom of the tree.
Overall, the concept of connectivity is very important, as it guarantees the correspondence
of segments among shapes at each subdivision step. If the connectivity is not taken into
account, and the selection of segments is made with respect to the cutting line at each
iteration, then, the correspondence is lost and undesirable results may appear as the approach
becomes susceptible to small shape changes. This is why it is important to assure the
connectivity at each stage to ﬁnd corresponding landmarks as a result.
7.2.2 Overall Algorithm
In the following, we present the 2D RBS general algorithm.
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Algorithm 7.1: 2D RBS - Recursive Boundary Subdivision
Input: Boundaries Bj : j = 1, ...,M ; parameter δ; methods α and β.
Output: Landmarks pj
1
, ..., pjn, j = 1, ...,M .
Auxiliary Data: Queue Qj , associated with each boundary Bj , j = 1, ...,M .
Initialization
for j = 1, ...,M do




on Bj . These points




that divides Bj into two connected segments B1j and B2j .





2. Enqueue the two boundary segments BXj in Qj associated with Bj .




> associated with these segments.
end
Recursive Subdivision
while Qj, j = 1, ...,M , is not empty do
3. Dequeue boundary segment BXj from Qj for each j = 1, ...,M . Using the
associated point pair < pjk, p
j
l >, determine if BXj needs to be further
subdivided as per method β for each j = 1, ...,M .
4. If there is some i in {1, ...,M} such that BXi can be subdivided, then, for
each j = 1, ...,M , determine the new segment of BXj using < pjk, pjl >, and




, ..., pjn, j = 1, ...,M .
7.3 Boundary Landmark Selection Strategies
In this section, we propose different strategies for methods α and β, and for the criterion
used for parameter δ.
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7.3.1 Selection Based on Distance
Methods α and β can be selected based on distance. Method α can be as simple as selecting
the two farthest points on the boundary Bj .
Method β can be the farthest distance from the line associated with the segment in Bj .
This distance has to be bigger than a threshold δ, which is the stopping criterion for the
method. In Fig. 7.18, β is considered to base its decision on the farthest distance from the






























Figure 7.18: Selecting new landmarks during recursive subdivision through method β.
the subdivision is the one belonging to B12, because the distance d2 from the line p1p2 to the
segment B12 is greater than the distance d1 from the line p1p2 to the segment B11. Therefore,
the point p3 in B2 will guide the subdivision of the corresponding segments B11 and B12, and it
will be propagated to B11 (for example, via closest point propagation, as explained in Section
5.5) to ﬁnd the corresponding location of p3 in B1, as shown in Fig. 7.19. In general, for
this choice of method β, if p3 is found in Bk, it will lead the subdivision of all corresponding
segments, and its location will be propagated to all shapes Bj , j &= k.
δ is in this case the distance of the segment to the line generating that segment and is
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Figure 7.19: Selection of p3 based on the farthest distance from the line p1p2 to the segment
B11 for Fig. 7.18.
given as a threshold. The recursive subdivision will stop when no segment presents a dis-
tance, from its associated pair to the segment, greater than δ. Other options are also possible.
This approach relies on the accuracy of the registration used to align all shapes of the
training set, since some landmark propagation is necessary in some cases, and the location
of these landmarks will be better if the registration performed is good.
7.3.2 Selection Based on Principal Component Analysis
As an alternative to distance-based approaches, we propose the selection of landmarks guided
by Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of the boundary segments for methods α, β. PCA
aims at reducing the dimensionality of a set of points, by representing them with respect to
the two directions in which the variance is maximum. Let x = (x1, y1, x2, y2, ..., xq, yq) be the
vector representing the (x, y) coordinates of the q points comprising any boundary/boundary
segment B. Then, the PCA of B yields a principal axes system for B comprising of the geo-
metric centroid G = (x, y) of B, where (x, y) is the mean location of the q points of B, and
two orthogonal axes PA1 and PA2, where PA1 represents the major inertia axis of B and
PA2 represents the second inertia axis. In the following, we will refer to the ﬁrst eigenvector
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associated to with PA1 as V1 and the second as V2. Their corresponding eigenvalues will be
denoted by λ1 and λ2, respectively. Let G
X
j be the centroid to the boundary segment BXj .
We deﬁne method α as ﬁnding initial points p1 and p2 via PCA, as the outermost points
on Bj along the primary principal axis PA1, of Bj , j = 1, ...,M . In Fig. 7.20 we have rep-
resented the initialization step by using the ﬁrst principal axis to deﬁne p1 and p2 for the































Figure 7.20: Selection of p1 and p2 by method α based on PCA.
shapes is the same. The ﬁrst eigenvector associated with a boundary Bj is not necessarily
oriented in equivalent directions for all shapes. Therefore, we use the eigenvector V1 asso-
ciated with B1 to ﬁnd equivalent orientations of V1 among shapes, so all p1 and p2 among
shapes of the training set are taken in the same order as in B1.
Method β will then ﬁnd new landmarks pk in a boundary segment BXj in the direction
of the second principal axis PA2, passing through the geometric center of the segment G
X
j ,
as shown in Figs. 7.21 and 7.22. In this case, we take the point p3 to be the point where
PA2 and the boundary segment intersect. We do not have to take care of the order as for
method α, since here we will detect only one landmark in the boundary segment. Point p3
is found using this strategy on all Bj . Now we have new lines p1p3 and p3p2, which divide
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Figure 7.22: Selection of p3 guided by PA2 for the boundary segments B1j .
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Figure 7.23: Subdivision of B1j into segments B11j and B12j .
represented in the same color. We take directly the landmarks obtained by intersection of
the segment and their corresponding PA2, no propagation of landmarks is involved in this
approach.
In this case, the parameter δ is the eigenvalue λ2 associated with the second inertia axis,
and λ2 can be used to decide if subdivision should continue. Even if only one eigenvalue
among all shapes is greater than δ, the subdivision is applied to all corresponding segments.
A principal axis might not pass exactly through an existing bel in the boundary. There-
fore, we select as landmark the bel closest to the principal axis of interest in each case. To
ﬁnd this bel efficiently, we measure all distances between consecutive bels in the boundary.
If the distance from the principal axis to any bel in the boundary is smaller than the maxi-
mum distance value between successive bels, then, we mark them as intersecting bels. From
this cluster of intersecting bels, we select as landmark the one that is farthest from the line
connecting the two landmarks generating that segment.
An interesting attribute of this approach is that it does not require for the shapes to be
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registered a priori, as there is no landmark propagation involved and corresponding landmarks
are directly found on the boundaries via PCA of corresponding shapes. In Fig. 7.24, we show
how the correspondence of landmarks is when using this approach with δ = 2.5 for the
training set of shapes presented in Fig. 7.12.
Figure 7.24: RBS based on PCA with δ = 2.5 for the training set of shapes in Fig. 7.12.
As we can observe, this strategy based on PCA detects corresponding landmarks that
portray shape features present among shapes in the training set, and not necessarily present
in all the shapes. Even if the shape feature exists for only one particular shape, it is au-
tomatically incorporated in all the shapes of the training set. For example, in Fig. 7.24 at
the top part of the shape on the right there is an indentation that is well captured by the
principal axes at different subdivisions. The information in this area is also incorporated
in shape on the left even if the indentation does not appear in that shape, establishing the
correspondence between landmarks as best as possible that seems intuitively correct.
7.4 Virtual Landmarks
Until now, in all the landmark tagging approaches studied in this thesis and in the literature,
landmarks were conﬁned to the boundary of each shape at corresponding locations among
shapes. However, a landmark may also be deﬁned as any point in the space where the shape
is deﬁned, but not necessarily on it, such that the landmark has a consistent relationship
with the shape boundary. In actuality, landmarks computationally deﬁned on the boundary
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may not even correspond to any real anatomic landmark. In this section, we generalize the
concept of landmark originating from an anatomic motivation, and hence deﬁned on bound-
aries, to a more general setting by letting them be anywhere inside or outside the object
boundary. Therefore, we introduce the novel concept of virtual landmarks. The main idea
is that they will have a consistent relationship with the shape boundary, making the notion
more general and not forcing the landmarks to be conﬁned to the boundary.
In this section, we present two approaches for virtual landmark tagging, both based on the
PCA approach previously described. The main characteristic of this family of methods is that
they will subdivide the boundaries as explained in the PCA-based approach, but will deﬁne as
landmarks points that are not included in the boundary shapes but that are otherwise related
to the shape. The reason why we use points on the boundary for subdivision of the boundary
shapes is that they help subdividing shapes consistently, whereas points considered outside or
inside the boundary can give rise to many possible scenarios for subdivision, which depend on
the location of the point, and which may not be consistent among shapes. Taking the point
on the boundary for the subdivision of segments guarantees that the process undertaken is
the same and consistent at each stage.
7.4.1 Selection Based on Centroids
The ﬁrst approach makes use of the centroids obtained at each subdivision in the RBS ap-
proach. In the following, we will refer to the cut points on the boundary as Ck, k = 1, ..., n+1,
and to the virtual landmarks as pi, i = 1, ..., n, for each boundary Bj . In this approach,
method α will select only the ﬁrst landmark p1, in all Bj , as the centroid of each boundary
shape. Two cut points C1 and C2 are deﬁned at the intersection of the ﬁrst principal axis
with each boundary for all Bj . In Fig. 7.25, we can see the result of applying method α to
initialize the subdivision process. The line C1C2 resulting from cutting each boundary Bj by
the ﬁrst principal axis PA1 is used to ﬁrst subdivide each Bj into two connected pieces B1j
and B2j . The ﬁrst virtual landmark p1 is located at this step and corresponds to the centroid
of each Bj . Note that the virtual landmarks are not used for the subdivision of the boundary
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Figure 7.25: Method α for the selection of the ﬁrst virtual landmark p1 for the training set
of shapes in Fig. 7.12.
shapes at any stage of the method.
Method β will then be called subsequently to ﬁnd new virtual landmarks pi, i = 2, ..., n,
in successive boundary segments BXj , at the geometric center of each segment, as shown in




























Figure 7.26: Method β for the selection of a new landmark p2 in a boundary segment B1j for
the training set of shapes in Fig. 7.12.
new subdivision point, as shown in Fig. 7.27, where C3 is the intersecting point between B1j
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Figure 7.27: Subdivision of the segments B1j for the training set of shapes in Fig. 7.12.
B12j .
Similarly to the PCA-based RBS approach, the subdivision will continue until the second
eigenvalue associated with each segment is greater than a parameter δ even at one boundary
segment BXj . In Fig. 7.28, we can see the result of applying the method for δ = 4. We have
Figure 7.28: Virtual landmarks obtained with δ = 4 for the training set of shapes in Fig. 7.12.
represented virtual landmarks with a yellow dot for shapes in Fig. 7.12. We can see that the
centroids located on both shapes, at different stages, are corresponding and seem robust. At
early stages of the approach, the centroids are located in the center of the shapes and they
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move towards the boundary in a progressive manner at latter stages, establishing correspon-
dence of landmarks from a global manner initially to local levels around the boundary in
later stages.
7.4.2 Selection Based on Eigenvalues
In this variant of the PCA approach, our goal is to locate virtual landmarks on the principal
axes associated with each segment, and at a distance proportional to the eigenvalue at each
stage. The direction in which we place the landmarks is deﬁned per convention, and it is
assumed to be always the direction pointing from the inside to the outside of each shape.
This way, we guarantee that the selection of landmarks is always attained by using the same
criteria among shapes. The problem of using the direction directly obtained by the eigenvec-
tors is that these are not always consistent and do not necessarily point towards the outside
of the segment for all shapes.
To ﬁnd the direction pointing out of the shape, we can make use of the centroids at each
stage. However, for the result to be consistent, we need to keep track of where the centroid is.
The centroid can be located inside or outside the boundary, varying among shapes, since it
depends on global and local shape characteristics. Therefore, to be consistent in the selection
of landmarks and maintain the correspondence of landmarks among shapes, we need a robust
approach to place landmarks, independently of the shape considered. We will identify where
the centroid of each segment lies with respect to the boundary, and depending on its loca-
tion, locate the landmark following the eigenvector in the direction pointing to the outside
of the shape boundary from the centroid. To determine the direction in which we want the
eigenvector to point, we apply a Euclidean signed distance transform (cf. Section 5.3.2) on
each shape of the training set. This way, we obtain negative distance values inside the shape
and positive outside, with respect to the boundary of each shape. The sign of the centroid
is obtained by examining its location in the Euclidean distance map. At each subdivision,
the sign tells us if the centroid is inside or outside the shape, and therefore will help us in
deciding the direction in which the new virtual landmark needs to be placed. If the cen-
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troid is inside the shape, then the associated eigenvector selected should point towards the
boundary, whereas, if it is outside the shape, it should point in the direction going away from
the boundary. That way, we assure the correspondence of landmarks among shapes of the
training set, since their location will always be in the same direction relative to the shape
boundary.
As for the other approaches of this family, method α will be guided by the ﬁrst principal
axis PA1 of each boundary shape Bj . Two virtual landmarks p1 and p2 are selected at each
side of the centroid, on PA1, and at a distance aλ1, where a is a constant and λ1 is the
eigenvalue associated with the ﬁrst eigenvector in the direction of PA1 for each Bj . This



























Figure 7.29: Method α for the selection of the virtual landmarks p1 and p2, at a distance aλ1
from the centroid Gj for the training set of shapes Bj in Fig. 7.12.
among shapes to establish the correct correspondence. This can be assigned manually or
automatically by selecting the direction of each landmark in a similar way among shapes of
the training set. The boundary Bj is subdivided at the cut points C1 and C2, resulting from
intersecting the boundary with the ﬁrst principal axis PA1 at each side of the boundary
shape. The subdivision generates two connected segments B1j and B2j for each Bj .
By method β we select a new landmark on a connected boundary segment by using the
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second principal axis PA2 associated with that segment. The new landmark is placed at a
distance aλ2 from the centroid and in the direction going from the inside to the outside of



































Figure 7.30: Method β for the selection of the virtual landmarks p3, at a distance aλ2 of the
centroid G1j for the segments B1j for the training set of shapes in Fig. 7.12.
consistently located in the same direction pointing towards the outside of each shape, and
they can fall inside or outside the boundary, depending on the characteristics of the shapes
considered. It is not required for them to fall all inside or all outside among shapes, since the
correspondence is guaranteed by selecting the same direction for its location among shapes.
After detecting a new landmark, the subdivision of each resulting segment B1j and B2j is
performed at the intersecting point between the second axis and each segment. This point
will generate new lines that will subdivide the segment into two new segments as shown in
Fig. 7.31. In this case, the cut point C3 generates two new subdivision lines C1C3 and C3C2,
which divide B1j into two connected segments B11j and B12j . The subdivision will continue
until there is no segment with an associated eigenvalue greater than a parameter δ, which
in this case consists of the second eigenvalue associated with the segment under consideration.
In this strategy, we can use the parameters δ and a to control the level of detail and the
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Figure 7.31: Subdivision of the segments B1j by using C3 for the training set of shapes in
Fig. 7.12.
location of the landmarks. By varying the parameter a, we obtain landmarks at different
corresponding positions. In Fig. 7.32, we have represented the results obtained for δ = 10
and a = 1. The centroids are represented in yellow and the virtual landmarks in red. As
we can observe, all the virtual landmarks are directed to the outside of the shape on a line
passing through them and their corresponding centroids. Both, the centroids and the virtual
Figure 7.32: Virtual landmarks (red dots) and corresponding centroids (yellow dots) obtained
for the training set of shapes in Fig. 7.12 for δ = 10 and a = 1.
landmarks lie on their corresponding principal axis. The result is shown in Fig. 7.33 only
with the virtual landmarks obtained. In this ﬁgure, we can notice that the distribution
of landmarks among shapes is very similar, which indicates that landmarks are identiﬁed
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Figure 7.33: Virtual landmarks obtained for the training set of shapes in Fig. 7.12 for δ = 10
and a = 1.
homologously in both shapes. If we use δ = 10 and a = 1.5, most of the landmarks obtained
seem to be located closer to the boundary, as can be seen in Fig. 7.34. In this ﬁgure, we
have represented the centroids as well, to show that the distance from the centroids to the
landmarks is greater than in the case shown in Fig. 7.32, since the parameter a is higher but
the eigenvalues associated with each segment are the same.
Figure 7.34: Virtual landmarks (red dots) and corresponding centroids (yellow dots) obtained
for the training set of shapes in Fig. 7.12 with δ = 10 and a = 1.5.
The distribution of landmarks for the case δ = 10 and a = 1.5 is reproduced in Fig. 7.35
without the centroids. As in the previous case, the pattern obtained among shapes seems
very similar, which highlights the correspondence of landmarks achieved for this approach.
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Figure 7.35: Virtual landmarks obtained for the training set of shapes in Fig. 7.12 for δ = 10
and a = 1.5.
7.5 Hierarchical Nature of the RBS Method
There is a hierarchical component to the process of RBS that allows us to control the level of
detail from a global to local manner. In the early stages of the method, landmarks are selected
at a coarser level, whereas towards the end, the level of detail is ﬁner. The ﬁnal level of detail
reached depends on the parameter δ considered. Higher values of delta retain only coarse
features, whereas a small δ retains a higher level of detail among shapes in the training set.
This is an important and strong feature of this family of methods. The hierarchical property
can also be observed in the construction of the tree, as presented in Section 7.2. The tree
has a rich global-to-local information that captures coarser features at the top and local
features at the bottom. In the following, we illustrate this concept by giving three examples
incorporating different levels of detail. In Figs. 7.36-7.38 we have represented the landmarks
obtained with the PCA-based RBS approach for δ = 2.5, δ = 10, and δ = 25, respectively.
We notice that the higher the parameter δ is, the lesser details are captured by the
method. Furthermore, another feature of this family of methods is that the locations of the
landmarks appearing at different levels of detail do not vary depending on the level of detail
selected, because of this hierarchical property of the method. Only new landmarks are added
if the level of detail increases, but the position of the landmarks previously captured at a
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Figure 7.36: RBS based on PCA with δ = 2.5 for the training set of shapes in Fig. 7.12.
Figure 7.37: RBS based on PCA with δ = 10 for the training set of shapes in Fig. 7.12.
Figure 7.38: RBS based on PCA with δ = 25 for the training set of shapes in Fig. 7.12.
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coarser level remains invariant.
7.6 Conclusion
We have presented a family of methods based on global-to-local recursive boundary subdivi-
sion for determining landmarks on digital shapes. The method is general in being nD and in
allowing the incorporation of a variety of shape analysis methods on the sub-segments to de-
termine landmarks. Its output is multi-resolutional allowing landmark selection at any lower
resolution trivially as a subset of those found at higher resolution. This family of methods
will be evaluated in Chapter 8.
Interestingly, the method when applied to any single shape will extract the main shape
features and can be seen as a shape descriptor. No other shape will interfere as in the tagging
process, and therefore, all the features captured will characterize that shape only. Note that
the method naturally selects more landmarks in regions of higher curvature and fewer points
in ﬂat regions.
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8Evaluation of 2D Landmark
Tagging Methods
In this chapter, we present the results of quantitative and qualitative evaluation of the auto-
matic landmark tagging methods described in this part of the thesis. We introduced overall
three novel families of methods to build 2D shape models from a training set of shapes;
these are c-scale based (Chapter 5), variance based (Chapter 6), and recursive boundary
subdivision based (Chapter 7). The c-scale based methods extract dominant points on the
mean shape of the training set by using the concept of local curvature (Chapter 3). These
landmarks are then propagated to all the shapes of the training set to establish correspon-
dence in a local-to-global manner. The variance based method is guided by the strategy of
equalization of the shape variance contained in the training set for selecting landmarks. This
assures that more landmarks will be located where the variance in the training set of shapes
is high, and less where the variance is low. The recursive boundary subdivision strategy is
able to select dominant points according to the characteristics present among shapes of the
training set. While being fundamentally different from the c-scale based and the variance
based approaches, it incorporates both concepts by extracting dominant points while taking
into account the existing variability of the training set of shapes.
The methods are applied to two training sets of shapes constituting two medical objects
- the talus bone of the foot extracted from MR images, and the liver obtained after segmen-
tation of abdominal CT volumes. The qualitative evaluation shows how each of the methods
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achieves landmark selection on these two objects of interest. The quantitative analysis fo-
cuses on the compactness of a point distribution model for each training set of shapes. We
want the models to be as compact as possible, and represent the existing variability of the
training set of shapes with as few variation modes and landmarks as possible. Several new
compactness factors are introduced to assess the performance of the methods independently
of the number of modes and the number of landmarks considered. We compare the methods
among manual and equally spaced annotations, which are the approaches commonly used for
comparison purposes, the manual annotation being considered the ground truth.
We ﬁrst describe the image data sets that are used in evaluation. The metrics of model
efficacy are presented in Section 8.2. Section 8.3 presents other methods used for compar-
ison. The qualitative and quantitative comparisons are performed in Sections 8.4 and 8.5,
respectively. The conclusions are stated in Section 8.6.
8.1 Description of Image Data Sets
We tested the proposed methods on two data sets derived from medical CT and MR imaging.
The ﬁrst data set consisted of 40 MRI foot images, the object of interest being the talus bone
of the foot (Fig.8.1(a)). The images correspond to approximately the same anatomic plane
in the foot among different subjects. The second data set was similarly formed from 40
CT liver images (Fig.8.1(b)) also selected from equivalent anatomic planes among different
subjects. All the objects of interest were segmented by using the operator-steered Live Wire
[Falca˜o et al., 2000] technique to create the two training sets of talus and liver shapes.
8.2 Metrics of Model Efficacy
The compactness factor employed here is such that a model is considered to be more com-
pact if it can capture the variations existing in the training shapes with as few modes and
landmarks as possible. This idea can be captured with the following formulation.
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Figure 8.1: The objects of interest. (a) The talus bone of the foot in an MR image. (b) The
liver in an abdominal CT image.
The manner in which a model captures the variations present in the training shapes is
a function of the number l of modes selected from all the modes observed in the principal
component analysis of the point distribution model [Cootes et al., 1995]. Fundamentally, it
also depends on the number n of landmarks selected. Therefore, we express the compactness










where λi is the eigenvalue representing the i
th largest mode. As per principal component
analysis, the larger an eigenvalue, the greater is the variation in the mode associated with
that eigenvalue. χn,l indicates how well the variation is captured as a function of both the
number of eigenvalues (modes) and the number of landmarks selected. χn,l is shown as a
method of modelling surface plot in Fig.8.2 for the hierarchical selection and parametric
propagation in the talus bone training set based on c-scale principles.
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Figure 8.2: χn,l for n = 1, ..., 28 and l = 1, ..., 56. In this case, only valleys were considered for
the c-scale based landmark tagging approach. These landmarks were selected on the mean
shape of the talus bone in a hierarchical manner and propagated to the individual shapes in
the talus data set by using the parametric method.
It will be difficult to compare methods by using only χn,l, since, from the representation
using surfaces, it becomes difficult to clearly discern the differences among methods. To
carry out the comparison independently of the number of modes, we calculate the area under
the curve for each of the cases n = 1, ..., L, where L is the maximum number of landmarks







If we integrate χn over L landmarks, then we can express the overall ability of the method








8. Evaluation of 2D Landmark Tagging Methods
In the remainder of this section, we will use equations (8.2) and (8.3) to compare among
all the methods studied for both objects. Only sample comparative results will be presented
and not an exhaustive set of all the results of all evaluations.
8.3 Comparison With Other Methods
We decided to compare the proposed methods to manual and equally spaced annotations
mainly because of the complexity and difficulty of reproducing other techniques such as MDL
and dense point correspondence strategies. Further, the former are the most commonly used
as references in the literature. In this section, we will describe how manual and equally
spaced annotations are obtained and what their main issues are.
8.3.1 Manual Landmark Tagging
The manual method is implemented as follows:
1. Print all training images on paper.
2. Examine all shapes to get a qualitative understanding of the homologous points that
may be selected on all of them.
3. Mark anatomically the same, most prominent appearing points, as many as we can, on
the boundary of each training shape.
4. Select the same points, as closely as possible as those marked on paper, on the images
in the computer.
5. Develop a table of the landmark points corresponding to the different number of land-
marks considered in our experiments. This is done to avoid repeating steps 1-3 when
we vary the number of landmarks.
The process needs to be repeated every time we increase the number of landmarks, since
the selection of landmarks is based on the most prominent features among the shapes of the
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training set. We denote prominent points in a shape as those landmarks that can be easily
identiﬁed, such as anatomical landmarks that have a certain meaning for the shape, high
curvature regions, corners, or any other features that can help in ﬁnding corresponding land-
marks among shapes. Sometimes, other landmarks need to be added in between prominent
landmarks to be able to describe all shapes consistently.
It is worth stressing that not all the shapes of a given family present the same num-
ber of features. Therefore, manual annotation is a highly subjective task, and the results
depend on the expert’s attitude and how well he/she identiﬁes landmarks and establishes
correspondences among shapes. This is a highly intuitive and difficult task, as one needs to
consider all shapes in the training set simultaneously, and annotate them all the same way
to retain landmark correspondence among shapes consistently. (In 3D, manual annotation is
impossible to achieve for these reasons.)
Following the above systematic procedure is essential in order to do full justice to the
manual method. The results obtained from manual annotations are usually considered as
ground truth to evaluate other automatic methods. The idea is for the manual annotation
to serve as a reference to measure how other methods perform at an intuitive level.
8.3.2 Equally Spaced Landmark Tagging
The equally spaced method has been implemented as follows:
1. Take the ﬁrst point selected in the manual method as the initial point.
2. Given the number of landmarks, starting from the initial point, space the points as
equally as possible along the boundaries, coming back to the initial point.
By considering different number of landmarks, the spacing between consecutive landmarks
varies. Therefore, the process needs to be repeated if we vary the number of landmarks, as
their position on the shapes will change. Furthermore, this method is highly dependent on the
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starting point considered, which needs to be selected manually on all the shapes, respecting
landmark correspondence among shapes.
8.4 Qualitative Comparison
In this section, we show how the landmarks are localized by the the three groups of methods
presented in Chapters 5-7. The groups are very different and the landmarks resulting from
each group do not necessarily have the same meaning. In the curvature scale-based approach
(Chapter 5), landmarks are features of the shape, selected directly on the mean shape and
based on curvature. In the variance equalization strategy (Chapter 6), landmarks are dis-
tributed around each shape, placing more landmarks in regions where the variance among
shapes is high and less where it is low, taking into account the real variability existing in
the training set. In this case, landmarks are not features of the shape but of the variability
existing in the training set of shapes. The recursive boundary subdivision family incorporates
a variety of shape analysis methods on the sub-segments to localize landmarks. Its output is
multi-resolutional allowing landmark selection at any lower resolution trivially as a subset of
those found at higher resolution. More landmarks will be selected at locations where more
features exist among the shapes of the training set. Therefore, this last method considers
landmarks as shape features, but will consider more or less number of landmarks taking into
account the variability that exists among shapes of the training set more globally initially
and subsequently honing in on local segments.
8.4.1 Curvature Scale-Based Landmark Tagging
This approach works in two distinct steps. First, the mean shape of the training set is
obtained, and then, the landmarks are selected directly on the boundary of the mean shape
of the training set by using the c-scale shape descriptor presented in Chapter 3. To generate
a PDM, we propagate these landmarks to all the shapes of the training set. That way we
assure that all the shapes have the same number of landmarks n and in “corresponding”
locations.
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Mean Shape Extraction
The mean shape of each of the training sets was estimated from the 40 training binary
images and computed by using Euclidean signed distance transform operations based on
the Euclidean Distance Transform (EDT) by [Breu et al., 1995], as explained in Section 5.3.
Fig. 8.3.(a) shows the averaged distance image for the talus bone and the boundary of the
mean shape superimposed as a white contour. Fig. 8.3.(b) shows the mean shape mask for
the talus obtained after thresholding the distance image at 0. The results for the liver are
shown in Figs. 8.3.(c)-(d).
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 8.3: Constructing the mean shape from a training set of images: (a-b) the talus
bone obtained from 40 segmented MRI images of the foot; (c-d) the liver obtained from 40
segmented CT images. (a),(c) Mean distance image with representation of the mean shape
boundary (in white) corresponding to zero distance values. Inside this boundary, we have
negative values and outside positive values. (b),(d) Mean shape obtained after thresholding
the respective distance image at 0.
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Landmark Selection
Different number of landmarks were selected on the mean shape for each of the training sets
by using the c-scale method as described in Section 5.1. We demonstrate in Figs. 8.4 and 8.5
that it is easy to vary the number and type of landmarks selected, which is a characteristic
of the c-scale approach and which can be very useful in different applications. Figs. 8.4 and




Figure 8.4: Landmark selection via the c-scale approach on the mean shape of the talus
bone. (a) 10 landmarks selected considering only valleys (t = 2, w = 2, m = 1, sev = 5, and
θv = 0). (b) 10 landmarks selected considering only peaks (t = 2, w = 2, m = 1, sep = 5, and
θp = 0). (c) 18 landmarks selected considering only valleys (t = 1, w = 2, m = 1, sev = 5,
and θv = 0). (d) 17 landmarks selected considering only peaks (t = 1, w = 2, m = 1, sep = 5,
and θp = 0).
Figs. 8.4(a) and 8.4(c) show the selection of high curvature points (valleys) in the talus
bone of the foot, for 10 and 18 landmarks selected, respectively. Similarly, Figs. 8.4(b) and
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8.4(d) present the results of selecting inﬂection points (peaks), for 10 and 17 landmarks,
respectively. As we can observe from the parameters considered, the only parameter that
changed to obtain more or less number of landmarks was the scale t. All the other parameters




Figure 8.5: Landmark selection via the c-scale approach on the mean shape of the liver for
t = 2.5, w = 3, m = 2, and sev = sep = 5. (a) 9 landmarks selected considering only valleys
(θv = 1). (b) 9 landmarks selected considering only peaks (θp = 1.3). (c) 16 landmarks
selected considering only valleys (θv = 0). (d) 16 landmarks selected considering only peaks
(θp = 0).
Similarly, in Fig. 8.5, we can observe the selection of different number of landmarks on
the mean shape of the liver training set. In this case, Figs. 8.5(a) and 8.5(c) show the se-
lection of high curvature points (valleys) on the mean shape, selecting 9 and 16 landmarks,
respectively. Similarly, Figs. 8.5(b) and 8.5(d) represent the inﬂection points (peaks) for 9
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and 16 landmarks, respectively. In this case, the selection of different number of landmarks
is achieved by varying θv and θp, to retain only the most prominent peaks or valleys for that
parameter selection. All the other parameters were ﬁxed. As we can observe, the landmarks
obtained at a lower resolution, are also represented at a higher resolution at exactly the same
position, since we are just retaining the most prominent peaks and valleys that were cap-
tured for a certain parameter conﬁguration. This shows another way of varying the number
of landmarks selected, as explained in Sections 3.3.2 and 5.4.
From these images we can see that the method can capture different features of the
(mean) shape and with different levels of detail, allowing the selection of any desired number
of landmarks required for the application. The selection of landmarks can be based on
high curvature points (valleys) only, inﬂection points (peaks) only, or both simultaneously
depending on the application.
8.4.2 Landmark Tagging Via Variance Equalization
The ﬁrst step of the approach consists of calculating the variance after parameterizing the
shapes of the training set, as explained in Section 6.2. For the talus bone, the total variance
among shapes is presented in Fig. 8.6, after reparameterization of 40 training shapes.
Figure 8.6: Variance among the parameterized training shapes of the talus bone.
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To see where the highest variance occurs among shapes, we display in Fig. 8.7 two talus
shapes where we have located xi for i = 1, 50, and 100.
(a) (b)
Figure 8.7: Two shapes of the talus bone with corresponding points for different xi. Compare
locations of xi in Fig. 8.6.
We may observe that the highest variance occurs between x50 and x100, the bottom part
of the shapes, where more landmarks should be tagged. Some of the shapes in the set are
displayed in Fig. 8.8, overlaid, to show the variability as well as the correspondence among
landmarks. In the upper part of the structures, where variance is much lower, the points
Figure 8.8: 18 landmarks detected on several training shapes of the talus bone via variance
equalization.
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tagged are farther apart than in the lower part.
The results of variance equalization for two different shapes, considering different number
of landmarks, are presented in Fig. 8.9. We observe that, independently of the number of
landmarks considered, more landmarks are selected at the bottom part than at the upper
part of the shapes.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 8.9: Landmark selection via variance equalization on two training shapes of the talus
bone: (a-b) 10 landmarks, and (c-d) 28 landmarks.
We plot the equalized variance among training shapes, corresponding to the selected land-
marks, in Fig. 8.10. Note that the variance, for all the landmarks considered, is effectively
equalized among the shapes of the training set.
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Figure 8.10: Equalized variance of the talus training shapes for 15 landmarks.
If we apply the same method to the liver, we obtain the variance plot of Fig. 8.11.
Figure 8.11: Variance among parameterized training shapes of the liver.
To see where the highest variance occurs among shapes, we present in Fig. 8.12 two liver
shapes where we have located xi for i = 1, 200, and 400. In this case, the highest variance
occurs around x1, which means that the most variable part in the training set of shapes is
around the right hand side of the liver shapes. This can also be seen in Fig. 8.13, where more
landmarks are located in that region and less in the rest of the shape, independently of the
number of landmarks considered. The spacing between landmarks is smaller in high variance
regions.
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(a) (b)
Figure 8.12: Two liver shapes with corresponding points for different xi. Compare locations
of xi in Fig. 8.11.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 8.13: Landmark selection via variance equalization on two liver training shapes: (a-b)
10 landmarks, and (c-d) 20 landmarks.
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As for the talus, the variance calculated by using the selected landmarks is represented
in Fig. 8.14. We observe that the resulting curve is ﬂat, which means that the variance is
properly equalized by the landmarks selected.
Figure 8.14: Equalized variance of the liver training shapes with 18 landmarks.
The results obtained using this strategy are independent of the initial point selected to
parameterize the shapes of the training set, as the starting point of the landmark tagging
method will always be at a point corresponding to the maximum of the variance plot. This
value does not vary when we select different starting points and it is found automatically in
each case.
8.4.3 Landmark Tagging Via Recursive Boundary Subdivision Approaches
The recursive boundary subdivision family (Chapter 7) incorporates a variety of shape analy-
sis methods (by selecting α and β) on the sub-segments to determine landmarks, as presented
in Section 7.3. Its output is multi-resolutional allowing landmark selection at any lower reso-
lution trivially as a subset of those found at higher resolution. In the following, we will study
several variants of the method and see how they select landmarks on the two shape families
of interest.
Distance-based RBS
In this variant of the RBS method presented in Section 7.3.1, α and β are based on dis-
tance. Method α selects the two farthest points on each training shape. Method β selects
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the farthest distance from the line associated with the segment on each training shape. This
distance has to be greater than a threshold δ, which is the stopping criterion for the method
and decides which shape of the training set will lead the subdivision process. Once the
shape is determined, that landmark is propagated to all other corresponding segments of the
training set by using the closest point propagation strategy. In Fig. 8.15, we show the selec-
tion of landmarks obtained by using distance-based RBS on the training set of the talus bone.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 8.15: Landmark selection via Distance-based Recursive Boundary Subdivision on two
training shapes of the talus: (a-b) 10 landmarks, and (c-d) 20 landmarks.
Similarly, Fig. 8.16 presents the selection of landmarks for the liver training set. For both
talus and liver, we have varied the number of landmarks to show that for a higher number of
landmarks, the method captures a higher level of detail. Furthermore, the method is multi-
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 8.16: Landmark selection via Distance-based Recursive Boundary Subdivision on two
liver shapes: (a-b) 10 landmarks, and (c-d) 20 landmarks.
resolutional and the landmarks obtained at a lower resolution are a subset of those selected
at a higher resolution. In this case, we are showing only two of the 40 shapes of each training
set, which means that some of the landmarks are introduced by features appearing on other
shapes of the training set, and not necessarily on these two shapes only.
PCA-based RBS
As an alternative to the distance-based RBS strategy, we implemented the PCA-based RBS
approach, as explained in Section 7.3.2. In this case, the two initial points determined by
method α, are taken on each boundary, in the direction of the ﬁrst principal (inertia) axis of
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the shape boundary. Method β determines new landmarks on each corresponding segment
in the direction of the second principal axis. In this case, the parameter δ is the eigenvalue
associated with the second inertia axis of each segment, and is used to decide if subdivision
should continue. Even if only one eigenvalue among all shapes is bigger than δ, the subdivision
is applied to all corresponding segments.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 8.17: Landmark selection via PCA-based Recursive Boundary Subdivision on two
training shapes of the talus bone: (a-b) 10 landmarks, and (c-d) 20 landmarks.
Results from this method, for 10 and 20 landmarks, are shown in Figs. 8.17 and 8.18
for the talus bone and the liver, respectively. We observe that the principal components
seem to capture shape features at remarkably corresponding positions. The correspondence
seems to obey our intuitive thinking for these shapes. As for the distance-based method,
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 8.18: Landmark selection via PCA-based Recursive Boundary Subdivision on two
training shapes of the liver: (a-b) 10 landmarks, and (c-d) 20 landmarks.
the landmarks obtained at a lower resolution are preserved at higher resolutions, where only
more level of detail is incorporated into the shape description of each shape. This variant
seems to perform better than the distance-based approach, and avoids the use of the closest-
point method to ﬁnd corresponding landmarks among shapes. The closest-point approach is
dependent on how well the shapes are registered, whereas the PCA approach is more robust
to registration errors and does not need to be applied on registered training sets to ﬁnd
corresponding landmarks.
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Virtual RBS
Virtual RBS is the last variant of the RBS family, and it is described in Section 7.4. It uses
the same strategy as the PCA-based RBS, but instead of conﬁning the landmarks to the
boundary, these are located at virtual positions with respect to it. The subdivision of the
segments at each iteration follows the same principle as the PCA-based RBS. In particular,
we present two different approaches to obtain virtual landmarks. The ﬁrst variant considers
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 8.19: Virtual RBS landmark selection on two training shapes of the talus: (a-b) 10
landmarks, and (c-d) 20 landmarks. The centroids are selected as landmarks.
as landmarks the centroids obtained for each segment at each subdivision step. The higher
the resolution, the closer the centroids come to the boundary, and the higher the level of
detail obtained, as can be seen in Figs. 8.19 and 8.20 for the talus bone and the liver training
set, respectively. The initial centroid is the centroid of the whole shape and is located at the
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geometric centre of the shape for both examples presented.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 8.20: Virtual RBS landmark selection on two training shapes of the liver: (a-b) 10
landmarks, and (c-d) 20 landmarks. The centroids are selected as landmarks.
As for the other variants of the RBS family, the approach is multi-resolutional and as we
increase the level of detail, it retains previous landmark positions.
Another strategy used as virtual landmarks consists of placing landmarks in the direction
of the principal components, but at a certain distance from the centroid, proportional to the
associated eigenvalue λ1 or λ2 (depending on the principal axis considered) by a factor a.
The direction in which we place the landmarks is deﬁned per convention, and it is assumed
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to be always the direction pointing from the inside to the outside of each shape, this way we
retain the landmark correspondence at each iteration. In Figs. 8.21 and 8.22, we show the
resulting landmark selection for a = 1 and a = 1.5, respectively, for two distinct talus shapes
and different number of landmarks.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 8.21: Virtual RBS landmark selection on two training shapes of the talus, with a = 1:
(a-b) 10 landmarks, and (c-d) 20 landmarks.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 8.22: Virtual RBS landmark selection on two training shapes of the talus, with a = 1.5:
(a-b) 10 landmarks, and (c-d) 20 landmarks.
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The results obtained for the liver data set are shown in Figs. 8.23 and 8.24, for a = 1 and
a = 1.5, respectively, for two distinct liver shapes and different number of landmarks.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 8.23: Virtual RBS landmark selection on two training shapes of the liver, with a = 1:
(a-b) 10 landmarks, and (c-d) 20 landmarks.
We note that the conclusions reached for other variants of the RBS method are true also
for virtual landmarks. Furthermore, the higher the value of factor a, the further away from
the centre of the shape the landmarks will be. In particular, for a = 1.5 the virtual landmarks
seem to fall around the boundary shape. We can see that the correspondence of landmarks
seems to be consistent and robust for these variants as well as for PCA. Virtual landmarks
are directly related to the shapes and can characterize them in a different way from what
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 8.24: Virtual RBS landmark selection on two training shapes of the liver, with a = 1.5:
(a-b) 10 landmarks, and (c-d) 20 landmarks.
has been considered in the literature up to now.
8.5 Quantitative Comparison
In this section, we compare all proposed landmark tagging methods with manual and equally
spaced annotation methods in terms of compactness by using the compactness factors de-
scribed in Section 8.2. In the following, we will calculate the compactness for each method
separately, and compare it to manual and equally spaced strategies. In the end, we will
compare all methods together and show which strategy is better for each of the two training
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sets of shapes studied.
8.5.1 c-scale Based Landmark Tagging
In this section, we will use equations (8.2) and (8.3) to compare among the 12 methods,
summarized in Section 5.7. Only sample comparative results will be presented and not an
exhaustive listing of all evaluation results.
Hierarchical versus non-hierarchical selection
Fig. 8.25 shows a comparison of hierarchical and non-hierarchical landmark selection ap-
proaches, obtained on the talus training set, for n = 1, ..., 18, and for peaks and valleys
separately. This plot shows that hierarchical selection creates more compact models than the
Figure 8.25: χn for n = 1, ..., 18. Comparison of hierarchical and non-hierarchical landmark
tagging methods for the talus data set.
non-hierarchical approach, especially for small n. The hierarchical selection has also other
advantages - it is easier to select landmarks in a hierarchical way, since the parameters are
ﬁxed in the beginning and do not need to be changed for each n. The global results for these
two approaches compared to the manual and equally spaced methods are presented in terms
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of χ in Table 8.1 for peaks and valleys for the talus bone. Overall, the hierarchical approach
Table 8.1: Comparison of hierarchical and non-hierarchical landmark tagging methods in
terms of χ value for peaks and valleys separately in the talus data set.
Non-hierarchical Hierarchical Equally spaced Manual
Peaks 0.9204 0.9357 0.9095 0.9065
Valleys 0.9072 0.9190 0.9095 0.9065
performs better for both valleys and peaks than non-hierarchical, manual, and equally spaced
methods. Note that for lower values of L, this difference in performance is further enhanced
in favor of the hierarchical methods.
Closest point versus parametric propagation
We compare in terms of compactness the two different types of propagation introduced in
Section 5.5. From Fig. 8.26, we may observe that the parametric approach performs better
Figure 8.26: χn for n = 1, ..., 18. Comparison of closest point and parametric propagations
for the talus data set.
for valleys in the talus data set. For peaks, it performs better for n > 8. For a small number
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of peaks selected, the closest point method gives better results. The results in terms of χ
are listed in Table 8.2. For peaks and valleys, parametric propagation performs better than
Table 8.2: Comparison of closest point and parametric propagation in terms of χ value for
peaks and valleys separately for the talus data set.
Closest point Parametric Equally spaced Manual
Peaks 0.9357 0.9362 0.9095 0.9065
Valleys 0.9190 0.95 0.9095 0.9065
closest point propagation in the talus data set. Both methods for peaks and valleys give
better results than manual and equally spaced methods.
The results for these two propagation approaches when we select both peaks and valleys
for n = 1, ..., 27, are displayed via χn in Fig. 8.27. If we consider both peaks and valleys
Figure 8.27: χn for n = 1, ..., 27. Comparison of closest point and parametric propagations
for the talus data set.
(half peaks and half valleys), then, the parametric propagation of landmarks is more suit-
able to obtain a compact model for the talus data set. This is also presented numerically
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in Table 8.3. Again, both methods of propagating landmarks perform globally better than
Table 8.3: Comparison of closest point and parametric propagation in terms of χ value for
peaks and valleys for the talus data set.
Closest point Parametric Equally spaced Manual
χ 0.9370 0.9549 0.9293 0.9226
manual and equally spaced approaches, but the parametric approach gives the best results.
We may also observe in Fig. 8.27 that only the parametric propagation curve is above both
manual and equally spaced plots. This means that this type of propagation gives better
results independently of the number of landmarks used, whereas closest point propagation is
better than the equally spaced and manual methods only for small n.
The results for the liver data set, with these two propagation approaches, when we select
both peaks and valleys for n = 1, ..., 30, are displayed via χn in Fig. 8.28. If we consider
Figure 8.28: χn for n = 1, ..., 30. Comparison of closest point and parametric propagations
for the liver data set.
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both peaks and valleys (half peaks and half valleys), then, the parametric propagation of
landmarks is more suitable to obtain a compact model for the liver. This is also presented
numerically in Table 8.4. In this case, parametric propagation performs globally better than
Table 8.4: Comparison of closest point and parametric propagation in terms of χ value for
peaks and valleys for the liver data set.
Closest point Parametric Equally spaced
χ 0.9591 0.9635 0.9623
the equally spaced approach. In Fig. 8.28, the parametric propagation performs similarly to
the equally spaced approach, but better than the closest point propagation independently of
the number of landmarks used. Both propagation methods perform better than the manual
approach. Overall, for the liver and according to Table 8.4, parametric propagation performs
better than equally spaced and closest point propagation.
We may conclude that, in the two training sets considered, parametric propagation per-
forms better than closest point propagation, and also than manual and equally spaced ap-
proaches overall.
Hierarchical selection and parametric propagation
In this part, we show the results for n = 1, ..., 18 considering peaks only, valleys only, and
valleys and peaks together in the talus data set. The selection of landmarks is done hierar-
chically and the propagation is achieved parametrically. The method with both peaks and
valleys was obtained by using, for each number of landmarks, half number of peaks and half
of valleys. The results are displayed in Fig. 8.29. For the talus data set, the three methods
(valleys, peaks, and both) perform better than manual and equally spaced methods, the best
results being for valleys and valleys and peaks together. The global result for this experiment
is listed in Table 8.5. Globally, the method that performs better for the talus data set is
the one that considers only valleys, followed by the one that considers valleys and peaks to-
gether. All three methods perform better than equally spaced and manual landmark tagging
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Figure 8.29: χn for n = 1, ..., 18. Hierarchical selection of landmarks and parametric propa-
gation for the talus data set.
Table 8.5: Comparison of methods in terms of χ value for peaks and valleys for the talus
data set.
Peaks Valleys Peaks & valleys Equally spaced Manual
χ 0.9362 0.95 0.9450 0.9095 0.9065
approaches.
In the liver data set, the results for n = 1, ..., 15 considering peaks only, valleys only, and
valleys and peaks together, with the selection of landmarks done hierarchically and the prop-
agation achieved parametrically, are displayed in Fig.8.30 and Table 8.6. The method with
both peaks and valleys was obtained by using, for each number of landmarks, half number
of peaks and half of valleys. The three methods (valleys, peaks, and both) perform better in
terms of χn than manual and equally spaced methods, the best results being for peaks only.
Valleys and peaks together perform similarly to the equally spaced method, but better than
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Figure 8.30: χn for n = 1, ..., 15. Hierarchical selection of landmarks and parametric propa-
gation for the liver data set.
the manual approach.
Table 8.6: Comparison of methods in terms of χ value for peaks and valleys for the liver data
set.
Peaks Valleys Peaks and valleys Equally spaced Manual
χ 0.9544 0.9456 0.9424 0.9405 0.9131
Overall in the liver data set and in terms of χ, the proposed methods perform better
than equally spaced and manual approaches, the best result obtained by using peaks as
landmarks. If we observe the mean shape of the liver, fewer high curvature points or corners
can be located, but more straight segments are present, than in the talus. This may be one
of the reasons why peaks represent a better value in the results. This also demonstrates
that the most appropriate use of peaks, valleys, or both as landmarks, may depend on the
application.
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8.5.2 Variance Equalization
We compare the variance equalization strategy with the manual and equally spaced anno-
tations in terms of χn value, for n = 1, ..., 18, as shown in Fig. 8.31 for the talus bone.
Figure 8.31: χn for n = 1, ..., 18. Selection of landmarks via variance equalization for the
talus data set.
The variance equalization curve is closer to χn = 1, which means that it is more compact
than the other two methods, therefore, it seems to perform signiﬁcantly better than manual
and equally spaced approaches for all number of landmarks considered in the talus training
set. The results in terms of χ value for the talus data set, for n = 1, ..., 18, are presented in
Table 8.7.
Table 8.7: Comparison of methods in terms of χ value for the talus data set.
Variance Equalization Equally spaced Manual
χ 0.9540 0.9095 0.9065
For the talus, we can conclude that the variance equalization method performs better
than manual and equally spaced approaches in terms of χn and χ values.
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For the liver data set, the results of compactness for different number of landmarks,
n = 1, ..., 15, are displayed via χn in Fig. 8.32 and in terms of χ value in Table 8.8.
Figure 8.32: χn for n = 1, ..., 15. Selection of landmarks via variance equalization for the
liver data set.
For the liver, the variance equalization approach performs better at all number of land-
marks in terms of χn and χ values.
Table 8.8: Comparison of methods in terms of χ value for the liver data set.
Variance Equalization Equally spaced Manual
χ 0.9478 0.9405 0.9131
All these results show that the variance equalization method performs better in terms
of compactness than the equally spaced and the manual methods for both shapes studied.
Therefore, distributing the landmarks according to the total variance present on a training
set creates a more compact model to build PDM for model-based segmentation methods
such as those using ASMs. It does not depend on a starting point as does the equally spaced
method, and it avoids the difficulties and drawbacks of manual annotation.
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8.5.3 Recursive Boundary Subdivision
We compared all variants presented for the RBS method with the manual and equally spaced
annotations in terms of compactness for the talus bone and for the liver. In Fig. 8.33, we
display the results for the talus data set, for n = 1, ..., 18, via χn.
Figure 8.33: χn for n = 1, ..., 18. Selection of landmarks via RBS for the talus data set.
According to Fig. 8.33, the method that is closer to χn = 1 is the virtual RBS based on
the centroids. This variant seems to perform better than any other method for any number
of landmarks greater than 1. The PCA-based RBS is more compact than the manual and
equally spaced annotations, although it is close to the equally spaced annotation curve for
high number of landmarks (n > 9). The distance-based RBS performs better than equally
spaced and manual methods only for a number of landmarks smaller than 8. For higher values
it has a lower χn value than the equally spaced approach, but still higher than the manual
method, although for a number of landmarks greater than 13, the curve is very similar to
the manual annotation plot.
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The results in terms of χ value are summarized in Table 8.9. For the talus training set,
Table 8.9: Comparison of RBS methods in terms of χ value for the talus data set.
Dist. RBS PCA-RBS Virtual RBS Equally spaced Manual
χ 0.9275 0.9230 0.9516 0.9095 0.9065
considering L = 18, the best strategy seems to be the virtual RBS based on centroids, fol-
lowed by the distance-based RBS and the PCA-RBS. All the variants perform better than
manual and equally spaced methods for this particular application.
The virtual RBS based on eigenvalues could not be compared to the other methods since
the compactness varies depending on the parameter a selected. To investigate this further, in
Fig. 8.34 we study how this parameter affects the compactness factor χ. As can be observed,
Figure 8.34: χ as a function of a. Selection of landmarks via virtual RBS based on the
eigenvalues for the talus data set.
χ varies considerably depending on the factor a selected, reaching a minimum for a = 1.5 in
this particular case. Surmising that this curve may depend on shape complexity, we applied
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erosions and dilations by using a circular structuring element (se) to the original training
set, to simplify or increase the shape complexity of the talus data set and studied how this
affected χ. We applied to all 40 shapes of the talus data set two erosions with se = 3 and
se = 4 and three dilations with se = 5, se = 10, and se = 15, to see how the shape complexity
changed; one shape from this family is presented in Fig. 8.35. Eroding the talus shape seems
to smooth the original shape a bit but in a smaller proportion than by dilation. Sometimes,
erosion can increase shape complexity. For the talus, certain areas get smoothed by erosion,
such as the cavity at the bottom part of the shape. The higher the dilation applied to the
talus shape, the smoother and rounded shape we obtain. In Fig. 8.36, we present χ as a
function of a for all newly generated shapes.
From Fig. 8.36, it appears that as the shape becomes smoother, higher compactness is
obtained. For highly dilated shapes, the results seem to be more compact than for eroded
and original shapes. In this case, when the dilation is small (se = 5), the results obtained
are similar to the curves obtained for eroded shapes. For the eroded shapes, the changes
with respect to the original shape were not so pronounced as for the dilated shapes, this is
why the curves corresponding to the eroded shapes are lower than the ones associated with
the dilation. It is also interesting to note that, for the original shape, the highest compact-
ness was obtained at a = 0, which means that landmarks were located at the centroids of
each segment. However, when we start smoothing the shapes, the curve changes and the
pitting becomes less deep, whereas the maximum compactness obtained at higher values of
a increases, and reaches a χ value higher than the one obtained at a = 0. Furthermore, the
smoother the shape, the quicker the curve reaches the minimum, and the faster it increases
subsequently.
A similar comparison for all the variants of the RBS family was carried out for the liver
training set, for n = 1, ..., 15, as presented in Fig. 8.37. In this case, the best compactness
result seems to occur for PCA-based RBS, followed by virtual RBS based on the selection of
centroids. Distance-based RBS performs similarly to the equally spaced method. They all
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(a) Original. (b) Erosion se = 3.
(c) Erosion se = 4. (d) Dilation se = 5.
(e) Dilation se = 10. (f) Dilation se = 15.
Figure 8.35: Examples of erosion and dilation, with different sizes of se, applied to the talus
bone shape in (a).
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Figure 8.36: χ as a function of a. Selection of landmarks via virtual RBS based on the
eigenvalues for the talus data set as shape complexity is changed.
Figure 8.37: χn for n = 1, ..., 15. Selection of landmarks via RBS for the liver data set.
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perform better than manual annotation in terms of χn. A similar behaviour can be observed
for the χ factor in Table 8.10. Overall for the liver, PCA-based RBS creates more compact
Table 8.10: Comparison of RBS methods in terms of χ value for the liver data set.
Dist. RBS PCA-RBS Virtual RBS Equally spaced Manual
χ 0.9453 0.9635 0.9572 0.9405 0.9131
models, followed by virtual RBS based on the centroids, and by distance-based RBS, which
still performs better than the equally spaced and manual strategies.
To analyse the behaviour of virtual RBS based on eigenvalues, we calculated the overall
compactness value χ for different values of a as shown in Fig. 8.38. In this case, the min-
Figure 8.38: χ as a function of a. Selection of landmarks via virtual RBS based on eigenvalues
for the liver data set.
imum of the curve is obtained at smaller a values than for the talus, and the compactness
increases after that point reaching higher values than those obtained at a = 0 even for small
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values of a. To study this with respect to the changes in shape complexity, we created a set
of training sets of liver shapes with different complexity levels by eroding and dilating the
original liver training set. One sample of the original training set along with its eroded and
dilated versions are shown in Fig. 8.39.
(a) Original. (b) Erosion se = 5. (c) Erosion se = 9.
(d) Dilation se = 10. (e) Dilation se = 15.
Figure 8.39: Examples of erosion and dilation with different sizes of se applied to the liver
shape in (a).
The results of χ as a function of a for these shapes are presented in Fig. 8.40. We notice
that the compactness factor χ calculated over a range of a values, is different for different
shape complexities. In this case, the compactness seems to be better for the eroded shapes
and worse for the dilated shapes. The minima of the curves, for all shapes considered, seem
to happen at a similar value of a.
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Figure 8.40: χ as a function of a. Selection of landmarks via virtual RBS based on eigenvalues
for the liver data set as shape complexity is changed.
To be able to understand this behaviour a bit better, we selected a shape where the
complexity can be assessed visually without ambiguity, unlike the talus or liver shapes. In
this case, we considered a data set of 40 MRI foot images, where we segmented the calcaneus
bone of the foot (Fig. 8.41). We selected the calcaneus shape because it has many shape
features that will be accentuated when eroding the original shapes, creating more complex
shapes, as shown in Fig. 8.42. The features will be smoothed when dilating the original
shapes, generating less complex shapes, as seen in Fig. 8.42.
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(a) MRI foot data. (b) Segmented calcaneus.
Figure 8.41: Example calcaneus bone taken from the training set of 40 shapes.
The χ(a) curves for these new shapes are displayed in Fig. 8.43. Note that the eroded
training shapes start with a high compactness value for a = 0, which is the highest or similar
to the compactness obtained at any point of these curves. For the dilated training sets,
this is not the case, as the compactness, after reaching the minimum of the curve, increases
and surpasses the value of χ at a = 0, reaching very high compactness values for large a.
The position of the minimum varies as well with respect to the complexity of the shapes
considered. The minima are deeper for the eroded families, and happen at a higher value of
a than for the dilated families. The higher the erosion applied to the data set, the lower is the
compactness curve obtained with respect to the parameter a. The higher the dilation applied
to the data set, the higher the compactness curve and the faster it increases after reaching
the minimum. This shows that there is some indication that the factor χ may depend on
shape complexity. In the future, it would be interesting to explore this phenomenon fully.
8.5.4 Comparison of All Landmark Tagging Methods
To summarize the results obtained in this section, and to be able to compare among all
methods in terms of compactness, we have represented the best results for each family of
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(a) Erosion se = 5. (b) Erosion se = 7.
(c) Erosion se = 9. (d) Dilation se = 5.
(e) Dilation se = 10. (f) Dilation se = 15.
Figure 8.42: Example of erosion and dilation for different sizes of se applied to the calcaneus
shape in Fig. 8.41.(b).
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Figure 8.43: χ as a function of a. Selection of landmarks via virtual RBS based on eigenvalues
for the calcaneus data set as shape complexity is changed.
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methods for both training sets of shapes. For the talus bone, the comparison of all methods
tested is presented, for n = 1, ..., 18, via χn in Fig. 8.44.
Figure 8.44: χn for n = 1, ..., 18. Selection of landmarks via c-scale, variance equalization,
and RBS for the talus data set.
The best compactness for the c-scale approach was obtained when using the high cur-
vature points (valleys) to describe the training shapes. For the RBS approach, the virtual
strategy based on the centroids was the one with highest compactness. We observe that,
among all the methods tested, the three families seem to perform similarly in terms on com-
pactness for the talus training set with respect to χn. The curves corresponding to c-scale
and virtual RBS seem to be quite similar, virtual RBS being a bit more compact for lower
number of landmarks. All these methods perform better than manual and equally spaced an-
notation strategies. According to Table 8.11, in terms of χ, the values obtained for the three
automatic landmark tagging methods are very similar, the best compactness being obtained
by the variance equalization strategy, followed very closely by the virtual RBS approach. For
the talus training set of shapes, c-scale, variance equalization, and RBS work signiﬁcantly
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Table 8.11: Comparison of the best variant of each method in terms of χ value for the talus
data set.
c-scale - Valleys VE Virtual RBS Equally spaced Manual
χ 0.95 0.9540 0.9516 0.9095 0.9065
better than manual and equally spaced approaches in terms of χ.
Similarly, for the liver training set, the comparison of all methods tested for n = 1, ..., 15
are displayed via χn in Fig. 8.45. The best compactness for the c-scale approach was obtained
when using the inﬂection points (peaks). For the RBS approach, the PCA-based strategy
was the one with highest compactness.
Figure 8.45: χn for n = 1, ..., 15. Selection of landmarks via c-scale, variance equalization,
and RBS, for the liver data set.
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From Fig. 8.45, we notice that the method with highest compactness is the PCA-based
RBS. c-scale and variance equalization seem to perform similarly for all number of landmarks
greater than 1. All three family of methods tested perform better than equally spaced and
manual annotations. The same conclusions can be reached by examining at Table 8.12, where
the results in terms of χ show that the RBS strategy is more compact than any other method
tested, followed by the c-scale approach.
Table 8.12: Comparison of the best variant of each method in terms of χ value for the liver
data set.
c-scale - Peaks VE PCA-RBS Equally spaced Manual
χ 0.9544 0.9478 0.9635 0.9405 0.9131
8.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have compared the novel methods of automatic landmark tagging pre-
sented in this thesis. We evaluated the landmark selection achieved by each method and
the compactness of the models considering both the number of landmarks and the modes
selected and compared these methods with manual and equally spaced annotation methods.
This analysis had a novel bent to it in the sense that it did not conﬁne to some ﬁxed num-
ber of landmarks n, arbitrarily determined, as it is commonly done in the literature, but it
analysed how compactness varied with n. Our evaluation indicates that the three proposed
families of new methods perform better than manual and equally spaced annotations. The
reason why our methods perform better than manual, which is supposedly the ground truth,
is that deﬁning homology between landmarks manually is very difficult, time consuming,
and error prone. Also, it is impossible to manually ascertain what speciﬁc landmarks may
lead to the most compact model. Our analysis indicated that if n is made sufficiently large,
all methods reach more or less the same compactness factor, although there may be some
offset among the curves for different methods. Lower values of n show signiﬁcant differences
in behaviour among methods. If we had produced χ values by integrating up to smaller n
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values, much larger differences will show in favour of the new methods. This underscores the
point of showing the behaviour of χn over a larger range of n. It should be emphasized that,
in the absence of reference standards and ground truth, even approaching χ for the manual
method bodes well for a new method since that is the best intuitively agreeable tool we have
for the selection of homologous points. The ability of automation is then the main selling
attribute of the new methods, over manual selection.
c-scale approaches are able to capture dominant points at different scales (levels of detail)
creating compact models for different number of landmarks. Since the shapes of a training
set do not necessarily have the same shape characteristics, landmarks were selected directly
on the mean shape of the training set and subsequently propagated to all the shapes of
the training set establishing the correspondence between landmarks among shapes. Several
strategies for selecting and propagating landmarks were evaluated in this chapter. When the
number of landmarks needs to be varied repeatedly, the hierarchical approach of selection is
to be preferred. Landmark propagation was undertaken by using two different approaches:
closest point and parametric propagation. The results show that the latter returns more
compact models in the two data sets analysed in this chapter. The type of landmark (peaks,
valleys, or both) is to be selected depending on the application. Based on our analysis on
a limited number of objects, we may draw the following conclusions. For objects with large
ﬂat segments, segment midpoints/ inﬂection points identiﬁed by peaks in Af (b) seem to be
more appropriate as landmarks. For objects with more curved segments and details, valleys
denoting high curvature points seem to capture shape information better. Generally hier-
archical selection, which allows detecting points that are more dominant ﬁrst then followed
by subtler details, is to be preferred. Finally, parametric propagation is more suitable than
closest point propagation since it locates the corresponding points along the boundary in a
more consistent manner. Overall, we recommend hierarchical, parametric combinations on
peaks or valleys or both.
We also showed that the distribution of landmarks by using the variance equalization
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method is a good way of creating more compact models taking into account the variability
existing in the training set. This concept has been missing in all previous attempts at auto-
matic landmark tagging.
The recursive boundary subdivision strategy is a global-to-local approach for determin-
ing landmarks on digital boundaries. The method allows the incorporation of a variety of
shape analysis methods on the sub-segments to determine landmarks. Its output is multi-
resolutional allowing landmark selection at any lower resolution trivially as a subset of those
found at higher resolution. This method has a high potential, since different combinations of
it can be useful for different applications. Especially the PCA-based method is very useful in
characterizing a training set of shapes. This method has built into it the spirit of maintaining
homology among all shapes starting with the most global and proceeding to as local a detail
as we wish. We also introduced the new concept of virtual landmarks that relate to the shape
but does not necessarily lie on the boundary of each shape.
These methods are in principle applicable to spaces of any dimensionality, although we
have focused in this chapter on 2D shapes. Both local-to-global and global-to-local strategies
have their merits and demerits. It remains to be seen how these will pan out especially in
the 3D context.
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Recursive Boundary Subdivision
In Chapter 7, we introduced the RBS method and detailed how to use it to build 2D mod-
els. In this chapter, we extend this approach to the 3D space, in an attempt to deﬁne and
characterize landmarks on 3D shapes while ensuring their homology among shapes. The
method starts from three initial corresponding points determined in all training shapes via
a method α, and subsequently by subdividing the shapes into connected boundary segments
by a plane determined by these points. A shape analysis method β is applied on each seg-
ment to determine a landmark on the segment. This point introduces more triplets of points,
the planes deﬁned by which in turn are used to further subdivide the boundary segments.
This recursive boundary subdivision (RBS) process continues simultaneously on all training
shapes, maintaining synchrony of the level of recursion, and thereby keeping correspondence
among generated points automatically by the correspondence of the homologous shape seg-
ments in all training shapes. The process terminates when no subdividing planes are left to
be considered that indicate, as per a parameter δ associated with method β, that a point
can be continued to be selected on the associated segment. Similarly to the 2D approach,
the selection of landmarks on 3D shapes is undertaken in a coarse-to-ﬁne manner on discrete
surfaces, with the same hierarchical strategy and associated properties as in the 2D approach.
In this chapter, we ﬁrst describe the 3D RBS method, and we illustrate the approach with
an example. Then, in Section 9.2, we delineate the overall algorithm of the method. Some
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preliminary results are shown in Section 9.3 for a synthetic shape as well as for a training set
of shapes constituting the talus bone of the foot of different human subjects. The conclusions
are given in Section 9.4.
9.1 Principles of the 3D RBS Method
The geometric and topological properties of digital, oriented, connected, Jordan surfaces
form an essential underpinning of the proposed RBS method. Let the coordinate axes of
the space in which we represent each surface be denoted by x1, x2, and x3. The boundary
of any object is represented as a set of boundary faces, which are one of six types of ori-
ented voxel faces, denoted +x1, +x2, +x3, −x1, −x2, and −x3 types. Each face in a surface
is characterized by a center, four corners, and an orientation. The concept of boundary
connectedness is essential to the understanding of the method. These concepts were already
presented in Section 7.1 for 2D and 3D objects. Further details can be found in [Udupa, 1994].
Let S = {Sj : 1 ≤ j ≤ M} be the given set of training shapes represented as oriented,
connected, and closed (Jordan) digital surfaces [Udupa, 1994], as deﬁned in Chapter 7. The
method can be generalized easily from a single Jordan surface per object to multiple Jordan
surfaces and for multiple objects. We assume that the surfaces in S have been aligned via
translation, scaling, and rotation as commonly done in most modelling methods. We will
illustrate the approach for the two training shapes depicted in Fig. 9.1. We assume that both
surfaces belong to the same family of shapes.
9.1.1 Initialization by Method α
Suppose by using some method α we ﬁnd 3 initial homologous (non-collinear) points pj1, p
j
2,
and pj3 in each surface Sj in S. This can be done by any method as long as it guarantees
the correspondence between landmarks among shapes. In Fig. 9.2, we illustrate this step
by deﬁning α as the method that ﬁnds bels (voxel faces) with the largest distance between
them in a shape. We initially ﬁnd the two points pj1 and p
j
2 as the two farthest points on
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S21S













Figure 9.2: Deﬁning landmarks pj1 and p
j
2 on Sj by method α.
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Figure 9.3: Propagation of landmarks p21 and p
2
2 into S1.
each surface Sj , as represented in Fig. 9.2. Then, we determine, among all Sj , the shape
that has the largest distance between pj1 and p
j
2. As for the 2D approach, there is only one
shape leading each subdivision, and it is the shape that has the largest distance between pj1
and pj2 among shapes at that stage of subdivision. This is done to guarantee that landmarks
are homologous among shapes at each step. Initially, the two shapes in our example may
not necessarily have their farthest two points in equivalent positions. In Fig. 9.2, the largest




2 will be propagated to the surface S1 to ﬁnd
the corresponding landmarks on that shape, as represented in Fig. 9.3. In this case, we used
closest point propagation, as decribed in Section 5.5, to ﬁnd the corresponding landmarks
among shapes.
In the 2D case, we just needed two landmarks to initialize the method and divide a
boundary shape into two connected pieces. In the 3D case, we need three landmarks to
initialize the RBS approach. The third point pj3 on Sj is determined to be the point farthest
from the line pj1p
j
2 on Sj , as shown in Fig. 9.4. This is also done in a manner similar to p
j
1
and pj2. In this case, d1 > d2, and therefore, point p
1
3 on S1 will be propagated to all other
surfaces to ﬁnd all corresponding pj3, where j &= 1. In this manner, by method α, we ﬁnd the
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Figure 9.5: Propagating landmark p13 into S2.
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triplet tj1 = 〈pj1, pj2, pj3〉. The triplet tj1 associated with Sj deﬁnes a plane P (tj1) that intersects
Sj at certain bels, as illustrated in Fig. 9.6 for the triplets shown in Fig. 9.5. The intersection

















Figure 9.6: Intersecting faces (dotted blue line) between P (tj1) and Sj .
subdivide Sj into two connected pieces, we ﬁnd, from the set of intersecting faces those that




3. This will result in one or more connected sets of faces, which




9.1.2 Determining The Intersecting Faces of a Surface by a Plane
For a given P (tj1), the faces of a given type, say the x1-faces, in Sj will be in one of the
following situations in terms of their relationship with the plane:
1. They are parallel to P (tj1);
2. One pair of their opposite (parallel) edges is parallel to P (tj1);
3. No edge is parallel to P (tj1).
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In the ﬁrst case, the face is entirely on the plane or out of it. In the second case, either
the face intersects the plane or one of its edges touches it. In the last case, either the face
intersects the plane or one of its vertices touches it. This is applicable to the x2- and x3-faces
as well.
A simple way of ﬁnding the intersecting faces between P (tj1) and Sj is as follows. The
main idea is to use the center point of a face to decide if any part of the face is intersecting
the plane, including the corners of the face in the case it touches the plane. This is possible
due to the digital nature of the space. We create three generic faces of types x1, x2, and
x3, exactly touching the plane at a corner. If the faces belong to one of the ﬁrst two cases
enumerated above, then they will have more than a corner touching the plane. This does not
affect the method, since the process of ﬁnding intersecting faces is the same independently of
the relationship between the plane and the face considered. For the generic faces (as above)
for each type of face, we calculate the distance of their center to the plane P (tj1). These
distances, denoted D1, D2, D3, could be different for x1-, x2-, and x3-faces because of their
different orientation with respect to P (tj1). Note that the orientation of all x1-faces (and of
−x1-faces from the view point of determining intersection) is the same, as well as of x2-,
and x3-faces. We determine an xi-face (also −xi-face) in Sj as intersecting P (tj1) only if its
centre’s distance to the plane is less than Di, for i = 1, 2, 3.
9.1.3 Finding Two Connected Sets
Once we ﬁnd the intersecting faces of Sj with plane P (t
j
1), we need to determine the set Aj




3. Aj itself may not be connected in









the set connected to pj3, then, Aj = Q
j
1 ∪Qj2 ∪Qj3. The connectivity of bels is determined as
explained in Section 7.1. By extracting the set of connected intersecting faces Aj from Sj ,
we divide each Sj into two segments, with the corresponding segments constituting roughly
similar shape among all Sjs, as shown in Fig. 9.7. Then, we ﬁnd the connected sets on each




3, separately, since we
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can have several connected sets forming one segment. In Fig. 9.7, the planes P (t11) and P (t
2
1)
divide the surfaces S1 and S2 into two segments, formed by one connected piece each. The
two corresponding segments among shapes are represented in green and blue. The dotted
blue line is the cutting line of the plane P (tj1). The two segments obtained for each Sj , after
division by the plane, are denoted by S1j and S
2
j .
9.1.4 Recursive Subdivision by Method β
Suppose now we use a method β, to ﬁnd a point pj4 in each new segment in Sj , guided by the
shape of that segment. As in the previous explanation, we illustrate this step considering β
as the method of ﬁnding the farthest point. In Fig. 9.8, pj4 is the point that is the farthest
from the plane P (〈pj1, pj2, pj3〉) for the segments S1j . Again, from both shapes considered
in the training set, we take as ﬁnal pj4, the one that has the largest distance to the plane
among shapes. In this case, we select p14 in this manner, it will lead the subdivision of all
corresponding segments, and it will be propagated to S12 to generate its corresponding p
2
4



























Figure 9.8: Finding a new landmark pj4 on S
1
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The subdivision will cease if the surface segment under consideration, say S1j , does not
deviate much from a planar surface as per parameter δ. Otherwise, three additional planes
are introduced corresponding to the triplets 〈pj1, pj2, pj4〉, 〈pj1, pj3, pj4〉, 〈pj2, pj3, pj4〉, which further
subdivide S1j into three connected segments. The new planes generated for the segments S
1
j ,





















Figure 9.10: New planes for subdivision of S1j .
The process of subdivision continues until all planes and associated sub-segments indicate
termination as per parameter δ. Note that the process of subdivision will continue if there
is even one surface in the set S for which the distance criterion for method β is greater than
the parameter δ. Otherwise, it will be terminated for that plane for all M surfaces. In the
case of the example given, the subdivision will continue if there is any new point that is at
a distance greater than δ from the plane that generated it.
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9.2 Overall Algorithm
The algorithm used to implement the 3D RBS method is summarized below.
Algorithm 9.1: 3D RBS - Recursive Boundary Subdivision
Input: Surfaces Sj : j = 1, ...,M ; parameter δ; methods α and β.
Output: Landmarks pj1, ..., p
j
n, j = 1, ...,M .
Auxiliary Data: Queue Qj , associated with each surface Sj , j = 1, ...,M .
Initialization
for j = 1, ...,M do




3 on Sj . These
points deﬁne a plane P (〈pj1, pj2, pj3〉) that divides Sj into two connected
segments S1j and S
2







2. Enqueue the two surface segments SXj associated with Sj in Qj . Note the
triplet 〈pj1, pj2, pj3〉 associated with these segments.
end
Recursive Subdivision
while Qj, j = 1, ...,M , is not empty do
3. Dequeue surface segment SXj from Qj for each j = 1, ...,M . Using the
associated triplet 〈pjk, pjl , pjm〉, determine if SXj needs to be further subdivided
as per method β and test criterion using δ.
4. If there is some i in 1, ...,M such that SXi can be subdivided, then, for each
j = 1, ...,M , determine the new segment of SXj using the triplet 〈pjk, pjl , pjm〉,
and enqueue the segment in Qj .
end
5. Output pj1, ..., p
j
n, j = 1, ...,M .
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9.3 Preliminary Demonstration
In this section, we present some preliminary results to mainly demonstrate the spirit of the
algorithm with some examples. We have deﬁned methods α and β as being the farthest
distance and farthest distance from the plane to the surface, respectively. We applied the 3D
RBS method to two 3D objects: a synthetic shape with easily identiﬁable corners as shown
in Fig. 9.12, and a medical object - the talus bone of the foot, as represented in Fig. 9.11.
TALUS
Figure 9.11: The talus bone of the foot in an MR image.
In Fig. 9.12, we show the results obtained after applying the 3D RBS method to a single
synthetic shape. The idea here was to show how landmarks are well positionned by the RBS
method in the corners of the shape. Different views of the same surface are displayed in
Fig. 9.12. Landmarks are represented as small balls attached to the surface.
For the talus object, the process of localizing landmarks is illustrated in Figs. 9.13-9.15.
The initial three landmarks for two of the training shapes are displayed in Fig. 9.13. In
this ﬁgure, we show similar views for each shape. We notice that the initial landmarks were
selected on the surface at corresponding positions. Furthermore, according to the selected δ
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Figure 9.12: A synthetic shape with its localized landmarks.
Figure 9.13: Initialization of the RBS method on two tali.
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parameter, we can capture different levels of detail on the surface as shown in Figs. 9.14 and
9.15, where two different values of delta were selected.
Figure 9.14: Landmarks obtained on two tali by using the RBS method with a higher δ value.
Figure 9.15: Landmarks obtained on two tali by using the RBS method with a lower δ value.
The results are promising and show how well landmarks are captured on different types
of surfaces and with different levels of detail and at corresponding locations. If the method is
applied to a single shape, as shown in Fig. 9.12 for the synthetic shape, it is able to capture
the dominant points of the shape, acting as a shape descriptor to the surface.
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9.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented a 3D automatic landmark tagging method based on global-
to-local recursive boundary subdivision for determining landmarks on 3D digital surfaces.
The method is an extension of the 2D approach presented in Chapter 7 and presents the
following characteristics. (a) The method is general in being nD and in allowing the incorpo-
ration of a variety of shape analysis methods on the sub-segments to determine landmarks.
(b) Its output is naturally multi-resolutional allowing landmark selection at any lower resolu-
tion trivially as a subset of the landmarks found at higher resolutions. (c) The operations are
very efficient requiring minutes rather than many hours (for the 3D case) for model building.
(d) A triangulation of the shape surface (at all levels of resolution) is a byproduct of the
method which becomes useful in visualization, segmentation, and other operations involving
the model. In fact, this is a very interesting surface triangulation method based on global-
to-local shape reﬁnement.
In this chapter, we have demonstrated that the idea underlying RBS can be extended
to the 3D space. However, this is only a preliminary demonstration. Much further work
is needed in exploring the full potential of the method, in developing a production mode





The goal of the thesis was to address challenges C1-C4 in the best way it was possible. In-
stead of jumping right into the 3D problem ﬁrst, it seemed reasonable to look at the 2D
problem ﬁrst since 2D modelling itself has numerous applications. This naturally led us
to the c-scale idea. Although the c-scale concept brought on several new ideas, which led
to considerable improvements in salient point detection from the state-of-the-art, since the
same dominant points may not occur in all training shapes, it posed a hurdle for the c-scale
based landmark tagging strategies. This led us to the variance equalization strategy for
2D landmark selection. The RBS strategy’s strongest tenet is its n-dimensional generaliz-
ability, which is a lot more challenging for the other two approaches studied in the thesis.
Unfortunately time restrictions precluded a full and thorough study of the RBS methodology.
This chapter summarizes the conclusions of this thesis. Section 10.1 states the main
contributions achieved by this work. A discussion is given in Section 10.2. In Section 10.3,
we present some open problems that remain to be solved in the future.
10.1 Main Contributions





• We have devised a new theory and method for shape description based on the novel
concept of c-scale. This shape descriptor provides a comprehensive characterization of
shape with numerous potential applications. From this representation, we can extract
special points of interest such as convex and concave corners, straight lines, circular
segments, and inﬂection points. The method is simple, different from previous methods
of curvature estimation, and can be directly applied to digital boundaries without
requiring prior approximations of the boundary, giving robust and accurate results at
different levels of detail by considering the local morphometric scale of the object. We
have shown that this method is useful for shape description as well as for the extraction
of dominant points.
Automatic Landmark Tagging Methods
• We devised a novel automatic landmark tagging method based on c-scale. The c-scale
method is applied to the mean shape of a training set of shapes to extract dominant
points such as high curvature points, inﬂection points, or both. These approaches
based on local curvature are able to capture dominant points at different scales (levels
of detail) and then propagate them to all the shapes of the training set to establish
correspondence in a local-to-global manner. Several techniques for landmark selection
and landmark propagation were evaluated.
• We developed a novel strategy for automatic landmark tagging that uses a technique of
equalization of the total variance existing in the training set, automatically establishing
correspondence among shapes at the same time. The main premise of this approach is
that regions with high variance among shapes will need more landmarks to be described
consistently, whereas regions with low variance do not need to be described with many
landmarks. This strategy itself takes care of the correspondence issue, and at the
same time, deploys landmarks very frugally and optimally considering shape variations.
The desired landmarks are positioned around each shape boundary so as to equally
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distribute the total variance existing in the training set in a global-to-local manner.
This is a consideration that has been missing in all landmark tagging methods proposed
up to now. The variance equalization method is simple to implement, computationally
fast, and does not need a reference shape to establish landmark correspondence as many
other methods in the literature.
• We devised a novel automatic landmark tagging method based on a recursive bound-
ary subdivision process. This is a global-to-local strategy that directly addresses the
generalization of methods to n > 2 dimensions, while making computations practical,
and operating in -n. It attempts to mathematically deﬁne and characterize landmarks
and ensures the homology among landmarks via recursive boundary subdivision (RBS)
of all training shapes simultaneously, maintaining correspondence among shapes and
their subdivided segments, as per a speciﬁed shape similarity criterion, at every recur-
sive step. The method is computationally simple and does not require registration but
uses the fundamental attributes of the shapes in the training set. It undertakes the
selection of landmarks in a coarse-to-ﬁne manner, consulting all objects in the training
set simultaneously in establishing homology and in ﬁnding landmarks. The method
allows the incorporation of a variety of shape analysis methods on the sub-segments
to determine landmarks. Its output is multi-resolutional allowing landmark selection
at any lower resolution trivially as a subset of those found at a higher resolution. We
presented the method in the 2D space and extended it to the 3D case, displaying some
preliminary results in the latter case.
• Another novelty of this thesis is the introduction of the new concept of virtual landmarks
that relate to the shape but does not necessarily lie on the boundary of each shape.
This has been applied in the context of RBS strategies, but it could be used in any




• We introduced several new compactness factors to assess the performance of the meth-
ods independently of the number of modes and the number of landmarks considered.
Our study did not conﬁne to some ﬁxed number of landmarks n, arbitrarily determined,




We compared global and local scale approaches to shape analysis and presented a thorough
evaluation on 21 different kinds of natural and artiﬁcial shapes. Based on accuracy in de-
tection (FPs and FNs) and localization accuracy (% RMS distance), c-scale method was the
best among all state-of-the-art and common methods used for comparison. The method was
also capable of detecting inﬂection points with good accuracy of detection and localization,
unlike many of the methods in the literature. It was the only method with perfect detec-
tion accuracy and which was consistent across all shapes, demonstrating non dependence on
shape in performance, even for features that are small or large in size and sharp or subtle
in deﬁnition. Furthermore, the c-scale method can control the level of detail and is robust
to scale changes. In that sense, it is also better than the other methods tested. The c-scale
method is an adaptation of the ball-scale idea [Saha et al., 2000] for nD images to the 1D
boundaries of 2D shapes. It produces a richer description of shape than the other methods
compared. It is simpler, with no special purpose mechanisms, has a simple implementation,





For the c-scale family, we devised two different landmark selection strategies - hierarchical
and non-hierarchical. Landmark propagation was undertaken by using two different ap-
proaches: closest point and parametric propagation. When the number of landmarks needs
to be varied repeatedly, the hierarchical approach of selection is to be preferred. The result of
the comparison shows that parametric propagation returns more compact models in the two
data sets analysed. The type of landmark (peaks, valleys, or both) is to be selected depend-
ing on the application. For objects with large ﬂat segments, segment midpoints/inﬂection
points identiﬁed by peaks seem to be more appropriate as landmarks. For objects with more
curved segments and details, valleys denoting high curvature points seem to capture shape
information better. Generally hierarchical selection, which allows detecting points that are
more dominant ﬁrst then followed by subtler details, is to be preferred. Finally, parametric
propagation is more suitable than closest point propagation since it locates the corresponding
points along the boundary in a more consistent manner. Overall, we recommend hierarchical,
parametric combinations on peaks or valleys or both. Other more advanced techniques could
be also used as propagation method for this family of methods.
In the variance equalization approach, the landmarks may not correspond to any domi-
nant points on the shape as in previous strategies, but they will give a good representation of
the variability existing in the training set. This is an important idea that has been missing
in previous methods and that allows a model to incorporate all the variability information
existing in the training set of shapes, so that the variability can be characterized directly and
in a better manner. These methods seem to perform very well in terms of compactness for
both objects studied.
The recursive boundary subdivision strategy is a global-to-local approach for determining
landmarks on digital boundaries. This RBS process continues simultaneously on all training
shapes, maintaining synchrony of the level of recursion, and thereby keeping correspondence
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among generated points automatically by the correspondence of the homologous shape seg-
ments in all training shapes. This method has, we believe, much potential, since different
combinations of it can be useful for different applications. Especially the PCA-based method
is very useful in characterizing a training set of shapes. This method has built into it the
spirit of maintaining homology among all shapes starting with the most global and proceed-
ing to as local a detail as we wish. We have also demonstrated that the method can be
extended to the 3D space by showing some preliminary results.
The evaluation results indicate that the three proposed families of new methods perform
better than manual and equally spaced annotations for both objects studied. Our analysis
shows that, if the number n of landmarks is made sufficiently large, all methods reach more or
less the same compactness factor. Lower values of n show signiﬁcant differences in behaviour
among methods. If we had produced χ values by integrating up to smaller n values, much
larger differences will show in favour of the new methods. This underscores the point of
showing the behaviour of χn over a larger range of n. It should be emphasized that, in the
absence of reference standards and ground truth, even approaching χ for the manual method
bodes well for a new method since that is the best intuitively agreeable tool we have for the
selection of homologous points. The ability of automation is then the main selling attribute
of the new methods, over manual selection. Both local-to-global and global-to-local strategies
have their merits and demerits. It remains to be seen how these will pan out especially in
the 3D context in the future.
10.3 Some Open Problems
A more complete evaluation could be performed on the c-scale shape descriptor to study
its behavior under noise and transformations and compare it to the state-of-the-art shape
descriptors.
The future work consists of obtaining a full production level implementation of 3D auto-
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matic landmark tagging approaches. In this thesis, we mainly focused on 2D shapes. This
itself has many medical (radiographic projection images) and non medical applications. Al-
though it is conceivable that the c-scale concept can be generalized to 3D shapes by using
geodesic distances on surfaces, the extension is not straightforward. Therefore, it remains to
be studied as to how to extend c-scale based and variance based landmark tagging strate-
gies into the 3D space. Furthermore, even though if we have demonstrated in this thesis
that the idea underlying RBS can be extended to the 3D space, this is only a preliminary
demonstration. Much further work is needed in exploring the full potential of the method,
in developing a production mode robust implementation, and in comprehensively evaluating
the method on a large population of medical objects.
The evaluation undertaken was mainly in terms of compactness and landmark location.
In the future, other evaluation factors could be studied to see how generalizable or speciﬁc the
models created are, where again the number l of modes selected and n become independent
variables. Furthermore, it would be interesting to see how well the different models perform
when applied to model-based segmentation strategies in identifying the object of interest in
new images of the same family.
In the future, we will complete this work to automate the whole process of generating the
PDM based on the automatic landmark tagging methods.
Finally, some types of landmarks may not be derivable from purely geometric shape con-
siderations only. There may be other indicators such as intensity patterns that signal “points
of interest”. The methods described in this thesis may be applicable to such situations only
if the intensity pattern information can be converted into geometric information suitable, for
example, in c-scale analysis.
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